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Our Mission
The University of the Western Cape is a national university, alert to its African and
international context as it strives to be a place of quality, a place to grow, from hope to action,
through knowledge. It is committed to excellence in teaching, learning and research, to
nurturing the cultural diversity of South Africa, and to responding in critical and creative ways
to the needs of a society in transition.
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Report of the Council

I

		
n starting this report that reflects on the work

away. Mr Titus was a well-known alumnus of UWC who

		of the Council of the University of the Western Cape

was a member of Council since 2009, representing the

(UWC) in 2013, I wish to acknowledge and pay tribute

Convocation. Amongst others, he was interested in and

to a number of people significant to the UWC Council

did a lot of work focussing on the history of community

who recently passed away. In November 2013, we learnt

sport in the Western Cape.

with sadness of the passing of Dr Patricia Gorvalla,
following a long battle with cancer. In recognition of her

Strategic Focus

distinguished contributions to UWC and the community

The University has grown from just more than 14 000

at large, the University conferred an Honorary Doctorate

students a decade ago, to more than 20 000 student in the

in Commerce on her in 1996. She served as a member of

year under review. With such growth there are additional

the UWC Council for many years, her last term ending

complexities to be managed and it is crucial to remain

in 2012.

focused in terms of the institutional vision and goals. In
this regard, Council approved the current Institutional

Dr Ingrid Miller, the former Registrar of the University,

Operating Plan (IOP) 2010 - 2014 in November 2009

passed away in December 2013. Dr Miller served as the

and it has been the guiding document against which

Secretary of Council since 2001 and her principled and

the institution charts its achievements and focus. In

professional presence in Council will be missed. She was

line with what Council expects from the University, the

a remarkable administrator and her contributions to

IOP, through its different goals, has a strong focus on:

UWC remain with us in many different forms.

a holistic approach to student development; teaching &
learning as a critically important University activity; and
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Early in 2014, prior to the completion of this report,

research & innovation as essential elements of fulfilling

another Council member, Mr Randall Titus, also passed

the University mandate of contributing to the creation
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“

“

Reflecting on the various elements that constitute the key strategic areas
and activities of the University, 2013 has again been a year with significant
achievements for UWC and its governance structures.

of new knowledge. In addition to these, the IOP also

Council members in 2012, there weren’t many changes

focuses on all the important elements that must support

to the composition of Council in 2013. After the SRC

the University in achieving its strategies in these three

elections in the second semester, Council welcomed

core areas.

the new SRC representatives in October. Unfortunately,
due to internal differences in the SRC, there were some

At every Council meeting the Rector presents a written

issues regarding who the formally designated SRC

report that speaks to the Institution’s achievements and

representatives on Council were, and this resulted in the

challenges in implementing strategies in pursuit of the

SRC not being able to actively participate or vote in some

objectives stated in the IOP. In addition to these reports,

meetings in 2013. The matter was only resolved towards

the various University publications, events and media

the end of the term of the previous SRC.

coverage also attest to the efforts of UWC. Council is
satisfied that the strategies that are being pursued to

At the end of 2013 the term of Mr Oscar Solomons,

give effect to the goals, and to bring about the required

representing organised business in the Western Cape,

change, are relevant and that providing UWC students

came to an end and Council expressed its appreciation

with an excellent undergraduate and postgraduate

for his contributions during his term on Council.

education, is at the centre of the University’s endeavours.
Allow me to extend a special word of appreciation to

Council Membership

Mr John Matthews, Ms Karen Barry and Mr Sedick Jappie

In accordance with the Statute, Councillors (other

who respectively chaired the Finance, Audit & Risk

than the Rector, Vice-Rectors and the SRC members)

and Tender committees of Council. These committees

are appointed or nominated to serve on Council for a

are very important to Council in terms of fulfilling its

three-year term. Following the appointment of ten new

oversight mandate and we are appreciative of the
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fact that we have individuals of their calibre with the

Following the Council approved processes, three new

appropriate skills to chair these committees.

deans were appointed: Prof Kobus Visser (Faculty of
Economic and Management Sciences (EMS)), Prof Jose

Leadership Appointments

Frantz (Faculty of Community and Health Sciences) and

Ensuring that there is appropriate leadership in place

Prof Bernard Martin (Faculty of Law). In making these

is a key Council responsibility. Council appoints all

appointments, Council also expressed its appreciation

senior management staff which includes the University

to Prof Julia Sloth-Nielsen who retired as the Dean of

Executive and Deans of Faculties. During 2013, Council

Law and to Prof Michelle Essau who acted as Dean in

was mindful of the fact that the University faces

the EMS Faculty. In addition to the appointment of

significant leadership changes within the next two

new deans, Council also extended the term of office

years and that, with Prof Tshiwula (Vice-Rector: Student

of Prof Duncan Brown, Dean of the Faculty of Arts,

Development and Support) retiring at the end of the year

for a further five years. Upon recommendation of

and both Profs O’Connell (Rector and Vice-Chancellor)

Senate, Council also approved the appointment of the

and Bharuthram (Vice-Rector: Academic) at the end of

following deputy deans: Prof Premesh Lalu (Deputy

2014, the necessary steps had to be taken to ensure that

Dean Research - Faculty of Arts) and Prof Charlene

new leaders are in place timeously to ensure leadership

Africa (Deputy Dean: Employment and Gender Equity -

continuity. In addition, there were also a number of

Faculty of Natural Sciences).

deanships that had to be filled and with Dr Miller’s
untimely passing, the position of Registrar also

Council wishes all the deans and deputy-deans well

became vacant.

with their work in taking forward the Institution’s
strategic objectives in their respective faculties. Council

The position of Vice-Rector: Student Development

also expressed its appreciation to Prof Lullu Tshiwula

and Support was advertised in 2013, but Council was

who retired as Vice-Rector: Student Development and

unfortunately not able to make an appointment.

Support at the end of December 2013. She managed

Council agreed to re-consider the position and the level

to bring about a shift in the focus of the portfolio and

of the appointment in 2014. UWC currently has two

leaves behind a strong department with a range of

Vice-Rectors and Council spent some time considering

programmes in place to support the holistic development

options in terms of restructuring the composition of the

of students and student leaders.

executive positions, but the matter was not concluded

Governance, Policy and other Key Issues

by the end of the year.

The year under discussion posed various challenges

5

The position of Rector and Vice-Chancellor was

to Council and some of the issues that were under

advertised in 2013 and prior to the drafting of this

consideration were reported on in the media. This

report in 2014, Council appointed Prof Tyrone Pretorius

report is not the space to reflect on the detail of these

as the new incumbent, as from 2015. Prof Pretorius

matters, suffice to say that Council remains committed

is no stranger to UWC

where he spent many years

to the success of the University and to supporting

of his career and served, amongst others, as Dean of

UWC through vigorous engagement in the various

the Faculty of Community and Health Sciences and as

governance structures. Tension between management

Vice-Rector: Academic, until 2005. Finalising the

and governance on certain issues is not a strange

appointment of an appropriate successor for Prof

occurrence in organisations, but in view of growing

O’Connell was a very important matter for Council to

tension since 2012, Council appointed a Task Team with

finalise in ensuring future leadership stability.

a view to facilitate a solution to some unresolved issues.
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The Chancellor, Archbishop Makgoba, also worked

enduring commitment to UWC, Council approved that

with the Task Team, but by the end of 2013, matters

the title Emeritus Professor be bestowed on Prof Wium

were still unresolved. In September 2013, at a Special

van Zyl of the Arts Faculty. Council also approved the

Council meeting, Council elected Mr Raymond Patel as

promotion of Prof Kailash Patidar to senior professor.

Chairperson of Council, but this was challenged and in
May 2014, the Western Cape High Court ordered that I

Through the conferral of honorary degrees, Council

be reinstated as Chairperson.

annually recognises and honours noteworthy individuals,
external to the University, for their extraordinary

However, despite the challenges referred to above,

contributions. Council approved the bestowal of an

reflecting on the various elements that constitute the

Honorary Doctorate to Dr Gustavo Guttiérez Merino O.P,

key strategic areas and activities of the University, 2013

a Peruvian theologian and Dominican priest, regarded as

has again been a year with significant achievements for

the founder of Liberation Theology.

UWC and its governance structures.
Employment Equity remains high on the agenda of
All Council sub-committees have approved standing

Council and in noting the Employment Equity Report for

orders and in 2013 Council approved amendments to the

2012/13 against the targets of the Employment Equity

standing orders of the Council Audit and Risk committee

Plan 2010 – 2015, Council again expressed concern

to increase the membership of the committee and to

about the relatively low percentage of African staff and

amend the quorum stipulations of the committee.

staff with disabilities. Council encouraged management

Council also approved an amendment to the Enterprise

to make use of available opportunities to address issues

Architecture and Information Systems committee,

pertaining to equity, staff development and to encourage

allowing Council to appoint the chairperson of the

staff to declare disabilities. Council also noted that

committee. Amendments to the standing orders of the

the University has implemented a Talent Stewardship

Human Resources committee of Council were approved

programme which, through a number of strategies,

to add additional members and to update changes in

specifically focuses on addressing risks associated with

the designations of certain members.

the ageing profile of staff. As an example, talented
doctoral students are brought into academia with

In view of the fact that Council normally only has four

mentoring and other support, through this project.

meetings per year, Council delegated authority to its
Tender committee to award tenders, after due process

During the last number of years the University’s policy

has been followed. A number of tenders were awarded

environment received ongoing attention to not only

in 2013, including the appointment of architects for the

align policies with new or changed legislation, but to

Bellville Medical Centre and the Computational Sciences

also address policy gaps and to ensure that policies,

infrastructure projects. Together with the Chemical

practices, and procedures are aligned. The work of the

Sciences building, these are the biggest new projects

internal auditors, the Council Audit and Risk committee,

that the University is implementing as part of the current

the appointments committees and Senior Management

Infrastructure and Efficiency Grant allocation by the

is recognised in this regard. In 2013, Council approved

Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET).

the Policy for the Management of Continuing Education
Courses; Probation Policy; Sexual Harassment Policy;

Council

annually

has

the

pleasurable

task

of

Staff with Disabilities Policy; and amendments to the

giving recognition to a number of individuals. In

Travel Policy. Council also approved a change in the

acknowledgement of his academic standing and

wording of the SRC Constitution to clarify the academic
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requirements that apply in order for students to qualify
as candidates.

Council appointed the following individuals as trustees
of the Board of the UWC Foundation: Messrs JJ Tabane,
Leslie Maasdorp and Jannie Durand. Council wishes them
well in performing this important task for the University.
Annually Council also receives reports from the
Convocation and Council noted the reports on activities
of the Convocation in 2013. Council appreciates
the growing number of

Convocation activities and

recognises that, comprising the University’s graduates,
academic staff and the University Executive, Convocation
is in a unique position to make a valuable contribution
to the intellectual debates and development of UWC.

Finance
Council is satisfied that the University has sustained its
mature approach to financial management. Ensuring

implications associated with new buildings are closely

that there are adequate resources for the institution to

monitored by the Finance Committee of Council. In

achieve its strategic objectives requires the balancing of

support of ongoing infrastructure expansion, to address

a complex set of realities which includes affordability to

the space shortfall and to reorganise the campus into

students. Council is pleased with the financial results

coherent precincts, Council approved that the University

for the year and the University’s performance in terms

could enter into a long-term loan agreement, following

of national benchmarks that are reported on in detail

Ministerial approval.

in the Financial Review section. These results are even
more significant when read against the backdrop of

Social Responsibility

UWC charging amongst the lowest tuition fees in the

UWC has a track record that attests to its commitment

country and the fact that, although the state subsidy

to providing access to higher education. The University

per funding unit annually increases, it doesn’t keep pace

actively promotes and enables access for students from

with inflation. The financial discipline by all sectors of

the working and lower-middle classes and especially

the University community and the oversight role of the

students from previously disadvantaged schools and

Finance committee of Council are acknowledged

communities.

with appreciation.
In addition to financial support through the National

Infrastructure Development

Student Financial Aid Scheme, (NSFAS) the range of

Council is satisfied that the University has made

bursaries offered through donor and institutional

significant strides in improving existing and constructing

resources, there are also various other programmes

new buildings. The quality of the campus environment

in place such as the Work Study initiative, to provide

as a living and learning environment is receiving ongoing

additional financial support to students in need.

attention and good progress is being made. Backlog
maintenance remains a concern and the financial
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The Council is satisfied that the University’s commitment

to community engagement remains an important aspect

objectives as outlined in the IOP for the period 2010 –

of giving effect to the institutional mission and fulfilling

2014. All the reports that constitute the 2013 Annual

its responsibility as a public university. Community

Report reflect aspects of Institutional performance and

projects span all faculties and involve numerous

the following are highlighted as high-level indicators

members of staff and students. Through its faculties

of performance in relation to the University’s

of Dentistry and Community and Health Sciences, the

strategic goals:

University also delivers services to communities at many

•

hospitals and clinics, resulting in hundreds of thousands

		based approach and provided in a coordinated way.

of patients being treated annually. An upgrade in the

		These activities contribute significantly to providing

infrastructure at the UWC Tygerberg Dental Hospital

		a more holistic student experience at both faculty

has also significantly improved the quality of the
environment in which patients are received and treated.
The

Council

also

recognises

and

expressed

its

appreciation for the University’s continued commitment
to fighting HIV/AIDS and is satisfied that UWC exercises
its responsibility with regard to HIV/AIDS in all its core
areas of activity.

Co-curricular activities are informed by a strength

		and institutional levels;
•

Through its growing research stature and attention

		to innovative teaching and learning practices, UWC
		is increasingly able to reshape its academic profile
		by attracting and retaining excellent students from a
		diverse range of backgrounds;
•

There is ongoing development and improvement of

		the administrative systems of the University,
		supported by attention to building a culture of

Institutional Performance

		accountability for the quality of work delivered and

In reflecting on the University’s performance, based

		in this way contributing to professionalising the

on the range of reports received throughout the year,

		support to the academic project;

Council is satisfied that the required progress is being

•

made towards the achievement of the Institutional

		Teaching and Learning Strategy, introduced Deputy

Good progress is made in implementing the

University of the Western Cape Annual Report 2013
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Deans, responsible for teaching and learning and, in

		both undergraduate and postgraduate levels

		addition, Teaching and Learning Specialist

		coupled with infrastructure improvement and a solid

		
positions

have

also

been

established

and

		financial position, the University’s distinctive

		
appointments have been made in most faculties.

		standing and profile, locally and internationally,

		The University continues to enhance the status of

		continues to develop; and

		teaching and learning across the institution, resulting

•

		in improved teaching and learning practices, student

		underpinned by good governance and accountability

		
engagement and success, and deepened research

		frameworks, the University continues to focus on its

		
into the scholarship of teaching and learning;

		strategic direction and to manage the complex

•

		change processes that are necessary for it to realise

UWC continues to not only increase its annual

		research output, but there is also growing external

Through visionary and capable leadership,

		its vision.

		recognition of the Institution’s research and
		innovation capacity as UWC continues to build a

Self-evaluation

		distinct identity around key niche areas, some of

The Council, through its various committees, strives to

		which already have international standing attracting

attain a balance between equity, excellence, capacity

		exciting new researchers and students to

and delegation within the system of governance, in

		the University;

order not to compromise sound governance principles

•

while ensuring the smooth operation of the Institution.

The University’s commitment to recognising that its

		overall success depends on its ability to attract,

Considering the work of the Council as it related to

		retain and develop the right quality and mix

2013, the Council:

		of people at all levels of the institution has gained

•

		significant momentum through a carefully designed

		management and leadership of the University are

		Talent Stewardship process that is starting to bring

		stable, but Council recognised that the pool of

		together and develop the human resource capacity

		available senior managers in higher education is

		which UWC needs to reach its strategic goals;

		limited and that the number of senior leadership

•

		positions that will become vacant in the foreseeable

Through a range of efficiency and entrepreneurial

		measures UWC not only continues operating

		future could pose certain risks that will require

		as a going concern but is also beginning, through

		continued attention, including external equity

		its recently established Business Innovation Centre

		considerations in terms of remuneration;

		and Technology Transfer Office, to open up

•

		opportunities for diversifying its income base in

		leadership in line with the strategic direction of

		support of greater financial sustainability;

		the University;

•

•

As part of ongoing campus planning, attention is

Continues to monitor the performance of the senior

Continues monitoring the alignment of budget,

		given to aligning the relationship between academic,

		planning and performance;

		enrolment and infrastructure planning and to

•

		translate, in concrete terms, the transformative

		of strategic plans and initiatives;

		potential of the University and its sub-region into

•

		implementable capital project priorities to help

		for financial performance and the management of

		direct resources to areas of high strategic concern

		the institutional budget;

		for UWC;

•

•

		in accordance with the IOP are realistic and address

Through its continuous achievements towards

		strengthening the institution’s academic role at

9

On the information available, is satisfied that the
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Strives to ensure that strategic focus is kept abreast

Is satisfied that there are adequate controls in place

Is confident that the financial strategies implemented

		key concerns, the monitoring of this remains part of

		Council’s continued fiduciary responsibility;

committed to open engagement with the Management

•

Continues deliberating transformation issues;

of the University in order to ensure that they have all

•

Is continuously informed of the Institutional

the instruments at their disposal that can move the

		environment through written reports from

Institution to achieve all its key objectives.

		the Rector;
•

Is apprised of risks in key areas through reports from

Thank you to my fellow Council members for their

		the Rector and the Audit and Risk, Tender,

commitment to UWC as displayed in the dedication with

		and Finance committees;

which they approached their Council responsibilities.

•

Approves policies, ensuring compliance with

		legislation, streamlining processes, and aligning
		policy and procedure in certain areas;
•

Is satisfied that the academic project is healthy, as

		is evident from the recognition extended to
		employees in terms of NRF ratings, the continuously
		improving publication output, and the number
		of research grants awarded to UWC employees.

Mr Brian Williams
Chairperson of Council

		The Council receives quarterly reports in this regard
		from the Senate and regular updates by the Rector
		and Vice-Rector: Academic; and
•

Receives regular reports from the Senate and the

		Rector and is satisfied that ongoing attention is
		given to issues affecting student success.

Conclusion
In 2014, the University leadership will initiate the process
of developing the next 5-year plan for the University
through the drafting of a new Institutional Operating
Plan (2015 – 2019). It is envisaged that there will be
consultation with institutional partners at all levels so
that UWC will be able to enrich its vision and purpose to
serve South Africa, Africa and humanity in dynamic and
innovative ways.

On behalf of Council I wish to convey our appreciation
and congratulations to the entire UWC community for
their continued efforts to take UWC forward, to achieve
ever higher levels of excellence and for their commitment
in preparing our country’s future leaders.

UWC is in the privileged position to have a Council that
has a rich spread of competencies in its membership and
this allows the Council to play a meaningful role. We are

University of the Western Cape Annual Report 2013
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Report of the Rector

A

		 llow me to start this report by remembering

Convocation of UWC, as an honorary doctoral graduate.

		

and honouring three individuals. History will,

UWC was in fact the first South African University to

amongst other events, reflect 2013 as the year in

award him with an honorary doctorate. Substantial

which former President Nelson Mandela passed away.

traces of Nelson Mandela’s life as resistance leader,

Following the deterioration of his health over the last

prisoner and President have defined and shaped UWC

years and especially in 2013, it did not come as a shock

as an institution of higher learning, committed to the

to South Africans, and the country honoured his memory

ideals of democracy, social transformation and non-

in various ways. For the University of the Western Cape

racialism. There is a genealogy of political and cultural

(UWC), honouring Nelson Mandela brought back many

formations at UWC that can be directly traced to the

memories as UWC had a very specific relationship with

liberation struggle in South Africa, and the subsequent

Nelson Mandela and the movements that made him. At

period of governance of a democratic society.

our University he was and will continue to not only be

11

remembered for being a resistance fighter, a political

When UWC awarded an honorary doctorate to

prisoner, a political leader and President, but he is also

Nelson Mandela on 28 November 1990, it wished to

fondly remembered as an esteemed member of the

acknowledge the consequences of his political vision

University of the Western Cape Annual Report 2013

“

Substantial traces of Nelson Mandela’s life as resistance leader, prisoner
and President have defined and shaped UWC as an institution of higher
learning, committed to the ideals of democracy, social transformation
and non-racialism.

“

for educational transformation that had been at the

time when we lost two very special UWC colleagues. Prof

very core of UWC’s effort to transcend the burden of

Hanief Moola, who retired as Dean of the Dentistry in

apartheid education. Through the honorary doctorate

2009, but continued to work in a part-time capacity for

UWC also wished to pay tribute to his ideals of service

the faculty, passed away on Wednesday, 19 December.

and ethical leadership that animated the struggles

He was involved in the Dentistry faculty from its inception

against apartheid. It was in this spirit that we chose to

until his passing, a period spanning 36 years. Messages

honour the life and contributions of Nelson Mandela in

from former students streamed in from across the

December 2013. Together with many other sites across

globe, fondly remembering a very special teacher and

the country, UWC was an official place of tribute. Earlier

mentor. Two days later, on Saturday, 21 December we

in 2013, through the Centre for Humanities Research,

received the sad news of the untimely death of Dr Ingrid

we curated an exhibition, “Nelson Mandela: A Life of

Miller, UWC’s former Registrar. Her association with

Selfless Service”, which formed part of the University’s

UWC started as a student and she joined UWC as a staff

series of events in honour of Mr Mandela’s life.

member in 1986. In 2001, she was appointed as UWC’s
first female Registrar. She was an exceptional individual,

For the UWC community, December 2013 was also the

an outstanding administrator and a valued member of

University of the Western Cape Annual Report 2013
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the UWC Executive team. Amongst others, she will be

opportunities present themselves and to provide a

remembered for the innovative work she initiated to

buffer against bad times;

establish an enabling technological environment for

• Shape the internal and external standing and profile

the enhancement of the effectiveness and efficiency of

of UWC as a vibrant institution through the use of

academic administration.

diverse communication and marketing strategies to
support our goals;

In this report, the focus is on the Institutional Operating

• Develop campus infrastructure and influence the

Plan 2010 - 2104 (IOP) inspired initiatives supporting the

development of the areas surrounding the

academic project whilst the Senate report focuses on IOP

University; and

aligned initiatives and progress in terms of teaching and

• Give effective leadership at all levels to maintain

learning, research and innovation. The Financial Review

and develop a vibrant and viable institution of

reflects in greater detail on our financial performance

high repute.

in 2013.
Following the IOP’s inception, University leadership

Operating within a Strategic Framework

has actively participated in several initiatives to align

UWC’s current strategic framework, the IOP, was

the direction of faculties and administrative units with

developed in 2009 and has become the yardstick against

the overall strategic direction. The senior leadership

which we measure our annual performance. The current

also identified ten strategic change initiatives to

IOP is the result of various campus-wide leadership

accelerate the Institution’s ability to deliver on key

engagements and is arranged around eight goals. The

objectives successfully within the IOP time-frame.

eight goals provide the framework for UWC to:

The key institution-wide change initiatives, aligned to

• Strategically attract, retain and enable the

the strategic goals, focus on the following: (i) Holistic

development of students in line with our vision and

student experience; (ii) reshaped profile (size, shape

mission, paying particular attention to growth in

and mix); (iii) professional academic and administrative

specific areas;

support services; (iv) graduate success and attainment

• Provide opportunities for an excellent teaching and

of desired graduate attributes; (v) establishment and

learning experience that is contextually responsive

development of research niches; (vi) innovation; (vii)

to the challenges of globalisation and a society in

knowledge, skills and values profile; (viii) strong and

transition, and which enhances students’ capacity as

diversified financial base aligned with strategic goals;

change agents;

(ix) strategically influence and develop the campus

• Reshape the postgraduate student profile and

and surrounding areas for academic excellence; and

enhance UWC as a significant research and innovation

(x) sense-making through leadership development and

university, with increased numbers of postgraduate

aligned practice.

students and strengthened links with industry 		
partners;
• Attract, retain, diversify and develop excellent talent

goals stated earlier, we also realised that, in today’s

to enable UWC to realise its vision and achieve its

environment, one cannot focus on goal achievement

strategic goals;

in the absence of understanding and considering the

• Develop a strong and diversified financial base,
allowing the University to make bold moves when

13

In implementing strategies in support of the IOP
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elements that contribute to a university’s risk profile.
One of the important roles of leadership is to define and

identify the full range of risks the University faces and to

becoming an active player in a globalised ‘knowledge’

develop a risk management response.

economy.

At UWC, the Executive Management took forward a

In choosing to be an Engaged University, this places

process that was initiated at the start of the IOP in 2010.

UWC

This process led to the adoption by the UWC Council

contestation between the past and the future as well as

of a comprehensive and integrated Risk Management

the contestation between the developed and developing

Framework made up of a Risk Management Policy, an

needs of the country, must be kept in balance through

Integrated Risk Management Strategy and a Risk Register

a deepened understanding and engagement with the

in 2010. With the assistance of the internal auditors,

different issues that constitute these often competing

KPMG, who were initially involved in the drafting of the

realities. For us this means actively engaging, through

Risk Management Framework, we revisited the 2010

our knowledge creation and dissemination roles,

documents and in 2013 drafted a Strategic Risk Register

with the complex challenges that emerge from these

intended to increase risk awareness and foster consistent

very different but equally important realities. The IOP

and systematic risk management behaviour across

recognises that striving to be an excellent University in

the Institution. Against the backdrop of the objectives

such a context requires, particularly at the organisational

outlined in the IOP, as well as risks emanating from the

level, that it consistently balances and manages the

broader external and local operating environment, a

inherent tensions that emerge from these often

total of sixteen strategic risks were identified of which

competing demands.

in

an

uncomfortable

position

where

the

ten were categorised as priorities 1 and 2 and plotted
on a heat map. In addition the University Executive also

Human Resources

embarked on a subsequent process of developing an

People are the most important resource in the University

Integrated Risk Assurance Plan, which will serve at the

and the achievements reported throughout this Annual

Audit and Risk committee of Council early in 2014.

Report really reflect their successes. The world of work
today sets high demands for staff at all levels and our

When considering the brief description of the eight IOP

Human Resources function, under the capable leadership

goals mentioned earlier, it is quite clear that these goals

of Ms Amanda Glaeser, provides invaluable technical

are applicable to all higher education institutions as

and strategic support in managing and maintaining a

all universities should pay attention to these areas. For

range of activities and initiatives directly impacting on

UWC, however, all of these goals are framed within the

staff and their ability to function optimally.

notion of UWC as an Engaged University. Engagement
here is meant to encapsulate the University’s evolving

We often talk about the substantial growth in terms

sense of itself, drawing from its history whilst embracing

of student headcount and research output, but often

a new future. It helps to give meaning to UWC’s role in

neglect to reflect on the implications this has had on

taking forward the intellectual project in South Africa,

staffing and the implications for people and processes

which remains a deeply challenged society in a complex

responsible for managing staffing issues.

process of transition. As part of this society in transition,

consequence of the fact that the University has a growing

UWC is confronted by and must continue to address

staffing complement is that there has been an increase

the significant development challenges shaped by its

in the annual number of employee relations cases which

past, whilst also confronting the emerging challenges of

does pose some risk and requires careful management.

A normal
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At UWC, the Payroll is managed through the HR

and to proactively devise strategies to address these

function, totalling approximately R62 million per month.

challenges. To this end, faculties completed overviews

It is well managed in an environment where excellent

of desired roles and a profile of skills and competencies

staff budget control is an established norm and annually

of academic staff at all levels to guide the development

there tends to be a saving on the staff budget due to the

of young academic staff at UWC. As part of this process,

cautious approach to prevent overspent and to ensure

leadership development remains high on the Institutional

sustainability.

agenda as a key IOP goal and, resulting from an
extraordinary grant allocated by the SETA, a leadership

It is important to recognise that, in 2013, UWC achieved

development intervention was launched consisting of:

the national higher education market midpoint salary

Psychological assessments for a group of 28 middle

levels for staff, with the exception of the Executive’s

managers, selected by their line managers, to provide

salaries. This project commenced in 2007 and was

self-insight for leadership roles; the development of a

initiated

personal development plan by the line manager (coach)

to

address

both

internal

and

external

salary inequities.

and the leadership candidate; and the appointment of
an external mentor for each candidate. In support of this

In 2012, we reported a staff turnover of 5% and this

programme Coaching and Mentoring Guidelines were

has increased to 7.5% in 2013. This still points to a

developed. In addition, the annual Induction Programme

stable workforce that compares well with the rest of

for Middle Leaders, entering HOD secondments as well

the national higher education sector, where annual staff

as new HODs was again presented.

turnover is between 7% and 9%. The loss of experienced
and highly productive staff does however have an impact

Through the Cape Higher Education Consortium (CHEC),

on the Institution and UWC lost some key individuals in

UWC staff continued to participate in the regional

different units and faculties in 2013.

staff development courses offered. A total of 48 staff
members from UWC have attended this programme of

The policy environment continued to receive attention

which 37 have already completed the full programme.

and a number of new policies were introduced, as

Organisational Development (OD) initiatives continued

highlighted in the Chair of Council Report. A new Staff

and

Development Strategy was also developed in 2013.

required to assist specific departments, for example,

several interventions relative to OD work were

setting new strategies, resolving conflict, improving
In terms of Employment Equity the University continues to

team

work

and

supporting

change

processes.

face challenges in certain categories of staff, but in general
we are pleased to report that the University continues to

Academic Administration

have a diverse and dynamic staff composition.

As with all South African universities, UWC annually
receives far more applications than it can accommodate
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We have previously reported on the introduction of the

and 2013 was no exception. We are pleased to report

UWC Talent Stewardship process, a process aimed at

that, over the past years, there has been a growing

managing talent optimally and we are pleased to report

increase in registration by students with higher

that some successes are already evident. It involves

admission scores, which entails that the overall matric

necessary people planning across all faculties around

results of applicants are converted into UWC entrance

pending retirements over the next five to ten years

scores. Compared to 2012 the year-on-year average
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UWC entrance scores reflect an increase of 3% from an

The last component of the Student Tracking System,

average of 34 points to 37 points. This increase is largely

namely

showing that increasing numbers of students with

management of interventions and the interventions

entrance scores in excess of 40 points choose UWC as a

reports to be used to proactively identify students at

preferred academic destination.

risk, was completed. The development of the technology

the

business

process

mapping

for

the

to support these business processes will be completed
Historically UWC’s administration was characterised by

in 2015.

fragmented legacy IT systems, which resulted in real
or perceived understandings by students that these

The merger of the UWC switchboard and the Student

administrative services were insufficiently responsive.

Call Centre into the UWC Contact Centre, was completed

Over the past years, much has been achieved to improve
the integration, coordination and efficiency of our
student administrative services to support the full life
cycle of students. In this regard, the development of the
Student Enrolment Management System (SEMS) over the
past years plays a critical role. SEMS works from a single,
integrated database to optimise online transactions and
avoid duplication of data. Close to 100% of the student
population now access on-line administrative services
during the registration cycle and the only function that
still draws long queues is the cash payments at the
cashiers. SEMS has significantly reduced the number
of errors in administrative business processes. Further
development of SEMS continued in 2013.

successfully. To further support this change, the
University Executive approved an Enquiry Management
Strategy

that

improved

communication

between

telephonic, face-to-face and specialist enquiries at the
different faculty and support units helpdesks.

In addition to the system development and refinement
processes,

attention

continues

to

be

given

to

professionalising the human interface between staff
across functional boundaries and with students.

Student Development and Support
In reporting on our Student Development and Support
(SDS) initiatives, allow me to start by expressing my
sincere appreciation to Prof Lullu Tshiwula who retired
at the end 2013. She joined UWC ten years ago and

Governance at UWC also moved into the technological
environment

with

the

Electronic

Committee

through her visionary and intellectual leadership
transformed what was previously known as the

Management System fully integrated with Student

Student Affairs portfolio. As a result of her leadership,

Administration Integration Systems (SASI) as it relates

UWC’s approach to student development and support

to all committee decisions of both undergraduate and

is informed by a strength-based perspective where

postgraduate students.

students are recognised and valued as change agents.
The IOP calls on the University to acknowledge this

Annually,

the

University

also

has

national

and

international scholars accessing the UWC Archives for

perspective in its implementation of co-curricular
activities and interventions.

various collections for research purposes. In order to
better facilitate such requests to access information, a

The Peer Mentoring Programme continued to grow

prototype for the electronic management of documents,

and more than 7 000 sessions were conducted in 2013.

via UWC Fileplan, was developed and tested in the

This programme focuses on first year students and

Documents, Records and Archives Department.

almost 90% of first year students who participated
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were academically successful. The Living and Learning

especially for our students who want to enter the job

Programme was introduced a number of years ago in

market in the following year. In 2013, 3 such expos

the Physics department and has since been expanded

were arranged: Law Careers Expo; General Careers Expo;

to include more students from the Science Faculty,

and Accounting and IT Careers Expo. Presentations on

from Dentistry (Oral Hygiene department) and from the

job searching also continued and a number of mock

Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences.

interview sessions were facilitated to prepare students
for such interviews.

In addition to the above programmes, the Division for
Student Development and Support, through Development

Our students continue to perform very well in various

Officers, also provides support to postgraduate students

national and international competitions. In 2013, the 40th

in residences.

JSE/Liberty Investment Challenge was hosted and as part
of the competition students received a virtual amount of

The Office for Students with Disabilities provides

R1 million to invest in a virtual trading platform. The UWC

invaluable support to our students with disabilities. The

team, dubbed the “Sky Divers”, consisting of students

range of disabilities is quite broad and we recognise

Trevor Chatukuta, Abonga Sodawe, Dube Mzwakhe and

that we are not yet in a position to provide the desired

Athenkosi Mjebeza, and mentored by UWC’s Prof Andy

support to all students. The University is very grateful

Hsieh, blew the competition out of the water, scoring a

for the funding that we received from the DHET that

114% return on investment over the six months of the

enabled us to purchase some equipment to expand and

Challenge (a net profit of R1,140,000). Their victory

improve the support we provide.

earned them R25 000 (in real money this time) and an
all-expenses-paid trip to Brazil, awarded at a ceremony

The

Division

has

a

well-established

Leadership

held in Sandton, Johannesburg on 18 October 2013.

Development programme and as part of this programme,
in collaboration with the Steve Biko Foundation, hosted

Student Fee Increases and Financial Aid

a panel conversation that focused on “The relevance of

UWC remains committed to providing access to students

Steve Biko’s life, legacy, and ideals for our contemporary

who were formally excluded from higher education

political and leadership landscape.” As part of the Ashley

and who struggle to afford a University education. Part

Kriel Leadership Development Project and in collaboration

of the strategy for giving effect to this is the National

with the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation, a series

Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS), which plays an

of conversations around youth activism was hosted

important role in assisting indigent students to study. In

under the theme “My Voice”. The New Hope Summit, a

May 2013, we met with the Chief Executive Officer as

student leadership summit hosted by student leadership

well as the Strategic Manager of NSFAS, to clarify their

of UWC, UCT and SU, was again hosted and focused on

request for UWC to serve as a site for a pilot project in

the promotion of value driven leadership.

relation to testing their technology and system capacity.
Later that same month we signed a Memorandum of

The Division also continues to provide therapeutic services

Understanding with them whereby we agreed in principle

to student and with the growing number of students, the

for UWC to serve as a site to test the capacity and

need for this kind of support has also increased.

effectiveness of their system. This MOU effectively meant
that NSFAS would use UWC’s data to test the capacity of

Annually the Division also facilitates Career Expo’s,
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their technology to pay student allowances via cellular
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phone. Due to UWC’s fees being lower than most South

neighbouring institutions; however, it must take into

African universities, we are able to assist large numbers

account that the quality of its programmes, the required

of students through this national initiative.

expansion of its infrastructure, as well as its financial
viability will be compromised if fees and subsidy fall

There is a complex relationship between the commitment

below the actual cost of delivering these programmes to

to access and affordable tuition that requires continued

the appropriate standards.

stringent financial management. UWC is located in close

19

proximity to three other universities and it competes with

In 2013, the UWC Financial Aid Office administered

them for various resources, including staff and students.

a total allocation of R304.5 million compared to

The fact that UWC’s tuition income base is significantly

R260.9 million in 2012. Of this total, NSFAS allocated

lower than that of neighbouring institutions impacts the

R229.3 million (2012: R199.8 million), which included

rate at which certain improvements to infrastructure, for

bursaries. UWC’s own allocation to bursaries was

example, can be made.

R15 million, compared to R12.5 million in 2012.

The year-on-year increase in tuition and residence

Sport

fees for 2013 was 10%. UWC’s approach to student

Various UWC sports codes again performed very well

tuition and accommodation fees is strongly influenced

as part of the University Sport South Africa’s (USSA)

by its mission of social equity and affordability, but

national competitions. Athletics finished second in the

fees have demonstrably been too low, in most cases

B-section for track & field and chess, dance sport and

now amounting to less than half of that charged by

the ladies volleyball successfully defended their national

sister institutions in the region. For this reason, fee

titles. UWC’s male boxers won 2 gold medals in the

increases over the past number of years have exceeded

60kg and 64kg divisions. UWC men and women teams

inflation. UWC will not attempt to match the fees of its

are the 2013 USSA beach volleyball champions and our
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netball team won the B-Section in the very competitive

over the 4-leg Varsity Athletics competition. Bianca Della

2013 USSA competition. UWC successfully hosted the

and Prudence Layters successfully defended their 2012

2013 USSA Football National Club Championships, the

Varsity Beach Volleyball title and both our football Men

biggest tournament on the annual USSA calendar.

and Women’s teams ended top of the USSA Western
Cape League. UWC Men’s Football went on to take part

The Varsity Sport franchise has created a buzz in the

in the inaugural 2013 Varsity Football competition and

student athlete experience. UWC has taken advantage

our Basikelele Mdletye received the award of Goalkeeper

of the opportunities created by Varsity Sport in rugby,

of the Tournament and Robin Swarts, Thapelo Sixishe

athletics, beach volleyball, football and rugby sevens.

and Basikelele Mdletye were selected as part of the
National USSA Football team.

The 2013 Varsity Shield competition was an exciting
campaign for the BUSHIES team, eventually securing a

UWC Rugby continues to be a tour de force at University

place in the final. Unfortunately, it was not meant to

level and provincial level. Proof of the talent was the

be, narrowly losing to arch-rivals, the Central University

inclusion of Tazz Fuzani and Godlin Masimla in the 2014

of Technology. UWC also made it to the Plate Final of

DHL Stormers Training Squad. A further 9 players were

the Varsity Rugby Sevens competition. In general,

selected for Western Province Provincial teams.

competition was tough in 2013. Through the added
incentive of live coverage on the cable network sport

Our swimmers are consistently performing well and

channel Supersport, a wider national audience can now

we clinched 6 gold, 4 silver and 1 bronze medal at the

view student sport. Sprinting sensations Brent Stevens

National Prestige Level 3 Competition.

and Bernice Roman were consistent podium finishers
UWC Cricket also continued to make us proud. In the
2012/2013 season, we continued to compete in the top
league championship and came 3rd in the 1-day and the
T-20 competitions.

We are also proud of our student athletes who
participated at international level. At the World Student
Games in Kazan, Russia, four of our ladies were in the SA
Football team that reached the semi-finals. In addition,
Robyn Ferguson was part of the national swimming
squad and Freddie Muller made the Rugby Sevens squad.
Similar to 2012 and 2013, UWC again had two female
students, Laurian Johannes and Vuyokazi Mbhonda,
who formed part of the national womens rugby team
participating in the 4 Nations Cup (United States
of America, England, Canada and South Africa). This
year the competition was hosted by the United States
of America.
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Leo Williams, a UWC student, and his beach volleyball

which means that the University has improved its

partner, Jerome Fredericks - a UWC beach volleyball club

ability to cover our liabilities with reserves;

member - took part in the 2013 World Cup for Beach
Volleyball in Sao Paolo.

• Following a very difficult period at the end of the
1990s and early 2000, UWC has now, since 2004,
achieved unqualified audit reports, confirming that

Financial Management

there were no material findings by the auditors in

All universities have the responsibility of managing their

their assessment of the University’s financial position;

affairs in such a manner that it does not compromise

• Despite continued uncertainty in the global economic

the future financial sustainability of the institution. This

environment, UWC managed to equal its 2012

requires very careful management of resources and an

income in terms of third stream activities. This

ongoing commitment from all role-players.

achievement is testimony to the institution’s research
strengths;

UWC’s institutional history and mission articulate a deep-

• A financial matter that the University watches

seated commitment to providing access to higher education

closely is tuition income against annual billings. UWC

which includes, amongst others, a continuous focus on

has managed for the last number of years to

issues of affordability without compromising quality.

achieve a ratio close to 100%, acknowledging
that this income also reflects students paying 		

UWC’s main sources of income are in the form of the

outstanding debt. Annually the University aims to

annual government subsidy and tuition fees. With

achieve at least 95%. At the end of 2013 we had only

fees that are amongst the lowest in the country and,

achieved 93%, but this excluded R43.3 million from

in some instance, less than half of what is charged

the National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS)

by neighbouring universities, it is easy to deduce that

which was paid to UWC early in 2014. Including the

UWC has to achieve its articulated goals with a much

NSFAS funds that were due in 2013, it means that

smaller annual budget than many other universities and,

collections as a percentage of billings was 101%, 		

with its history as a disadvantaged university, it also

6% over budget.

doesn’t have a historical investment portfolio that can

• The 2013 budget was informed by the University’s

provide much needed support. Despite these continuing

IOP and closely aligned with the stated objectives

financial challenges, the Annual Financial Statements

for that period. This has left UWC in a financially

in this report shows that the University is on positive

sound position with no expenses exceeding budget

financial trajectory:

in 2013. The Finance Department continues to

• Our year-end financial report yielded an audited

manage the University’s financial affairs well and the

surplus in unrestricted income of R67.7 million

monitoring role played by the Finance committee of

(2012: R62 million), which is above the required 		

Council is crucial.

national norm;
• Our cash balance remained positive throughout the
period. Our current ratio expressed as the number

financial viability, UWC has to develop a strong and

of times the current assets exceeds current liabilities

diversified financial base. The Institution continues

is at 364%. Accumulated liquid reserves in 2013

to do exceptionally well in terms of its ability to

totalled R468.5 million;

attract earmarked research funding. The effect of

• Debt to fund reserve ratio for 2013 stands at 36%
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The IOP recognises that, in addition to sustained
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this investment, by a range of international and local

research funding agencies, is evident in the Institution’s

During 2013 we appointed architects and core

growing research profile. In order to ensure that UWC

consultants for two major modernisation projects. The

does indeed have a diversified financial base, a number

first is the conversion of the space previously used by

of initiatives are being embarked on which are managed

departments now located in the Life Sciences building

through the Business Innovation Centre. The Institution

into a Computational Sciences building that will house

is also increasing its innovation capacity and in future

the departments of Mathematics, Statistics, Computer

this should yield favourable financial results.

Science and Information Systems. The second project
is the recycling and modernisation of the former Jan S

The detail of the 2013 financial performance is captured

Marais hospital building in Bellville which the University

in the Financial Review section of this publication.

bought. This is a very complex project with many
challenges including changes in building regulations that

The Campus and

have costly implications for the project. It is, however, a

Surrounding Infrastructure

very important project for the University. UWC is used

Universities are enduring institutions that call for long-

to the fact that the Faculty of Dentistry operates from

term approaches to campus planning. The IOP sets

two satellite campuses, one in Mitchell’s Plain and the

out to strategically influence and develop the campus

other at the Tygerberg Hospital Complex, but all other

and surroundings in ways that profoundly affect the

teaching activities are located on the main campus in

quality of the entire institution. In 2013, most of our

Bellville. The building in Bellville will substantially increase

efforts to create a distinctive built environment and

the University’s footprint off the main campus and will

implement major capital projects were focused around

bring the departments of Physiotherapy, Occupational

the infrastructure projects approved and funded by

Therapy, Natural Medicine and the School of Nursing

the Minister of Higher Education and Training for the

much closer to the communities that they serve.

2012/13 to 2014/15 funding period. The University

In addition to the projects listed above, 2013 also saw:

Council

• The completion of the Tygerberg Dentistry Infill

supported

the

infrastructure

investment

programme and agreed to significantly co-fund these

Project of the Dental Hospital at the Tygerberg

initiatives.

Hospital Complex. This project was funded with
support from the DHET’s Clinical Training Grant and

The construction of the new five-storey Chemical

furbishment of the new public patient reception area

Sciences complex started in 2012 and was scheduled

and required dental chairs, by the Provincial

for completion towards the end of 2013. Unfortunately,

Department of Health. The first floor of the infill

due to various problems, including national strikes

portion houses new office space while the top floor

in some of the construction sectors during the year,

adjacent to the student library, offers study space

the project should reach Practical Completion early

for students. This is an old building with a substantial

in 2014. Following the successful completion of the

amount of backlog maintenance issues and we

Life Sciences building and the facilities for advanced

expect that the upgrading of a number of services in

Hydrogen research and the Conversion of Olefin

the building will continue for the next few years.

Diesel, the Chemical Sciences building is the next major

• Phase 3 of the Kovacs Public-Private Partnership

development in the newly established Science precinct.

was completed at the end of 2013 for occupation

The departments of Chemistry as well as Earth Sciences

in 2014. With the completion of all 3 phases, this

(Geology) will share the building.

project has added 1100 additional beds on campus
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to support the residence offering on campus. The

Plan, we also embarked on a campus-wide assessment

issue of equitable access and affordability remains an

of the condition of each university-owned building and

issue for consideration.

to catalogue infrastructure requirements associated

• The completion of a new ResLife Centre in the

with maintenance, regulatory compliance and building

Residence precinct not only adds additional dining

renewal. This process will yield an Infrastructure Audit

and recreational space, but also provides office, 		

which, together with a Universal Access Audit and

tutoring and meeting space to, amongst others, 		

Maintenance Plan, will further inform the Campus

facilitate the academic support programmes offered

Development Plan.

in the residences.
In terms of ICT infrastructure the challenges remain huge
In 2012, we reported on the Mayoral initiative of

as this is such a fast-growing field with ever increasing

declaring Voortrekker Road, running from Goodwood to

demands for access from the growing campus community.

Bellville, as a Central Improvement District (VRCID) with

Despite these challenges, we have made significant

a view to assist with the regeneration of the sub-region.

advances in terms of supporting stable information and

In addition to this initiative, the Greater Tygerberg

communications technology infrastructure. UWC still

Partnership was established, bringing public and private

faces a lag in terms of its technology readiness and this

partners in the area together in a joint forum with the

requires ongoing attention but we remain committed

aim to facilitate greater investment and improvement of

to delivering innovative technology solutions to serve

the area.

as enablers in support of our academic endeavours.
In support of institutional objectives in teaching and

One major challenge that remains is UWC’s relationship

learning as well as research and innovation, substantial

with its sub-region and to influence the development

investment has been made in support

of its surrounding areas. Perhaps most notably of the

projects which will enable the continuing development

desolate placeless-ness of UWC and the Cape Peninsula

of leading High Performance Capabilities (HPC) and to

University of Tecnology’s (CPUT) surroundings, is the

support researchers using large data sets.

of e-research

impact for them of the neighbouring container depot –
an urban planning aberration that sustains an unyielding

Alumni and Institutional Advancement

industrial environment in close proximity to the

UWC’s media presence has shown steady growth over

universities and the surrounding poor residential areas.

the years and we continue our efforts to engage with

The depot drives a wedge between the surrounding

issues that affect our nation via this medium, as well

communities and it separates the two universities from

as profile important research and events on campus.

communities they should serve. The abutting area has a

UWC is at a critical stage in its development. Over the

concentration of medical and pharmaceutical expertise

last decade it has doubled in student numbers and it has

and has the potential for innovation and added value. At

become an increasingly significant force to be reckoned

the moment the surrounding area does not stimulate the

within teaching, research and innovation and is playing

much needed economic development around the campus

a vital intellectual role in the development of our nation

in order to provide the cultural and social amenities that

and continent.

are normally associated with University towns.
Although the University has a large alumni base it does
In addition to the development of a Campus Development
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not have a well-established alumni tradition. Over the

last years much attention has been given to reconnect

wide range of people but it also creates the opportunity

with our alumni across the country to establish a

for lively debate and engagement with different societal

tradition of alumni support for the university. We are

and other issues.

working very hard to achieve this and to keep our alumni
informed of what is happening at their alma mater. The

Regional Partnerships

UWC Convocation is also very active in arranging various

UWC continues to actively participate in the Cape

events, including lectures on campus to bring former

Higher Education Consortium (CHEC) initiatives. CHEC is

students back to their alma mater.

constituted of the four public universities in the Western
Cape and through CHEC the universities collectively

A highlight of 2013 was the Alumni Reunion for alumni

engage with the Provincial Government of the Western

from the 1960s and 1970s. The event was hosted over a

Cape through a Joint Task Team. Following a meeting

weekend in October and was a joyous event of sharing

with the Provincial Government in 2013, the Joint Task

old memories, rekindling old friendships and honouring

Team is now exploring a number of themes in support

those who have passed away. It was also a reminder of

of regional and higher education priorities through this

the special individuals who were part of this University

the partnership. In the Senate Report, I make reference

and who played and continue to play leading roles in the

to a Graduate Destination Study that was conducted

transformation and development of our country.

through CHEC and which yielded very interesting results.
In 2013, CHEC also signed a new Memorandum of

UWC’s website remains a critical communication tool

Understanding (MoU) with the City of Cape Town and

and an area that was the cause of much frustration

based on the MoU, ongoing collaboration is being

during last few years. Towards the end of 2012 we

tracked and new possibilities are being explored jointly.

started with the development of a new website which

A Joint Steering Committee has been established to

went live early in 2013. The intention was to create a

guide implementation of the intentions expressed in

more dynamic and modern look and feel website that

the MoU and it is co-chaired by UWC. As part of the

simplifies the updating and uploading of information

relationship with the City, all of the public universities

and that is easier to navigate to access different kinds of

are represented on the Cape Town World Design

information. With websites, ensuring that the website

Capital 2014, Board.

remains dynamic and relevant is always challenging and
this will also receive dedicated attention.

Through the Greater Tygerberg Partnership, referred to
earlier, UWC is also actively participating in initiatives

Annually, the University also presents a range of public

around the improvement and development of our

and memorial lectures which not only bring dynamic

sub-region.

and inspirational speakers to the campus, but that also
draws many visitors. The annual lectures include the

Sustainability

Dullah Omar, Ashley Kriel, Desmond Tutu, and Julius

All sectors of society are being called upon to re-evaluate

Nyerere lectures. In recent years, we also launched the

how we go about doing our daily business in ways that

bi-annual “Jan Rabie en Marjorie Wallace Gedenklesing”,

are more sustainable. For UWC, this means defining

and the Amy Biehl, Ray Alexander, Dulcie September and

a vision of long term sustainability and clarifying the

Mahatma Ghandi annual memorial lectures. Through

steps that need to be taken to achieve the vision. Some

these lectures, the University not only connects with a

positive steps have already been taken in this regard,
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but a more focused approach would have to be adopted

remains involved in various green campus initiatives and

to guide the different aspects of what happens on

will again compete for the national award in 2014. The

campus. In terms of buildings, for example, principles

campus is also home to a 30ha private nature reserve

of energy efficiency and sustainability would have to

which is rich in fynbos vegetation and located within an

be incorporated in all capital projects and operations

international biodiversity hotspot. Students are actively

and maintenance within consideration of budgetary

involved in managing the reserve through eradicating

constraints and programmatic requirements.

alien vegetation and maintaining fire breaks.

In 2012 UWC was awarded the national Green Campus

UWC’s recycling initiative continues, which not only

of the Year Award at the inaugural African Green Campus

collects tonnes of recyclables each month, but also

Initiative in Port Elizabeth. In 2013, the honour went

creates employment for previously unemployed people

to the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. The

to sort the recycling materials. The University is also

African Green Campus Initiative is a strategic response

able to benefit financially from the Recycling Initiative

to climate change challenges facing universities,

through selling recycled materials to companies and

colleges and communities. It is based on the notion

thereby reduce the Institution’s carbon footprint. UWC

that campuses that address climate change by reducing

also continues to promote sustainable mobility using

greenhouse gas emission and integrate sustainability

solar powered golf carts instead of cars for travelling

into their curriculum will better benefit the students and

distances across the campus and promotes the use of

will help create a thriving, moral and civil society. UWC

lift clubs and public transport.
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Conclusion

Education’s (CHE) committee looking at the role of

Reporting on the activities of UWC through these

the University in Community Development. I accepted

reports remains an honour and privilege. The University

both and also continued to chair the Higher Education

has made significant progress in all its strategic areas

South Africa (HESA), HIV and Aids Strategic Committee.

because of the commitment and concerted effort of our

Professor Bharuthram chaired the National Astronomy

administrative, support and academic staff.

Desk and also served as an advisor to the Minister
of Science and Technology on a new model for the

The year under review also posed very difficult challenges.

development of our national astronomy programme. He

The

processes

also chaired the Review of the South African Institute of

within universities increasingly reflect complex, multi-

Physics and served on an International Panel reviewing

stakeholder interests which directly impact the effective

the South African Water Commission.

governance

and

decision-making

functioning of higher education institutions. Against
this backdrop it would be remiss not to report that,

The year 2014 marks the final year of the implementation

over the past year, these tensions gave rise to a series

of the current IOP (2010 – 2014). It will also be a year

of contested issues which created cultural entropy

in which new leadership should be appointed to fill the

and generated some reputational risks to the public

vacancies created by my own retirement as well as that

standing and profile of the institution. Correct or fallible

of Profs Tshiwula and Bharuthram. We look forward

as some of the arguments may be, it is important to

to also reflect on the challenges and successes of the

recognise that universities are pursuing multiple goals,

current IOP as a new strategic document will take shape

serving various constituencies in a context of national

to guide institutional efforts from 2015 – 2019.

and global settings. Despite the intensity of challenges
UWC’s leadership maintained a strategic focus and are

Thank you to all those who continue to support us: staff,

pleased to report attainment of it strategic goals.

alumni, current students, donors, as well as our regional,
national and international partners. Our success is

It has also been a pleasure for Prof Bharuthram and I

your success.

to participate in various national initiatives. In 2013,
Minister Angie Motshekga, the Minister of Basic
Education, announced a Ministerial Task Team to
investigate the National Senior Certificate (NSC) amidst
widespread criticism of the quality of the South African
matric certificate. I was honoured to be asked to chair

Prof Brian O’Connell

both this task team as well as the Council for Higher

Rector and Vice-Chancellor
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Report of the
Chairperson of Senate

T

		 he annual preparation of this report that

In addition, the University also accepts the responsibility

			 focuses on the teaching and learning, research

to use its research base in support of the country’s

and innovation, and community engagement activities

innovation aspirations in seeking for the application

of the University of the Western Cape (UWC), is a real

of new solutions through more effective products,

pleasure. Constituting the core business of the University,

processes, services, technologies or ideas and making

the continued efforts of staff to provide our students

these available to markets, governments and society.

with a quality learning experience, both inside and out

This report speaks to some of our initiatives aimed at

of the classroom, as well as the huge strides we continue

giving effect to these goals.

to make in terms of our growing research profile, gives
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us confidence in the strategic direction of the institution.

The Senate

Through the Institutional Operating Plan 2010 – 2014

The Senate advises Council on all academic matters and

(IOP) UWC is committed to ensuring that the academic

is supported by its executive committee and a range

project is characterised by quality teaching and learning

of sub-committees. The Senate and all its committees

processes that are contextually responsive and able

have clear terms of reference that set out their roles and

to enhance the knowledge and ability of all students,

responsibilities. The UWC Senate consists of:

whatever their educational backgrounds, to learn to

• members of the University executive;

their full potential. Similarly, we are committed to

• Council representatives;

support and give prominence to high-end, cutting-edge

• deans;

research and innovation endeavours that build a culture

• professors (along with specified visiting, extraordinary

of intellectual enquiry in which students are able to

		and honorary professors);

participate and generate new knowledge essential to

• the directors of schools, centres and institutes at the

South Africa’s development.

		University;
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“

“

In UWC’s Mission Statement the commitment to excellence in
research recognises knowledge as the driver of our core mandate
as a national university.

• all chairpersons of academic departments or similar

Bellville town centre and, following extensive renewal

		academic structures;

and modernisation, a number of departments in the CHS

• eight academic employees;

faculty will relocate to the new building.

• eight non-academic employees;
• eight registered students;

The Vice-Rector: Academic, Prof Ramesh Bharuthram, and

• the Director of Library Services;

the faculty deans are responsible for the leadership and

• the Director of Teaching and Learning;

management of the academic project. The substantial

• the Director of Postgraduate Studies; and

strides UWC has made are directly attributable to their

• such additional persons, not more than eight in

leadership in implementing the institutional vision.

		number, as the Council, on the recommendation of

The UWC Student Body

		the Senate, may decide upon.

Early in 2013, the Cape Higher Consortium (CHEC)
At UWC, the academic project is located in the

released the results of a tracer survey of the 2010 cohort

institution’s seven faculties, namely the faculties of:

of graduates from the four public universities in the

Arts, Community and Health Sciences (CHS); Dentistry;

Western Cape, namely the Cape Peninsula University of

Education;

Sciences

Technology (CPUT) and the universities of Cape Town

(EMS); Law; and Natural Sciences. All faculties – except

(UCT), Stellenbosch (SU) and Western Cape (UWC). Key

Dentistry – are located on the main campus in Bellville.

issues that the study looked at included: where are

The Faculty of Dentistry operates from two campuses,

graduates finding employment and how long does it

the primary campus at the Tygerberg Hospital Complex

take graduates to find employment; which graduates

in Bellville and a satellite campus in Mitchell’s Plain.

are finding employment more quickly (by discipline/

The University has now also acquired a building in the

qualification, undergraduate/postgraduate, etc.) and

Economic

and

Management
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how did graduates find employment? In addition the

from the Department of Higher Education and Training

study also looked at, amongst others, the academic

to discuss UWC’s new enrolment mandate for the period

background of parents of graduates and the matric

2014/15 to 2019/20. Unlike the triennial plans for the

results with which graduates entered university. This

past decades, the new enrolment cycle will extend

study provided very interesting insights which include

over a period of six years with a mid-term review. The

that the Western Cape produced the second highest

extended period is intended to create greater stability,

graduate output in the country of 19%, compared to

predictability and a systems capacity for longer-term

34% of Gauteng. The Western Cape is the leading region

planning and the University supports this approach.

in the country in terms of postgraduate qualifications

UWC enrolment projections for this period are based on

and UWC is making good progress in comparison

an annual increase of 3.9% in headcount which would

with the postgraduate outputs of the universities of

result in 25 623 students by 2019.

Cape Town and Stellenbosch. The study also showed
that while approximately 80% of the 2010 graduates

For UWC, the biggest planned enrolment shift is between

grew up in urban suburbs, “CPUT and UWC carried the

the proportion of students to be enrolled in postgraduate

highest number of graduates who came from townships

(PG) programmes. Currently 80% of students are enrolled

and rural areas prior to studying”.

in undergraduate (UG) programmes and the University
plans to shift the current UG:PG ratio of 80:20 to

The survey revealed that the burden of under-

75:25 by 2019.

preparedness tilted towards UWC and CPUT. With respect
to parental education as a proxy for socio-economic

The Institutional Operating Plan 2010 - 2014 (IOP) clearly

status, the parents of 69% of UWC 2010 graduates (UG)

calls for the management of academic programmes and

do not have any post school qualifications, and 45%

campus life in a manner that supports all students in

do not have matric, compared to only 15% and 19%

such a way that they have the opportunity to obtain the

respectively at UCT and SU.

highest levels of knowledge and skill to equip themselves
to participate with confidence in our emerging

The total employment of all graduates were high at

democracy and the global knowledge economy. UWC,

84%, but the survey indicated a number of challenges.

in line with the national imperative, is committed to

Strong predictors of employment seem to fall in three

contributing towards greater access to higher education

categories: (i) socio-economic background (e.g. race and

and to respond responsibly to the need for growth

school attended); (ii) schooling and family background

across the higher education sector, especially in areas of

(matric maths and physics symbols and private or public

scarce skills, and to provide a quality learning experience

schools); and (iii) University variables (field of study and

for all our students. In order to achieve this, the IOP

participation in extra-curricular activities). The above

also commits the University to a series of enrolment

is a snapshot of a study that provided fascinating

management strategies which aim to influence the

information about our students and we are pleased

overall size and shape of the University systematically.

that Higher Education South Africa (HESA) has since
commissioned a similar national study which will provide

Enrolment planning is not an exact science and there

the sector with very valuable information.

are many variables that are not within an institution’s
control, but through its enrolment strategies UWC

Enrolment mandate: In June 2013 we met with officials
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continues to work towards achieving planned growth

that distinctly characterises the University by academic

that UWC has seen a substantial increase in headcount

field, programme type and demography. The next

enrolment during this period and the rapid growth has

table provides an overview of the University’s student

had huge implications in terms of, amongst others, staff

headcount for the last decade. From the table it is clear

and physical infrastructure.

Headcount 2003 - 2013

First-time entering undergraduates
Total undergraduate

2003

2005

2007

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

3 019

2 899

2 948

3 251

3 800

3 848

3 866

3 897

11 147

11 531

12 042

12 871

14 297

14 874

15 595

15 979

Postgraduate to masters level

1 271

1 523

1 373

1 490

1 769

1 862

1 882

2 119

Masters

1 381

1 205

1 105

1 419

1 489

1 472

1 511

1 609

Doctors

245

321

368

423

504

556

603

676

Total postgraduate

2 897

3 049

2 846

3 332

3 762

3 890

3 996

4 404

TOTAL ENROLMENT

14 044

14 580

14 888

16 203

18 059

18 764

19 591

20 383

In 2013 the full-time equivalent (FTE) student load

Foundation Programmes provide an excellent opportunity

was 78.5% (2012: 78%) of the student headcount.

for stud ents who are at risk of not passing their first

This percentage is, amongst others, affected by the

year of study and the University will continue to provide

large number of Foundation Programme (extended

this option as per the agreement with the department,

curriculum) students, who take modules with a lower

but the proportion will be gradually reduced over the

FTE weight as part of the foundation portion of their

next number of years.

degree studies. The projected FTE enrolment is planned
to remain steady at around 80% of headcount.

In view of the fact that a substantial proportion of
UWC students come from educationally disadvantaged

In 2013, 27% (2012:34%) of UWC’s first-time entering

backgrounds, the University has various measures in

students were enrolled as Foundation Programme

place to provide support to all its students, not only

students. At the end of 2012, the University decided

those in Foundation Programmes. In going forward, we

to reduce the number of Foundation students as

aim to refine the selection processes identifying students

a proportion of the first-time entering students.

to be enrolled in Foundation Programmes.

Headcount by major field of study
2003

2005

2007

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Science, engineering, technology

3 163

4 477

4 574

5 044

6 646

6 839

7 117

7 633

Business/management

2 090

2 150

2 046

2 524

2 367

2 527

2 669

2 576

Education

1 551

1 307

999

1 073

2 072

2 105

1 806

1 788

Other humanities

7 240

6 646

7 269

7 562

6 971

7 293

7 999

8 386

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

14 044

14 580

14 888

16 203

18 059

18 764

19 591

20 383

Unknown
TOTAL
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The University has seen a marginal shift in its enrolment

equally important to recognise and support students

per major field of study. Science enrolments moved from

who are academically strong. All faculties have deans’

36% to 37%; Business moved from 14% to 13% and

merit lists and academic awards and the Law faculty

Education remained at 9%. Humanities also remained

also has programme for its top performing students,

stable at 41%. The University still seeks to achieve the

designed specifically to not only recognise their

mandated target for Science to grow to 40%, achieving

academic achievements but to also provide them with

this target is unfortunately compromised by the low

additional exposure to some of the top legal minds in the

number of qualifying school leavers.

country. UWC encourages students who achieve good
results to continue with postgraduate study and to this

Female students still account for a larger proportion

end strategic honours bursaries have been established

of the total student enrolments, but do not represent

to support students specifically in areas identified as

the majority of students in every discipline. The number

research niche areas. Honours students often struggle to

of female students has stabilised at 60% of the total

secure bursaries and through this institutional investment

enrolment. The University’s forward projections expect

in students, we aim to facilitate their eventual entry into

that this trend will remain.

Master’s and Doctoral programmes.

As UWC strives to be a vibrant intellectual space, it

UWC’s student body and the growth over the last

endeavours to embrace diversity as a key component

decade reflect a university that is serious about providing

of campus life that will ultimately assist in establishing

affordable access to higher education to an increasing

an equitable and dynamic society that supports social

number of students. In registering at UWC, students

cohesion and inclusiveness. The composition of the

become part of the university community where our

student body in terms of nationality, race, religion and

academic efforts are geared towards providing them

language reflects a wonderfully diverse and dynamic

with a stimulating academic experience that results

campus community. This is supported by a deep-rooted

in degrees that equip them to actively participate in

institutional culture and tradition of tolerance and a

building a new future for themselves, their families as

willingness to embrace others. We remain mindful of

well as the nation. The Graduate Destination Study that

the fact that this has to be nurtured constantly and

I referred to earlier confirmed that many of our students

entrenched as a value through our conduct in every

continue to face huge challenges based on their socio-

aspect of University life.

economic and schooling backgrounds and as a University
it urges us to work even harder to prepare them better

When considering student enrolment by race, it is

for the world of work.

proportionately exactly the same as in 2012 with 43%
African students, 47% Coloured students and White and

Quality Assurance

Indian students comprising 5% each.

For universities the quality of their academic programmes
and the processes supporting the academic project are of
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As is the case in most universities, a tremendous

the utmost importance. As part of the quality assurance

amount of effort goes into supporting students who are

processes associated with the academic project, UWC

academically at risk. UWC has various systems in place

has a rigorous process of academic review, using external

to identify such students early and to then assist them

advisors. Departmental academic reviews are at the heart

through various possible programmes. It is however

of the Institution’s means of promoting quality as well
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as continuous improvement. Other methods include self-

The realignment and reaccreditation of academic

evaluation through the annual reports of departments

programmes by all universities is a process that started

and faculties, and external peer review through external

in 2011. The Programme and Qualification Mix (PQM)

examining. Departments undergo rigorous reviews

of any University should be the outcome of conscious

of this nature every five to seven years. The University
reviews a number of departments annually and the
following reviews were completed in 2013:
• Department of Social Work, Faculty of Community
		and Health Sciences;

strategic choices. UWC’s PQM still reflects a very
restricted mandate which limits its ability to achieve its
full potential, however, ways to expand the PQM and
undo the inequitable distribution of resources, as a
legacy of our history, remains a daunting
systems challenge.

• Department of Information Systems, Faculty of
		Economic and Management Sciences;

Over the three years, 2011 – 2013, the Council on

• The Faculty of Law; and

Higher Education embarked on a process requiring all

• The Interdisciplinary Centre for Excellence in Sport

higher education institutions to realign and submit all

		Science and Development, Faculty of Community

their programmes for reaccreditation. This step was

		and Health Sciences.

aimed at, among others, achieving greater “coherence
and consistency in the designation, credit value and

During May 2013 the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA) conducted a follow-up review of
the Accountancy programme at UWC and the review
panel expressed their delight with the progress made
and the sustained efforts to stabilise the leadership team
in the department.

pegging of some qualifications in the context of
different professions” and better articulation between
programmes. Each institution was required to classify
its full complement of programmes into one of three
categories: (i) Category A signifies programmes with
slight changes such as changes in the designation
(for example from Latin to English); (ii) Category B
refers to programmes with less than 50% changes in

Also in May, the Health Professions Council of South

the curriculum content; and (iii) Category C includes

Africa (HPCSA) conducted its 5 year accreditation

programmes intended to be taught out.

review of the Bachelor of Science in Physiotherapy. The
provisional report received from the panel indicated that

During 2011 we submitted these programmes for

they are satisfied with the arrangements in terms of the

realignment and in 2013 we were informed of the

programme at the University. During October 2013 the
HPSA also conducted its 5 year accreditation review of
the Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy. The
report is also still pending.

outcome of our submission. In essence the provisional
outcome indicated that of our 421 Category A
programmes, 352 (84%) were deemed aligned and
accredited in terms of the Higher Education and
Qualifications

sub-Framework.

The

remaining

69

programmes (16%) are mostly Doctoral degrees that still
In August 2013, the panel of the Council on Higher

need to be reviewed by the Council on Higher Education

Education who participated in the National Review of

in terms of consistency in the doctoral designators of all

the Bachelor of Social Work, visited UWC. The national

universities as a result of the introduction of professional

report is still pending.

doctoral degrees.
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Teaching and Learning

of the Teaching and Learning Strategy. Following Prof

UWC’s mission places excellence in teaching and learning

Bozalek’s appointment, attention was given to the

at the forefront of our commitments. Over many years,

establishment of deputy deanships for teaching and

UWC built a reputation as an institution that has very

learning and the appointment of deputy deans in most

good lecturers, deeply committed to their teaching

faculties. In addition the University also instituted the

responsibilities. However, in 2009, as we prepared the

position Teaching and Learning Specialist and have

current Institutional Operating Plan (IOP 2010 – 2014), we

appointed such specialists in a number of faculties.

realised that with the ongoing growth of the Institution

The Senate Teaching and Learning Committee was

we had to give more focussed attention to this mission

established as a management structure with Faculty

critical area and agreed to explore strategies that would

Teaching and Learning committees reporting to it. All

institutionalise this focus more effectively. At the outset,

faculties also developed their own Teaching and Learning

we developed two important documents in support

Implementation Plans in support of the institutional

of the IOP, namely the Charter of Graduate Attributes

Teaching and Learning Strategy and some faculties have

and the UWC Teaching and Learning Strategy. These

cascaded this even further with the development of

documents provide a clear guiding framework in support

Departmental Teaching and Learning Plans.

of the Institution’s strategic goals in the area of teaching
and learning. In accordance with the Strategic Plan for

At the end of 2013 a review process was undertaken by

Teaching and Learning the University has a range of

all the individuals mentioned above to consider progress

activities that focuses on constantly improving teaching

in accordance with the 2010 – 2014 Implementation

and learning practices. Among these are integrating

Plan of the Teaching and Learning Strategy. As part

graduate attributes into the curriculum, to ensure that

of this process attention was also given to prioritising

we remain focused on the holistic development of our

areas for attention in 2014, the last year of the current

students. In the pursuit of excellence, UWC also aims to

IOP. A report of this nature does not allow for detailed

offer a supportive and stimulating teaching and

description of all the central or faculty specific activities

learning environment.

in relation to strengthening teaching and learning and
the implementation of the T&L Strategy, but we would

Since the adoption of the UWC Teaching and Learning

like to highlight the following:

(T&L) Strategy in 2010, focused attention was given to put

• Improving teaching and learning practices among

in place the governance structures, to create additional

		employees continues, especially in the Foundation

positions and appoint individuals with the specific

		Year Programmes;

responsibility of overseeing and driving implementation,

• Promoting the scholarship of teaching and learning

in particular at faculty and departmental level.

		across the Institution is a key focus of the Directorate
		for Teaching and Learning and ongoing colloquia
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An initial key decision in this regard was the

		and seminars as well as Writing for Publication

establishment by the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Academic,

		workshops are arranged in support of this focus.

Prof Ramesh Bharuthram, of the Directorate for Teaching

		The results of this focus and the supporting

and Learning that reports directly to him. Prof Vivienne

		workshops are beginning to show in the increase

Bozalek, a previous recipient of the Vice-Chancellor’s

		in publications focusing on teaching and learning,

Distinguished Teacher Award, heads the Directorate and

		particularly by participants of these workshops.

she plays a critical role in driving the implementation

		There has also been a focus on promoting the
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scholarship of teaching and learning across faculties

		into the scholarship of teaching and learning,

		offering Foundation/ Extended Curriculum

		including specific research projects, with ring-fenced

		programmes and staff members who attended the

		funding, and attendance and presentation of

		workshops were able to submit their manuscripts to

		initiatives at various teaching and learning

		a special issue of the South African Journal of Higher

		conferences;

		Education, focusing on extended programmes. The

• Since 2010 a total of 105 new staff members, across

		special edition will be published in 2014.

		all faculties, have attended the Induction to Teaching

• Incorporating teaching and learning aspects into

		and Learning short course;

		normal academic processes and in this regard UWC

• The development of a website for the Directorate,

		Policies on Probation and Promotion were amended

		hosted by the UWC website, continued and is a

		in 2013 to incorporate an emphasis on teaching

		valuable tool in advertising events, such as the

		and learning, including the requirement of a

		Faculty of Arts/T&L seminar series; teaching and

		Portfolio of Teaching and Learning and the attendance

		learning news; and other relevant announcements;

		of the University’s Induction Course for new staff;

• Various e-tools, such as social media via Facebook,

• Individuals responsible for teaching and learning

		have been used to promote the scholarship of

		are now also invited to participate in academic

		teaching and learning as well as to communicate

		reviews of departments to ensure that teaching

		with interested staff. The Directorate also created a

		and learning issues, particularly those related to

		blog and academics who present at the seminar

		the Strategic Plan, are included in reviews and in the

		series are invited to write guest posts. The aim of the

		recommendations that follow from such reviews;

		blog is to grow, over time, and to include a local and

•

		wider community of scholars who can use this

In 2013, for the 4th consecutive year, UWC received

		an award from the Higher Education Learning

		space as a critical, yet community-oriented

		and Teaching Association of South Africa (HELTASA)

		environment to share ideas, literature, research and

		when Dr Michael Rowe of the Department of 		

		other relevant teaching and learning resources.

		Physiotherapy in the Faculty of Community and

• Prof Denise Wood, an international expert on

		Health Sciences, was awarded a commendation;

		Technology Enhanced Learning from the University

• Supporting research and innovation endeavours

		of South Australia, Adelaide, gave a keynote address
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on Technology Enhanced Learning at the Teaching

in Higher Education has been developed and accredited

		and Learning Colloquium for UWC Teaching and

by the Department of Higher Education and Training and

		Learning Research Grant holders.

the Council on Higher Education to begin in 2014. The

• As in the past, a series of workshops and seminars

Cape Higher Education Consortium’s (CHEC) regional

		was arranged and the Directorate of Teaching and

Teaching and Learning courses, including a course on

		Learning co-hosted a monthly lunchtime seminar

e-pedagogy across the four HEIs in the Western Cape,

		series with the Faculty of Arts. These lunchtime

has also been further developed during 2012 and seven

		seminars focused on innovative teaching and

new courses were developed and implemented in 2013.

		learning practices.

UWC continues to play a central role in this

• The NRF project Emerging Technologies to Improve

collaborative project.

		Qualitative Outcomes in Higher Education, for
		which the Director of Teaching and Learning was the

The UWC eLearning project, located in the Centre

		principal researcher, came to an end in 2013. As part

for

		of this project, an Authentic Learning Colloquium

Technologies (CIECT), continues to gain momentum and

		was arranged at UWC with the aim of showcasing

the eLearning Development and Support Unit provides

		research that explores the practical and theoretical

training and support to lecturers for a wide range of

		applications of authentic learning and emerging

eLearning initiatives. The University also took a key

		technologies in higher education. A Routledge edited

decision regarding the eLearning Unit, in that it now

		collection, to be published in 2014, was developed

reports to the Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Academic. The

		from the presentations of the Colloquium, and

unit was initially developed as part of UWC’s Information

		incorporates a number of UWC papers.

and Communication Systems portfolio, as a means to

• Spearheaded by UWC, a new international journal of

explore the possibilities offered by new technologies.

Innovative

Educational

and

Communication

		teaching and learning, Critical Studies in Teaching
		and Learning, has been initiated. The first issue was

The work of Dr Juliet Stoltenkamp and her team is

		launched at the end of November 2013 to coincide

now firmly embedded in the academic project of the

		with the annual HELTASA conference. The journal

University and it focuses on facilitating learning that is

		platform is open-source, using Open Journal

enhanced through access to and the use of technology

		Systems, and is available exclusively online and the

with which to create, distribute and retrieve digital

		UWC library provides technical support. The editorial

content. The CIECT plays a critical role in promoting and

		board comprises academics from UWC, CPUT, UJ,

enabling the use of technology by lecturers. The number

		UCT, SU, UFS and the University of South Australia

of lecturers using technology to enhance their teaching

		and Prof Vivienne Bozalek is the editor-in-chief. The

grows annually and there is also an increase in lecturers

		journal will be eligible for accreditation in 2016, once

using social media effectively to communicate with

		it has published at least 5 consecutive issues.

students and stimulate debate around certain topics.

• Teaching and learning is also supported in all faculties
		through a well-developed tutoring programme.

The University has embarked on an ambitious change
management project to migrate from a relatively
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UWC is also an active role-player in regional efforts to

unstable eLearning platform to a modern and dynamic

strengthen teaching and learning. As part of the regional

Learning Management System (LMS). In 2000, UWC

efforts, a Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning

launched a home-grown Open Source LMS called
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Knowledge Environment for Web-based Learning (KEWL)

achievements when positioning their institutions in the

which operated on the Chisimba platform. Due to the

public domain, but with the support of deans, other

slow pace of development and support, insufficient

units and specifically Prof Bozalek, the increased focus

adherence to established back-end processes, and

on teaching and learning and building institutional

increased user load and poor service level agreements,

capacity at all levels, including governance, is likely to

advances in technology started to outpace the eLearning

remain as one of Prof Bharuthram’s key legacies at UWC.

community. This dilemma led to the decision in 2012 to
select and migrate onto the “Sakai” platform. “Sakai” is

International Relations

an Open Source Learning Management System with a

UWC’s mission statement reminds us that the Institution

range of eTools to enhance teaching and learning and

“is a national University, alert to its African and

assessment as well as eTools for monitoring, tracking

international context”, and that it is committed to the

and administration.

furthering of global perspectives among its staff and
students. In view of this, UWC continuously pursues

Since 2012, the eLearning unit and the Teaching and

the strengthening of existing national and international

Learning Directorate have increased awareness of “Sakai”

relationships while exploring new partnerships in

and launched a pilot with a limited number of lecturers

support of its strategic direction. Internationalisation is

from each faculty. Individuals were initially chosen as

realised across all endeavours of the University, including

champions because they were already comfortable in an

community

online environment. This year the training of users has

research and innovation.

engagement,

teaching

and

learning,

escalated to multiple lecturers and support staff across
the board. Meanwhile the Information Communication

It is very difficult to report extensively on international

Services (ICS) department is tasked with the setup and

collaboration at any University as it is very dynamic and

installation of the infrastructure capability, integrate

takes many different forms, sometimes at the level of

it with the Student Administrative Systems Integrator

individuals collaborating, or at a departmental or faculty

(SASI), conduct user acceptance testing and maintain the

level or at institutional level. The focus of this report is

security of the new system. The idea is that the current

on some of our astute institution-wide partnerships.

e-teaching platform will run parallel to the Sakai platform
from January 2014 and will cater for at least 50 000

Overall, UWC has 110 current and active agreements

users. The “Sakai” platform is interoperable, hence it

with international partners. Currently more than 60% of

allows users to access and fully engage with all online

partnerships are with European, Scandinavian and Asian

tools via compatible mobile devices (i.e. smartphones,

universities and rest are with institutions in Africa and

tablets, etc). It will enable students to download notes,

the United States of America. One of our institutional

view videos, engage in polls and discussion forums and

strategies is to look at the different regions and to

complete online tests. The UWC site name for “Sakai” is

identify 2-4 strategic partners with whom we have had

ikamva.uwc.ac.za, Ikamva means “the future” or “moving

sustainable collaboration over a period of time and to

ahead”. Providing adequate technology infrastructure

expand these partnerships from bilateral to multilateral

for students remains a challenge, but we improve the

partnerships with the involvement of more universities

infrastructure to support our students every year.

from developing countries, and especially from our
own continent. This is being made increasingly possible

Universities tend to focus on their research output and

through consolidated financial support provided by our
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partners in the European Union and joint grants with

that impact and grow the universal learning experience

the USA.

of our students.

Partnerships with institutions in the Nordic countries

Another

have also strengthened, mainly through the growth

the Erasmus Mundus (EM) programme which was

of the Southern African-Nordic Centre (SANORD). The

established in 2009. It was designed to enhance

SANORD administrative centre has been located at

the quality of European higher education and to

UWC since its inception in 2007. This network has also

promote dialogue and understanding between people

stimulated growth in our partnerships with southern

and cultures of our variegated contexts. The overall

African institutions. SANORD now has 42 member

objectives of this programme for South Africa, and

institutions, 17 Nordic and 25 in the SADC region.

in particular UWC, speak to the further development

SANORD’s policy of funding multi-institutional and multi-

of human resources, enhancement of international

national projects has resulted in interesting cooperation

capacity of higher education institutions and the

among its members. The longstanding cooperation with

University’s internationalisation processes. UWC is one

Norwegian institutions through the Norwegian Agency

of eight South African universities currently participating

for Development Cooperation (NORHED) in a variety

in more than one EM programme. In 2013 UWC became

of strategic disciplines continues and involves regular

a full partner in 3 new Erasmus Mundus consortia:

student exchange.

EUROSA + (University of Antwerp led), EU SAID – led by

important

international

partnership

is

Bochum, Germany (joint coordinator UWC) and AESOp
Service learning and community engagement are

(led by Paul Sabatier University, Toulouse, France). In

key strategies in support of internationalisation. As

addition EU-SATURN I (led by University of Groningen,

an example of such projects, cooperation with the

Netherlands) would also offer a second cohort of

Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen, in the Netherlands

scholarships in which UWC is a partner institution. There

has continued for more than a decade, involving student

are 23 European universities from 13 countries (Belgium,

exchange in health-related disciplines such as Psychology,

Brno Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy,

Occupational Therapy, Social Work and others. The

Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden

student exchange as part of this programme is based

and the United Kingdom) involved in the EM programme

in a rural setting which adds a unique dimension to the

and it provides academic mobility and capacity building

academic experience and relevance of this programme.

opportunities for UWC students and staff. In 2013,

Semester study abroad also forms an important part

UWC had the 2nd largest number of participants

of internationalisation. In addition to students from

(21 participants) of all universities in South Africa in

Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen UWC continues to

this programme.

host students from institutions such Utrecht as in the
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Netherlands; Gent in Belgium, Dortmund, Humboldt

UWC’s post graduate mobility is well supported through

and Neu-Ulm in Germany; Johannes Kepler in Austria;

research grants awarded to scholars such as the EM

Uppsala and Karlstad in Sweden; Bergen, Oslo and

programme as well as Dutch and German Academic

Stavanger in Norway; as well as Howard, Marquette and

Exchange programmes. Often these are limited to South

Arcadia in the USA. A few UWC students also studied

African students, while UWC attracts high numbers of

abroad at Science Po (France), Marquette, Missouri and

quality post graduate students from Africa, stimulating

Humboldt. We continue working towards partnerships

internationalisation through links with the continent.
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Mobility for these candidates does however remain a

years institutional relationships have developed across

challenge. The low mobility amongst local undergraduate

most disciplines. We continue to nurture and expand

students, primarily due to socio-economic constraints

the relationship through the consolidation of existing

and finding matching courses, still remains a limitation.

and the ongoing pursuit of new opportunities. The use

Many of UWC’s existing international agreements do

of technology also enhances the internationalisation-

not facilitate reciprocity in student exchanges and in

at-home experience for both partners and could be

our revision or renewal of partnership agreements we

expanded further as we know that the majority of our

continue to strive for strategically negotiated increased

students are not able to participate in international

UWC student exchange.

mobility programmes.

The 10-year partnership under the banner of the

In 2012, we explored expanding our longstanding

Dynamics of Building a Better Society (DBBS), a

relationship with the University of Missouri System as

cooperation

Flemish

well as the decade-long relationship with the University

universities in Belgium, taking the form of an innovative,

of Ghent through the DBBS project, into a triangular

strategic cross-faculty programme, concluded in 2013.

relationship

Supported by the Flemish Inter-University Council (VLIR),

exploratory conversations were met with enthusiasm by

DBBS aimed to build research capacity in areas vital

all parties and we formalised the relationship in 2013.

programme

with

designated

between

the

three

institutions.

The

to social transformation and engaged major scholars
from the Universities of Antwerp, Ghent, Leuven and

Research and Innovation

Brussels in sustained cooperation with UWC staff and

In UWC’s Mission Statement, the commitment to

students. This support contributed to various UWC

excellence in research recognises knowledge as the driver

strategic outputs, and took the form of prestigious

of our core mandate as a national university. Striving for

scholarships, research projects, co-supervision of theses,

excellence must therefore revolve around understanding

employee and student exchanges and capacity building.

and taking forward the University’s role as a centre for

The six DBBS projects are: Citizenship and Democracy;

advanced knowledge production and scholarship. UWC’s

Sport Sciences for Development; HIV Prevention and

research output and quality has improved dramatically

Care; Water for Ecological Sustainability; Multilingual

during the last few years and we have received national

Citizenship and Cities in Transition; and Student Quality

recognition for the excellence of several programmes.

of Life. A critical aspect of the second phase of this

The University continues its efforts to improve the

project, which started in 2008, was the establishment of

quality of our postgraduate offering, evidenced through

five research centres at UWC. VLIR also supports North-

improved graduation and throughput rates, and we

South-South cooperation, and this supports UWC in

have made considerable progress in the development of

working relationships with Mozambique, Ethiopia, Cuba

research niche areas.

and other countries.
The IOP acknowledges that, while the research context
UWC’s flagship partnership, the 28-year partnership with

presents many challenges, it also creates opportunities

the University of Missouri system (Columbia, Kansas City,

for the University to excel in areas that will place it

Rolla and St Louis) continues to hold benefit for both

at the cutting edge of the production and transfer of

institutions and serves as a good example of the mutual

new knowledge in key fields nationally, regionally and

benefits that can result from such partnerships. Over the

internationally. UWC is committed to strengthening
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and expanding the number of niche areas of excellence

• Bioinformatics and Human Health;

that constitute our distinctiveness and supports the

• Poverty and Agrarian Studies;

institution’s responsiveness to societal concerns. In

• Astronomy & Space Science;

addition to institutionalising and developing our

• Nano-Electrochemistry and Sensor Technology;

research capacity, these new opportunities require

• Microbial Genomics;

strong intellectual leadership on a broader front:

• Earth Observation applications for Water Resources;

leadership that can see what may be possible through

• Multi-level Government, Law and Development;

innovative, critical and rigorous scholarship, whatever

• Nuclear Science;

the constraints.

• Mathematics Education;
• Health Systems; and

Dedicated to have oversight over the University’s research

• Cosmology and Multi-Wavelength Data.

activities, the Senate Higher Degrees Committee is a very
important watchdog and quality assures the processing

Postgraduate Support

and supervision of UWC’s postgraduate degrees. The

The Division for Postgraduate Studies (DPGS), led by Prof

Senate Research Committee, with the Office of the

Lorna Holtman, plays an important role in supporting

Vice-Rector: Academic, has a primary focus on capacity

postgraduate students and in building staff capacity to

development and paying attention to the development

support postgraduates. In support of achieving the IOP

of research niche areas.

objectives related to research, the DPGS focuses on:
• Postgraduate recruitment and marketing;

A snapshot of some of UWC’s achievements in the

• Improving the quality of the academic working

national context indicate that the University is:

		environment of postgraduate students;

• 6th  in the proportion of fulltime academic staff with

• Improving the quality of delivery of postgraduate

		NRF research ratings;

		teaching and supervision;

• 5th  in the proportion of academic staff with PhDs;

• Working with other stakeholders to streamline

• 7th in percentage of income from research contracts

		postgraduate administrative procedures;

		and other forms of third stream income; and

• Monitoring and tracking postgraduate students from

• 5th in terms of universities and their research impact

		application/registration to completion;

		measured by citations.

• Improving the time to degree and increase graduation
		rates; and

In addition, UWC has to date been awarded 11 SARChI

• To support and encourage research output

Chairs, occupying the 4th position nationally with

		and publication.

the University of KwaZulu Natal. The main aim of the
South African Research Chairs Initiative (SARChI) is

A key indicator of students’ research experience is

to strengthen the scientific research leadership and

reflected through higher degree completion rates and

capacity in South African universities. This will create a

times. We are pleased to report that, on average, our

sustainable critical mass of world class academics and

Master’s and Doctoral students’ time-to-degree rate for

scholars that will train future generations of South

2013 was 3.3 and 4.9 years respectively, compared to

African knowledge workers and support a South African

the internal benchmark of three and five years, which

knowledge-based economy. UWC’s SARChI Chairs are

many South African universities struggle to achieve.

located in the following areas:
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Some of the highlights of the work of the DPGS in

• The continued work in offering  a range of

2013, include:

		academic support services to the UWC postgraduate

• Hosting the International Research and Capacity

		community which include access to one-to-one

		Building Foundation’s 4th International Conference

		academic writing and statistics coaches, the provision

		on Research and Development at UWC. The

		of research guide books (e.g., Proposal Guide, Thesis

		conference theme was the “People-Focused

		Guide, and Guide to Academic Writing) and access to

		Development and Sustainable Growth; Africa

		a variety of academic and research software

		in View.” The International Research and Capacity

		workshops offered on Saturday mornings as well as

		Building Foundation’s mission is to promote research

		faculty-specific workshops;

		collaboration amongst institutions of higher

• The offering of generic workshops to students from

		education and the conferences focus on social
		responsibility and community development in the
		areas of health, education and poverty alleviation
		in Africa;
• Hosting information sessions on scholarships
		available to postgraduate students and
		encouraging and supporting students with
		their applications;
• Coordinating UWC’s participation in Erasmus
		Mundus programmes;
• Hosting two contact sessions with 25 prospective
		PhD students of the 2013 SKILL pre-PhD Proposal
		Development Programme. The SKILL programme was
		initiated and funded by the Royal Dutch Embassy
		and introduces prospective PhD students to the
		necessary skills to write and submit their
		research proposals;

		all faculties. These workshops are free of charge to
		registered UWC postgraduate students and staff and
		aim to support students in: writing the introduction
		and writing the research proposal; various aspects of
		research design; the role of theory in research;
		qualitative and quantitative research methods;
		writing the literature review; synthesizing findings
		and developing conclusions; and academic writing,
		as well as writing for publication;
• Faculty specific workshops are tailor made to address
		specific needs of faculties/departments;
• As part of our efforts to continuously improve
		the research environment the DPGS and the
		UWC Library have established a dedicated working
		area for Postgraduate students, the Postgraduate
		Resource Centre (PRC). The PRC can accommodate
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		30 students at a time and was well utilised by
		students throughout the year. This confirms the need
		for dedicated work space for postgraduate students
		where they are able to easily access
		reference material;
• An important component of DPGS’s work is to
		provide individualised academic writing and
		statistical support to postgraduate students. This
		service runs from the PRC in the Library; and
• In 2013, 27 writing coaches (of which 6 were
		statistical coaches) were employed to provide writing
		and statistics support to over 350 postgraduate
		students. The coaches complement the DPGS
		workshops and seminars that run throughout
		the year. They also assist students in the organisation,
		the logical and coherent presentations of research
		proposals and theses, give advice on research
		problem formulation, surveying the literature, data
		collection and data analysis procedures, referencing
		and other basic elements of the research process and
		share advice and information on where to get
		assistance and help.

Earlier in this report we reflected on some of our
international partnerships and we would like to
specifically highlight the performance of the South
African-German Transnational Centre for Transnational
Criminal Justice’s 2013 graduates. The Centre is
funded by the Deutscher Akademischer Auchstausch
Dienst (DAAD) to which we owe an enormous debt of
gratitude. It is one of 5 DAAD Centres of Excellence in
Africa and its LLM programme was in its 5th year in
2013. The programme attracts top quality students from
across the African Continent, who draw inspiration from
their participation in an annual Summer School in Berlin,
where they are exposed to an array of speakers from
the cream of academe, international criminal justice
practitioners and Judges of the International Criminal
Court. Since the inception of the programme in 2009,
over 100 students have obtained LLM degrees.
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“

“

UWC’s research output and quality has improved dramatically during
the last few years and we have received national recognition for
the excellence of several programmes.
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Most graduates have assumed prominent positions in

The Minister indicated that the CoE for Food Security

the criminal justice systems of their respective countries,

was established in the context of a changing food

while others work for international organisations

system facing ecological, social, economic and physical

such as the United Nations, Interpol and Transparency

challenges. Experts will pool their knowledge to help

International. The program, which recently received

improve access to sustainable and sufficient amounts

DAAD funding for another 5 years, has produced 3

of nutritious food for poor, vulnerable and marginalised

graduates who are now lecturers in the Law Faculty and

populations. The CoE’s research will inform and identify

3 others have been awarded doctorates. In 2013 there

science-based programme interventions and policy

was a 100% pass rate in the rigorous LLM programme

mechanisms to overcome food insecurity and ensure

and nobody in the class obtained an overall mark of

sound nutrition for all South Africans. The University’s

less than 65%. Six of the 12 students in the 2013 class

Prof Julian May has since been appointed as the Director

graduated cum laude.

of the CoE.

Although this report reflects on 2013, I would like to

Institutes, Schools, Research Centres and

also mention that, following the application process in

Research Focus Areas

2013, we were informed in March 2014, prior to the

It is impossible in a report of this nature to do justice

finalisation of this report, that the Minister of Science

to the work of the various faculties and their associated

and Technology approved the establishment of five

Institutes, Schools and Centres, but below we have listed

additional national Centres of Excellence (CoEs) to

some of the most important research units and their

promote collaborative and interdisciplinary research

research focus areas:

among research-performing institutions, and to provide

• The South African National Bioinformatics

high-end skills development in priority research areas.

		Institute (SANBI), is dedicated to the development of
		bioinformatics and genomics in South Africa.

The new CoEs bring to 14 the total number of centres

• The School of Public Health is a World Health

established since 2004 by the Department of Science

		Organisation (WHO) Collaborating Centre for

and Technology and the National Research Foundation.

		Research and Training in Human Resources for Health

The CoEs take the lead in researching various areas of

		and, builds research capacity of African Ministries of

national interest and are designed to accelerate the

		Health through training courses at UWC.

delivery of appropriate human resources and knowledge

• The Faculty of Dentistry is also a WHO Collaborating

capacity, as well as to enhance the international

		Centre for Oral Health, trains Oral Health personnel

competitiveness of South African research in pursuit

		in Africa and undertakes research on infectious

of research excellence and capacity development. UWC

		diseases in Dentistry such as Hepatitis, HIV and TB.

and the University of Pretoria were the joint recipients

• The HIV and AIDS Research Centre conducts multi-

of the CoE in Food Security with UWC as the hosting

		disciplinary research in HIV and AIDS prevention and

institution, the first historically disadvantaged institution

		care, focussing on health policies and systems,

to receive this honour. This CoE is considered one of the

		education and gender-based violence.

most complex centres in the country and it includes

• The

researchers from 10 South African universities and 5

		Centre: Biolabels Unit is working on the identification

international partners.

		of molecular biomarkers for diseases such as cancer,

DST/MinTek

		diabetes and HIV.
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Nanotechnology

Innovation

• The South African Institute for Advanced Materials

• In the Arts faculty the Centre for Humanities Research

		Chemistry (SAIAMC) has been designated by DST

		(CHR) promotes cross-disciplinary research in the

		as a (HySA) Competence Centre in Systems Analysis,

		Human and Social Sciences and it’s international

		Integration and Technology Validation for Hydrogen

		standing is growing exponentially.

		and Fuel Cell Technologies.

• UWC’s Community Law Centre played a key role in

• SensorLab is an electrochemistry, nanoscience and
		sensor research laboratory. Research involves the
		design, synthesis and analysis of soft organic and
		hard inorganic electroactive “smart” nanomaterials
• The Institute for Microbial Biotechnology and
		Metagenomics (IMBM) conducts research on the
		exploitation of microbial genome diversity, cloning
		and expression and researches biofuels technology.
• The DST/NRF Research Chair in Poverty, Land and
		Agrarian Studies focuses on property rights, rural

		drafting the South African Children’s Act and the
		2008 Child Justice Bill and currently enjoys observer
		status with the African Commission on Human and
		People’s Rights.
• The African Centre for Citizenship and Democracy
		(ACCEDE) engages in research and policy advocacy
		in the broad areas of citizenship, democracy
		and development.
• Through the work of the Division for Lifelong

		production systems and the politics of land and

		Learning UWC is recognised as having one of the

		natural resources and works with the Institute for

		most advanced research-based RPL programmes

		Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS). PLAAS

		and is internationally renowned for research into the

		engages in research, training, policy development

		philosophy and practice of Lifelong Learning and

		and advocacy in relation to poverty, land and

		Adult Learning.

		agrarian reform, rural governance and natural

• UWC hosts the UNESCO Chair in Science and

		resource management, with a focus on Fisheries and

		Mathematics Education, which engages in research

		Marine Resources.

		in the areas of scientific and technological literacy

• The UNESCO Centre for Groundwater Studies

		and instructional issues in science education.

		
engages in research and advocacy on sustainable
		groundwater utilisation and management in Africa.
		It is a major advisor to the African Council of Ministers
		and trains water scientists in the SADC region.
• The Astrophysics Group conducts research using
		the data from the SALT optical telescope at Sutherland

• The UWC FirstRand Foundation South African Chair
		in Mathematics Education is aimed at improving
		the quality of mathematics teaching and learning
		in schools, with the intention of addressing the crisis
		in Mathematics Education in South Africa.

		and the MeerKAT array of radio telescopes near
		Carnarvon to answer key questions about
		the universe. Their research focuses on probing
		the properties of stars, galaxy evolution, the dark

In addition to the above, UWC also established the
Institute for Post-School Studies (IPSS) in the Faculty of
Education in 2013. The primary focus of the IPSS is to

		universe and fundamental physics and super

generate knowledge and to conduct training, research

		computer simulations.

and development activities that will promote a holistic

• The Environmental and NanoSciences group (ENS)

understanding of post-schooling challenges, actively

		has a number of industrial projects in the areas of

inform policy, enhance implementation and improved

		nanoscience, environmental remediation and water

desired outcomes, particularly in vocational and adult

		related research.

education and training.
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Equipment

		web-based, cost-effective, rapid and easy to use HIV
of

		Drug Resistant Testing platform, Seq2Res, developed

appropriate equipment directly impacts on the quality

		by our Bioinformatics Institute, SANBI, with funding

of the research. In 2012, we reported that the UWC

		support from the Department of Science and

Electron Microscope Unit received a donation of an

		Technology;

upgraded Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) which

• UWC’s South African Institute for Advanced Material

has significantly enhanced our capacity to probe

		Chemistry (SAIAMC) has maintained its engagements

some of nature’s smallest phenomena. In 2013, Prof

		with various industry partners on different projects.

Bharuthram negotiated on behalf of the University

		The Hydrogen South Africa (HySA) Systems Centre at

with the National Research Foundation (NRF) to secure

		SAIAMC has successfully developed and implemented

two high frequency (500 MHz and 400 MHz) nuclear

		pilot-scale manufacturing capabilities for hydrogen

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer instruments

		fuel cell components and systems that will potentially

at a total cost of R20.6 million, to support our flagship

		play a key role in the renewable energy industry.

research projects in nanotechnology, alternative energy,

		Appropriate patent protection is in place;

biomedical diagnostics, environmental sustainability

• The Lithium-ion battery pilot-scale facility at

and biodiversity.

		Symphony Park, which received DST funding support,

In

many

areas

of

research,

the

availability

		has been commissioned and is now operational.
These

instruments

will

provide

state-of-the-art

		The facility is currently producing prototype

information on the molecular and structural dynamics

		lithium-ion batteries and there are on-going efforts

of synthetic and naturally occurring biological, organic

		to identify industrial partners and collaborators

and inorganic compounds in solid and liquid phases. The

		for this project. Lithium-ion batteries are generally

Triple Resonance solid state 500 MHz instrument is the

		safer, more durable and portable and have high

first of its kind in South Africa and, together with the

		energy densities;

liquid state 400 MHz spectrometer, will be invaluable in

• A much needed process for treating acid

elevating the sophistication of current research activities

		mine drainage has been developed by one of our

of about 200 Masters and Doctoral students, UWC

		Environmental and Nanoscience researchers. The

chemists, molecular biologists and material scientists to

		process uses waste fly ash product and is being

the highest level of international competitiveness. It is

		scaled up for demonstration purposes. The same

envisaged that this acquisition will attract collaborations

		group has produced novel Zeolites catalysts

with top international laboratories in the research areas

		(microporous catalysts with ion properties) that can

of photovoltaic cells, lithium-ion battery, drug discovery

		be used in water purification, air pollution

and biosensor technology.

		remediation, water softeners, the treatment of acid
		mine drainage and the scrubbing of flue gases from
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Innovation

		power stations;

Since the establishment of the Technology Transfer

• The various student groups that won the Code

Office, led by Dr Douglas Sanyahumbi, a number of

		Jamming competition for the development of

exciting initiatives have taken place, which include the

		novel mobile applications will explore partnering

following:

		with interested industry partners to further develop

• There are on-going efforts to raise the necessary

		their ideas for commercialisation in this area of

		funding required to commercialise the

		social innovation;
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• In the area of Agrochemicals one of our researchers

• In collaboration with offices for technology transfer

		developed a botanical product which reverses

		at UCT, CPUT and Stellenbosch University, UWC’s

		resistance to pesticides in plant pathogens when

		Technology Transfer Office ran the 2013 “Technology

		applied in combination with fungicidal and

		Commercialisation Course: From Lab to Market” as

		bactericidal compounds (pesticides). This natural

		the principal organiser.

		product, used with pesticides, has been demonstrated

• UWC also hosted the NIPMO IP Workshop attended

		to reduce the dose of pesticides needed;

		by Technology Transfer colleagues from the other

• A number of UWC Researchers have developed

		Western Cape Public Institutions, which was

		“The TB and HIV Resource Kit”, that includes a

		presented by Prof Joseph Straus, the UNISA-NIPMO

		learners workbook in English and Afrikaans “How to

		IP Chair;

		be a Health Activist”, a teachers’ guide in English and

• The University hosted a Western Cape Provincial

		Afrikaans, as well as an interactive DVD and a

		Delegation “Smart Innovation on Tour”, a 110%

		website (http://skill4life.org). These will be

		Green Initiative from the Western Cape Government,

		disseminated to schools in the Western Cape

		which visited the South African Institute for Advanced

		in partnership with the Western Cape Government’s

		Material Chemistry (SAIAMC); and

		Education Department;

• UWC has successfully negotiated the establishment

• UWC has developed a fun and educational board

		of a small Technology Innovation Agency (TIA)-UWC

		game as a learning aid for use during tutorials, to

		Seed Fund to help fund the development of selected

		assist first year learners in the subject of Kinesiology.

		UWC Research and Development projects to proof

		The board game is in the process of being tested by

		of concept.

		a number of other South African universities
		offering Kinesiology;
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Research Output

We are proud of the increasing number of academics
of

who successfully publish whether it be in the form

measuring universities’ research contributions. There

of peer-reviewed academic journal articles, books or

are ongoing debates about the ways in which different

contributing book chapters or the publication of research

forms of research should be acknowledged, but for UWC

in peer-reviewed conference proceedings. Feedback from

the accredited publications produced annually remain a

the National Research Foundation (NRF) indicate that, in

good indicator of our research effort and progress made.

2013, UWC had 92 NRF-rated researchers, compared

The increase in productivity of our research community

to the 2009 count of 66. The number is expected to

is evident in the growth illustrated in the graph below.

continue to grow. UWC has not yet received feedback

The year 2013’s weighted total is at an all-time high and

on its 2013 accredited publication submission, but it

sets a new threshold for UWC.

is worth considering the increase in weighted research

Publications

constitute

an

important

element

output over the years as per the graph and table below:

UWC Research Output : 2000-2013

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
2000

2002

Publication units

2006

2008

Research Masters

2010

2012

Doctoral

2013

Weighted total

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2013

Publication units

103

114

152

222

242

267

365

390*

Research Masters

68

89

134

137

116

221

254

267

Doctoral

20

15

23

28

42

60

75

111

231

248

355

443

484

667

844

990

WEIGHTED TOTAL
*Awaiting DHET confirmation
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Special Awards

with the communities from which its students come

The Vice-Chancellor’s Annual Book Award was founded

and with those they are necessarily becoming part of

in 2009 in recognition of scholarly publications by staff

as they increasingly equip themselves to compete in a

in the form of books, both as authors and as editors.

global environment. UWC’s community engagement

Awards can be made in the following three categories:

role involves academic work of the highest order that

• Category 1 acknowledges an author of a book

addresses community concerns and is, in turn, informed

		published by a recognised publishing house and

and enhanced by them.

		the book is based purely on research undertaken by
		the author during his/her academic career. In 2013,

Institutional engagement with local and broader

		two awards were made in this category.

communities occurs through a range of activities and in

• In the health and natural sciences,

a variety of forms, often combining teaching, research,

			 Prof Alan Channing for his book “Tadpoles of

advocacy and service. These activities range from faculty-

			 Africa: The biology and identification of all 		

specific programmes organised and coordinated by

			 known tadpoles in sub-Saharan Africa” ; and

faculty structures, to centrally coordinated, institution-

• In the human and social sciences, Prof Jacques

wide programmes led by either an academic structure

			 de Ville for “Jacques Derrida: Law as Absolute

or a student structure. These initiatives have in common

			Hospitality”.

a range of transformational concerns that are addressed

• Category 2 acknowledges the editor(s) of a book

through a variety of approaches.

		published by a recognised publishing house and
		based purely on research undertaken by the authors.

Service learning is a key component of community

		The recipients of this award were Prof Premesh Lalu

outreach and, for many years, has been an aspect of

		and Dr Noeleen Murray-Cooke, for the book

professional programmes such as teacher training and

		“Becoming UWC: Reflections, Pathways and

social work. Almost all faculties have examples of service

		Unmaking Apartheid’s Legacy”.

learning modules that offer community engagement as
an integral part of their curricula.

UWC also recognises outstanding researchers through
the Vice Chancellor’s Annual Distinguished Researcher

Community-based education can also take other forms.

Award, to acknowledge the leading researchers who

Partnerships with the neighbouring urban and rural

bring honour to the University through their cutting-

communities contribute towards an enabling learning

edge work. In 2013, UWC recognised two researchers

environment in which students work in community

through this award:

settings as part of their course requirements. Good

• Prof Vivienne Bozalek, Director of Teaching and

examples of community-based education as integral

		Learning; and

to the work and approach of students are found in

• Prof Leslie Petrik of the Department of Chemistry.

the Faculties of Dentistry and Community and Health
Sciences. Central to the success of such programmes is

Community Engagement
UWC’s

mission

makes

the placement of students in varied clinical settings, and
the

student-in-community

the academic point of departure for its community

assessment methodologies that evaluate competence in
the field.

engagement initiatives. This means that UWC, as a
university, is challenged to pursue ongoing engagement

In addition to the above, UWC’s Community Engagement
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Unit (CEU), under the leadership of Prof Priscilla Daniels,

		funded by the Department of Social Development

not only plays an advisory and coordinating role in

		in the Western Cape Government aimed at further

relation to various community initiatives and best

		developing community representatives working in

practice, they also annually embark on a number of

		the field of substance misuse within their respective

projects, of which some of the 2013 highlights include:

		communities. The course comprises eight modules

• The conclusion of the CHEER project which was a

		and has been delivered since January 2012;

		collaborative project by academics involved in

• The CEU is also working with the City of Cape Town

		inter-professional education for each of the 8 Health

		and received funding to conduct training in substance

		Sciences faculties in the country. Several research

		misuse for pregnant mothers around Foetal Alcohol

		projects formed part of the project with the intention

		Syndrome and also developed a prevention

		of providing evidence for educators, policy-makers

		programme for mothers;

		and planners to form and direct health science

• In collaboration with staff at Stellenbosch University

		education towards outcomes that would result in

		and the Cape Peninsula University of Technology, a

		a more equitable distribution of graduates in

		Training Programme to enhance service-learning

		South Africa. The CHEER project emphasised the

		capacity was offered to staff from all three of

		importance of research output in the field of

		the institutions;

		community based education and inter-professional

• International collaboration with the University of

		education within the national context.

		Missouri and the Hogeschool Arnhem and Nijmegen

• The establishment and management of a database

		also continued; and

		of community engagement activities at UWC in

• Papers were presented at various national and

		collaboration with the Centre for Innovative

		international conferences and the Unit continued

		Educational and Communication Technologies;

		to host various workshops, aimed at showcasing

• The first of two groups of community representatives

		and improving community engagement projects

		have completed their training as part of a project

		across campus.
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The effort and dedication of the Vice-Rector: Academic,

our University’s success in the areas of teaching and

Prof Ramesh Bharuthram, must be acknowledged

learning and research and innovation, but they would

when speaking about the academic project of the

lose meaning if the experience of the students on our

University. UWC finds itself in the top group of

campus did not echo these notions of excellence in

South African universities in terms of its research

everything we offer. This remains our challenge and

output and the impact of its research and the role

forces us to carefully consider every aspect that has an

of Professor Bharuthram has been central in these

impact on the life of a UWC student.

achievements. The University is also at the forefront
of the development of the scholarship of teaching

While UWC is confident that our academic project is

and learning.

healthy, we remain committed to improvement. Our
vibrant intellectual climate, caring community and clear

Conclusion

sense of mission continue to drive our endeavours.

Quality teaching and learning and research are pivotal to
the institution’s academic and financial viability and its
long-term sustainability. Our planning and monitoring
processes are geared to constantly assess how we are
performing against the targets we set for ourselves

Prof Brian O’Connell

and those whereby we are measured externally. We

Chairperson of Senate

will continue to focus on having the right academic
leadership in place to manage and lead academic
departments that result in the kinds of graduates that
our nation needs.

We are extremely proud of the statistics that indicate
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Report of the
Institutional Forum

T

		 The Institutional Forum (IF) is an advisory structure

The senior management positions that the IF advised

		 which is established in accordance with section

Council on included: the suitability of candidates for

31(1) of the Higher Education Act (Act 101 of 1997),

the positions of Vice-Rector: Student Development and

as amended, to advise the Council. The membership of

Support as well as deans of the faculties of Law, Economic

the IF allows for equal representation of the University’s

and Management Sciences and Community and Health

Management, Senate, Council, academic staff, the

Sciences; the envisaged roles and responsibilities of a

non-academic staff, unions and students.

new Rector and of a new Vice-Rector: Academic; and
matters relating to the senior appointments processes.

During 2013, the IF had four meetings where the focus
was predominantly on advising Council on matters

In order to provide Council with advice on senior

relating to senior appointments. With the retirement

appointments, IF discussions relating to these matters

of Prof Tshiwula (Vice-Rector:Student Development and

seriously considered the need for appropriate leadership

Support) at the end of December 2013 and both Profs

to enable the University to deliver on its primary

O’Connell (Rector and Vice-Chancellor) and Bharuthram

responsibility

(Vice-Rector: Academic) at the end of 2014, the IF was

programmes of the highest quality while, at the same

acutely aware of its responsibility in providing Council

time, being able to further the University’s strategic

with advice that would fairly represent the views of the

intentions as articulated in the Institutional

range of University stakeholders represented on the IF

Operating Plan.

of

offering

academic

and

research

in order to ensure that Council was well informed in

51

making the important leadership appointment

During 2013, the Institutional Forum successfully carried

decisions required.

out its consultative and advisory role as outlined in
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both the Higher Education Act and the Institutional
Statute. The IF can only fulfil its role if all stakeholder
representatives are committed and I wish to express my
appreciation to the IF members for their role in enabling
the University Council to make decisions based on a
broader institutional understanding.

Mr Bhekinkosi Mvovo
Chairperson of the Institutional Forum
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Council’s Statement
on Corporate Governance

T
		

he Council of the University of the Western Cape

few areas requiring improvement are being attended to

(UWC) is committed to the principles of discipline,

by the University management.

transparency, independence, accountability, responsibility,
fairness and social responsibility, as advocated in the

Council

King III Report on Corporate Governance. Accordingly,

The UWC Council comprises broad representation which

the Council endorses the codes and practices as set

includes academic and non-academic persons appointed

out in the King III report as they apply to the higher

in terms of the Institutional Statute and the majority of

education sector.

Council members are neither employees nor students.
The role of the Council chairperson is separated from

53

Council recognises the need to conduct the business

that of the Rector and Vice-Chancellor. The Council

of the University with integrity and in accordance

responsibilities are set out in the Institutional Statute

with generally accepted practices. The Audit and

and are in accordance with the stipulations of the Higher

Risk committee of Council monitors the University’s

Education Act, 1997. The Council is responsible for the

compliance with the Code and it forms part of their

ongoing strategic direction of the Institution and the

responsibilities. In 2013, the Council, through this

approval of major developments which is facilitated

committee and the work of the University’s internal

by regular reports from management. The Council

auditors, KPMG Services (Proprietary) Limited, considered

meets at least four times per year and has several

the University’s self-assessment of compliance with the

committees including a Remuneration committee,

applicable King III requirements. The internal auditors

Finance committee, Audit and Risk committee and

reported that their testing of the University’s findings

a Membership committee. All of the committees are

indicated a very high level of compliance and that the

formally constituted with terms of reference and, with
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the exception of the Finance committee, mainly comprise

		projects; and

of Council members, who are neither employees nor

• making recommendations regarding the

students of UWC.

		aforementioned.

Council members do not receive remuneration for the

The Finance committee meets at least quarterly and

meetings they attend. The members are ultimately

continuously monitors and reports on the University’s

accountable to the state and are fully cognisant of their

financial performance.

collective and individual responsibilities.

Remuneration Committee
Finance Committee

The Remuneration committee has the authority to

The Council’s Finance committee exercises control over

take final decisions regarding the remuneration and

all University funds and advises Council on financial

conditions of employment of Council appointed senior

strategy and financial progress against benchmarks

management, which includes the University executive

and annual budgets. The Finance committee is also

and deans of faculties, within parameters set by Council

responsible for:

and stated in the committee’s standing orders. The

• assessing the financial planning of the University

Annual Financial Statements reflect the earnings of the

		with respect to its financial viability;

senior management separately.

• evaluating the annual financial statements of
		the University;

Membership Committee

• advising the University on long-term financing

The

		strategy with respect to immovable capital

nominations for Council vacancies in terms of the

Council

Membership

committee

considers
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Institutional Statute and makes recommendations

faculties and units and maintaining and managing the

regarding suitable persons where applicable. The

University’s operations in the most effective and efficient

committee assigns Council members to the required

way. The Executive Management committee is responsible

sub-committees and is responsible for the implementation

for ensuring that the accounting records of the University

of the Code of Conduct for Council members.

are maintained in good order by the accounting
information systems and personnel complement.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk committee reviews the findings

Employee and Student Participation

and reports of the University’s internal and external

The University uses a variety of participating structures to

auditors. Both the internal and external auditors have

resolve issues that affect employees and students directly

unrestricted access to the committee, ensuring that

and materially. These structures are designed to achieve

their independence is in no way impaired. At least four

good employer/employee and student relations and for

meetings per year are scheduled and are attended by

the effective sharing of relevant information, consultation

the internal and external auditors and appropriate

and the identification and resolution of conflict. They

members of the executive management. The Audit and

embrace goals relating to productivity, career security,

Risk committee operates in accordance with Council-

legitimacy

confirmed written terms of reference that clearly sets out

Employment equity remains high on the institutional

the committee’s responsibilities in relation to:

agenda and is steered through the Employment Equity

• the committee’s integrated reporting responsibility;

Forum.

and

identification

with

the

University.

• its responsibilities in terms of overseeing both the
		internal and external audit functions; and

Code of Ethics

• the committee’s responsibilities in terms of risk

The Code of Conduct for Council members expects

		oversight and internal controls.

councillors to observe the highest standard of integrity,
behaviour and ethics in dealing with all its stakeholders,
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Conflict Management

including its Council members, managers, employees,

Council agreed in its Code of Conduct to deliberate

students, customers, suppliers, competitors, donors and

immediately on matters where conflict arises as a result

society at large. Council members and employees are

of, for example, a declaration of vested interest, and

expected to observe the Institution’s ethical obligations

to decide upon it in accordance with generally

in order to conduct business through the use of fair

accepted practice.

commercial competitive practices.

Executive Management Committee

Risk Exposure Management

The Executive Management committee is responsible

The University is proud of its reputation as an institution

for implementing Council-approved strategies and

that produces high-quality graduates, excellent research

for managing the University’s affairs. The Executive

and renowned scholars. It also prides itself in being an

Management committee is chaired by the Rector and

institution known for sound financial management

meets twice a month. The committee’s terms of reference

and safety at work. Reputational, financial and other

encompass strategy development, collaboration between

areas of risk are key priorities for the Council, the
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University executive and the bodies responsible for the

for continued financial aid (NSFAS or donors) and may

management of risk. The Council is ultimately responsible

not be able to honour their financial obligations to the

for risk management, which includes evaluating key risk

University. This often results in higher dropout rates, with

areas and ensuring that processes for risk management

serious financial implications in terms of debt collection

and systems of internal control are implemented. The

and academic output rates. Continuous improvement of

University also has a formal Strategic Risk Register which

academic support systems helps to contain risk in this

is presented to the Audit and Risk committee.

The

mission-critical area. The Executive Director: Finance and

Executive Management, Audit and Risk, and Finance

Services is responsible for managing credit, currency and

committees play an extremely important role in advising

interest rate exposure. Monthly management reports

Council in terms of risk.

contain details of costs and the market value of financial
instruments, and an analysis of exposures against limits

Financial Risks

established by the Council. The limits principally cover

The University’s financial risks include interest rate risk,

the maximum permitted exposure in respect of:

foreign exchange rate risk, and credit risk. The ongoing

• Finance lease debts limited to prime;

international

• Floating rate borrowings in terms of long-term

economic

uncertainty

could

impact

international donors’ ability to continue funding research

		loans; and

activities at the expected levels. The position of the rand

• Credit concentrations.

relative to foreign currencies impacts the restricted
funds, as a large portion of donor income is received in

Non-Financial Risk

foreign currency. At times, this works in the Institution’s

Non-financial factors that pose risks to the University

favour but in other instances, such as acquiring expensive

include:

equipment from overseas, changes in exchange rates

attractiveness; the ability to perform in strategic

often negatively impact on the institution. Interest rate

priority areas; attracting and retaining appropriately

risk has been eliminated largely by the Institution’s

skilled employees; leadership succession; achieving

positive cash flow position, new long-term loans are

student enrolment targets; throughput and retention;

foreseen and, if there are increases in interest rates, these

operational

will impact such loans.

information technology systems; and the provision of

reputation

risks

management;

resulting

from

competitive

process

failures;

sufficient and appropriate infrastructure. The University
The University has had a decade of consistent growth and

has also substantially improved its research output and

financial strengthening. It has moved from a position of

if the current levels of performance are not maintained it

substantial borrowings and little infrastructure expansion

poses various risks. UWC remains vigilant of the challenge

to one of growing reserves and major infrastructure

posed by HIV/Aids and the institution has embarked

projects. These bring new elements of financial risk,

on several initiatives to raise awareness, offer support

specifically investment risk relating to reserves and price

programmes and influence students’ behaviour through

escalation risk relating to long-term projects.

peer education.

UWC’s applicant pool from disadvantaged communities
poses a specific credit risk. Students who do not succeed

However, all the above-mentioned non-financial factors

academically, or succeed only partly, may not qualify

that impact the institution also have financial risk
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implications. The competitive environment in terms of
employees holds the risk of the institution losing highly
qualified and skilled employees, who are not easily
replaceable, to other higher education institutions
or industries. In addition, many senior academics,
administrators and members of the executive are also
approaching retirement.

Much has been done in information technology to
increase levels of security by addressing matters such
as weaknesses in change control, firewall security and
general network security, but the Institution is still
exposed to a degree of risk in this area.

Mr Brian Williams
Chairperson of Council
						
						

Prof Brian O’Connell
Rector and Vice-Chancellor

Ms Karen Barry
Chairperson of the Audit
and Risk Committee
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The Audit and Risk
Committee Report on the
Systems of Internal Control

T

		he University of the Western Cape maintains

with staff and with third parties, Management maintains

		
systems of internal control and processes to

that control aspects are subject to close scrutiny and that

promote the safeguarding of assets against unauthorised

procedures are designed and implemented to minimise

acquisition, use or disposal. Such systems are designed

the risk of fraud or error. The development, maintenance

to provide reasonable assurance to the University and

and operation of all systems are under the control of

the Council that the operational environment promotes

competently trained staff and the fact that the vacancy

the safeguarding of the University’s assets and the

of the Director: Information and Communication

preparation and communication of reliable financial and

Systems was filled in 2012, should continue to further

other information.

improve the general control environment.

The systems of internal control designed by management

Internal auditors monitor the adequacy and effectiveness

include the documentation of organisational structures,

of internal control systems based on coverage plans

division of responsibilities and established policies and

discussed with Management and approved by the

procedures in key areas, which are communicated

Audit and Risk committee, and report their findings

throughout the organisation.

and recommendations to Management and Council
via the Audit and Risk committee of Council. Corrective
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Information systems utilising information technology

actions are taken by Management to address control

are in use throughout the organisation. Management

deficiencies, and other opportunities for improving

intend that systems be designed to promote ease of use

systems are identified. The internal audit process

for all users whilst balancing control requirements. In

includes a follow-up of agreed management action

utilising electronic technology to conduct transactions

plans, which are then reported to the Audit and Risk
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committee. The Council, operating through its Audit

addressing such issues will be reviewed in subsequent

and Risk committee, provides oversight of the internal

audits and duly reported.

control process.

There are inherent limitations to the effectiveness of
any system of internal control, including the possibility
of human error and the circumvention of controls.
Accordingly, even an effective internal control system can

Ms Karen Barry

provide only reasonable assurance with respect to the

Chairperson of the Audit
and Risk Committee

reporting of financial information and the safeguarding
of assets. Furthermore, the effectiveness of an internal
control system can change with circumstances. Instances
where it is detected that internal control systems have
failed, are followed-up to determine whether further
investigations are required.

Reports to the Audit and Risk committee by both the
internal and external auditors indicate that there are
some outstanding items in terms of controls deemed to
be inadequate or ineffective. These matters are reported
to the Management and Council, and progress with
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Financial Review

T

		 he macro-economic performance remained

South Africa experienced a volatile year with investors

			 a challenging feature over the reporting period.

being cautious. The JSE All Share Index finished the

The global recession since 2008 has generally led to more

year higher than in 2012. Analysts are warning that the

volatility and uncertainty. However, the US market showed

JSE is potentially over valued and that unemployment

improvement with the announcement that its central

rates, coupled with labour unrest and increased inflation

bank authorities will be unwinding the US monetary

driven by a rise in energy costs are features that impacts

policy stimulus. This development impacted positivity for

on the cost of living and put pressure on dispensable

the US market and negatively on the emerging market

income of households.

flows which benefited from low US rates.
There is acknowledgement from employers and unions
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The Eurozone shifted out of the recession in the latter

that the ongoing impasse on wage increases, which

part of 2013 and data suggests that it expanded in the

is linked to inflation, doesn’t keep up with the cost of

fourth quarter. The BRICS, i.e. Brazil, Russia, India, China

living. This has led to interesting debate. Unions and

and South Africa started showing signs of recovery.

employers have an important role to play to bring back

Some comfort was experienced by investors for the

order to the discourse of a balanced settlement for both

stabilisation of China; however, they are facing rising

parties which will go a long way to achieve economic

wages and rapid rises in real estate prices.

stability. A balanced approach is desperately needed to
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R58.3 million (2012: R55.9 million). The 2012 operating

secure and create jobs in South Africa.

surplus reclassified the IAS 19 UWC Pension Fund Deficit
The University of the Western Cape (UWC) has done

of R44.5 million by way of restatement from Net Surplus

exceptionally well despite the unstable economic climate

for the year to Other Comprehensive Income.

and made good progress in achieving its strategic
objectives in terms of its Institutional Operating Plan (IOP
2014). It continues to seek ways to serve its stakeholders
with its limited resources without compromising the
academic project. The University has posted assets in
excess of R2.8 billion (2012: R2.5 billion). UWC continues
to receive support from the State for infrastructure
expansion

and

improvement

projects

which

will

accommodate its future organic growth.

The operating results exceeded budget which
is attributed to:
• Continuous improvement in Fiscal Policy
		and efficiency;
• Continuous improvement in administrative efficiency
		and effectiveness;
• Successful implementation of strategic priorities;
• People investment;
• Student academic performance;
• Continuous improvement in weighted

Operating Results

		research output; and

Operating results (Council Controlled and Student

• Diversification of revenue base.

Accommodation) for the year, generated a surplus of
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Consolidated Revenue Streams Share
The University is funded from many sources that can be categorised in the revenue streams below. The graph
depicts the size of the revenue stream in proportion to the aggregate on consolidation.

4%
Share of Revenue Streams 2012
Contract Income 11%

11%
9%

26%

Other Recurrent 9%

1%

Other Non-Recurrent 1%
State Subsidy 49%
Students 26%
Donations 4%
49%

4%

9%
7%

Share of Revenue Streams 2013
Contract Income 9%
Other Recurrent 7%

2%

29%

Other Non-Recurrent 2%
State Subsidy 49%
Students 29%
Donations 4%

49%
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UWC’s revenue streams, as reflected above, depicts state

activity in third stream income that will be available

subsidy as the largest component of income of 49%

as distributable reserves in order to compliment the

(2012: 49%) in proportion to the consolidated pool of

University’s operations and reserves. Many projects

funding and student income to the extent of 29% (2012:

in this area are in incubation phase. A UWC (Pty) Ltd

26%). The remaining 22% (2012: 25%) is represented by

commercial entity is in the process of registration that

third stream income items. The University has intensified

will form the vehicle for such commercial activity.
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Abridged Income and Expenditure of Council Controlled and Student Accommodation Funds

Restated
2013
(Rmil)

Total Income
State subides and grants
Tuition and accomodation

2012
% diff

(Rmil)

2011
% diff

(Rmil)

2010
% diff

(Rmil)

2009
% diff

(Rmil)

1 133.4

9%

1 042.4

8%

963.4

11%

866.7

21%

716.7

6276.4

7%

589.0

4%

567.7

13%

500.6

20%

418

420.2

14%

368.0

14%

321.6

11%

289.8

25%

232.2

85.3

10%

77.4

5%

73.8

0%

74.0

9%

68.1

0.5

-100%

8.0

100%

0.3

-100%

2.3

0%

(2.2)

income
Other recurrent income
Other non-recurrent income

Total Expenses

1 075.1

9%

986.5

11%

891.5

13%

788.3

23%

640.3

Employment costs

613.2

9%

564.9

8%

521.5

11%

470.9

22%

387.1

Operating expenses

335.5

7%

314.2

19%

263.8

5%

250.6

21%

207.1

Depreciation

92.9

17%

79.7

18%

67.3

13%

59.7

57%

38.1

Retirement funds

27.8

34%

20.8

-22%

26.7

100%

0.0

100%

7.0

0.0

0%

0.0

-100%

4.5

100%

0.0

100%

0.0

Finance costs

5.7

17%

6.9

-10%

7.7

8%

7.1

1641%

0.4

Net Surplus

58.3

adjustment
Disposal of property, plant
and equipment

55.9

71.9

78.4

76.4

The income and expenditure of Council Controlled

with the Board of Trustees in terms of the Fund rules.

and Student Accommodation fund, also known as the

Council assessed the future risk of the Fund and has

General Fund or Operating Budget, has yielded a surplus

taken a decision to engage the UWC Pension Fund Board

of R58.3 million (2012: R55.9 million). Earlier I mentioned

of Trustees to offer a voluntary migration package to a

that the UWC Pension Fund, a defined benefit fund,

defined contribution fund for its members.

accrued a deficit of R44.5 million during 2012 that was
restated in the Other Comprehensive Income. This was

The operating results are favourable, particularly under

due to the Fund’s performance not matching the fund’s

the conditions of the economy and further expresses

liability. The Fund’s performance and management vest

working capital optimisation and maintainable earnings.
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6%

6%

Operating Expenses 2012
Bursaries 6%
Computers 6%
Consumables 20%
Debts 5%

20%
39%

Library 5%
Professional 11%
5%

Travel 7%
7%

Building 39%

5%
11%

6%

5%

Operating Expenses 2013
Bursaries 6%
Computers 5%
Consumables 24%
Debts 4%

24%
40%

Library 6%
Professional 8%
4%

Travel 8%
8%

Building 40%

6%
8%

Operating expenses are stated at R335 million (2012:

A noteworthy investment of operating expenses on

R314.2 million), which is within budget. Operating

existing buildings and computer infrastructure is

expenses include special intervention programmes

employed to improve the student experience at

that accelerate third stream income and academic and

the University.

research performance specifically designated to support
the IOP 2014 goals.

Student Accommodation expenditure continues to apply
pressure on the budget because of the inability of the

Depreciation is stated at R92.9 million (2012: R79.7

Accommodation Fund to break even. The engagement

million) as a result of the annual revised useful lives and

with students is on-going with respect to balancing the

revised residual values of property, plant and equipment,

fund. The University has not been successful in attempts

as a consequence of the accounting treatment outlined

to negotiate accelerated accommodation rates in order

in the International Financial Reporting Standards. It is

for the fund to break even. The deficit accrued for 2013

further increased due to infrastructure expansion and

amounts to R9.3 million (2012: R6 million). The income

improvement projects.

and operating costs for student accommodation activity
are included in the table above.
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Student Debt

the Student Enrolment Management System (SEMS)

The University has consistently improved its collection

has resulted in coherent management information

rate over the years. This is due to numerous improvements

and accessible interfaces that translate into improved

in debt-collection processes, financial aid processes and

efficiency and effectiveness. The SEMS programme will

direct engagement with individual students and their

continue to be developed over the next year to better

parents, student leadership, donors and stakeholders

support the strategic objectives in this area.

regarding the settlement of debt. The development of

700 000
600 000

500 000
400 000

300 000
200 000

100 000

0

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Gross Debits

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Gross Credits

The graph above represents the student debt account that

taking responsibility for the cost of higher education. At

illustrates the relationship between collections against

registration, all students are required to pay an upfront

billings. The gross credits for the year was less than gross

amount which is less than 20% of the average student

debits due to approximately R43 million worth of National

billing per annum. The upfront payment requirement has

Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS) funding being

remained the same for the last three years. It would be

received during 2014 in respect of the current year debt.

more desirable to collect more fees at registration but it is a

This resulted in the increase in R17.7 million movement,

highly contested process at most universities in South Africa.

year on year, on student fee debtors. It is expected that

Settlement agreements are entered into with individual

2014 will yield a more favourable result should all NSFAS

students to stagger payments throughout the year. In most

funding for 2014 be collected.

instances, these agreements are honoured by students.

The University has a history of registering academically

NSFAS, donors and various stakeholders have played a

viable, indigent students without the necessary financial

significant role in the success of student debt collection at

resources to pay tuition and resident fees upfront. This

UWC. In the current economic climate we are very grateful

bodes well with its mission of providing access and being

to the donors, parents, guardians and students for their

an engaged university, augmented by students and families

unequivocal commitment to address student debt.
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Restricted Funds

DHET has committed funding for the future years that

Restricted Funds represents donations, grants and

will continue to influence this balance. The liability

contracts accounted for during the year. The University

will not be discharged in full when the buildings are

continued to do well in this area and the fund generated

brought into use, but will be reduced annually to the

R74.7 million.

extent of the related costs for which they are intended
to compensate, on a systematic basis.

Significant Accounting Issues and Disclosures
The University’s financial reporting and preparation of

The net effect is paradoxical, the more the DHET supports

financial statements is based on International Financial

the University in expanding its infrastructure, the higher

Reporting Standards (IFRS). Below is an explanation of

our liability on the Statement of Financial Position,

certain significant items in the financial statements.

carrying a liability for the lifetime of the building or asset
that will be reduced systematically over this period of

Restatement - UWC Pension Fund (IAS 19)

time, even though it does not represent an obligation to

In terms of the International Accounting Standard 19

be settled in the future.

(IAS 19), the University is required to disclose a Pension
Fund surplus or deficit in Other Comprehensive Income,

Service Concession: Property, Plant

effective 01 January 2013.

and Equipment

The 2012 Statement of

Comprehensive Income previously reported the UWC

UWC adopted a process of capitalising the cost of

Pension fund deficit of R44.5m as part of its Net Surplus

student accommodation buildings, constructed on

for the year resulting in a R16.4m surplus. The effect of

University land, on a “Build-Operate-Transfer” (BOT)

this change resulted in a restatement of the 2012 Net

basis on a registered notarial lease. The accounting

surplus of R55.9m due to the R44.5m Pension Fund

policy requires full capitalisation of construction costs

deficit disclosed in Other Comprehensive Income.

incurred and depreciating the building over its expected
useful life. An equivalent liability is raised at the date

Government Grants and Disclosure for

of capitalisation and is derecognised over the life of the

Government Assistance

lease agreement as per note 2 and note 13. The payment

At year end, the Government Grants relating to assets

obligation to discharge the loan for the construction is

(note 24) were valued at R448 million (2012: R442

owned by the developer, Kovacs, who has undertaken

million) in the Consolidated Statement of Financial

full risk of planning, development, management of

Position. This is as a result of grants received over the

operations and maintenance of the full project as part

years from the DHET for infrastructural improvement

of a phased development.

and expansion projects. Although this is income
received, in terms of IAS20: Accounting for Government

The liability is therefore similar to Government Grants

Grants and Disclosure for Government Assistance, the

accounting policy in that the liability will be reduced

grant received shall be recognised as a liability (deferred

systematically over a period of time, even though it does

income) and subsequently recognised as income over

not represent an obligation to be settled in the future by

the period of the assets’ useful life to match the costs

the University.

to which the assets relates on a systematic basis. The
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Interest Bearing Borrowings

exists on current infrastructure, annually UWC invests at

UWC entered into a long term loan with the Development

least R20m from its operating budget for the upkeep of

Bank of South Africa (DBSA) to finance the completion

the campus. We are very appreciative of the support from

of the Life Sciences Building during 2010. The initial loan

the DHET and our donors who believe in UWC and who

value was R90 million at inception and is repayable over

continue to fund a myriad of projects. It is noteworthy

10 years as detailed in note 9 of the financial statements.

to mention completed projects, projects in force and
planned projects. The table illustrates the intensity of

Infrastructure Improvement and Expansion

investment in infrastructure. The actual spend on capital

Projects

for 2003 amounts to less than R10 million. The 2013

The University continues its investment in infrastructure.

investment in infrastructure improvement and expansion

Although a backlog of refurbishment and maintenance

projects is just short of R200 million.

Millions

Capital Expenditure
R 300

R 250

R 200

R 150

R 100

R 50

R0
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Teaching Space

enhanced student experience, excellence in teaching and

Due to the financial position of the University in prior years,

learning and research activities and facilitates improved

it could not make adequate provision for maintenance

support to general delivery in all areas of the University’s

and upgrades. From 2005, we invested significantly

core mandate.

annually

in

infrastructure

upgrades,

specifically

with regard to teaching facilities and to address the

New Residences

maintenance backlog. We continued to improve teaching

The University has entered into a development agreement

facilities during 2013 and UWC has committed funds in

with a company, Kovacs, for the construction of

terms of its budgeting process to further accelerate the

residential accommodation, offering 1 100 beds on the

improvement project systematically. This promotes an

East campus adjacent to Symphony Way. The first phase
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construction commenced June 2011 and completed in

estimated to cost R80 million and commenced during

February 2012. Phase 2 commenced during May 2012

2013 for completion during 2015.

and was completed early 2013. Phase 3 commenced in
March 2013 for occupation in 2014.

Pharmacy
The Pharmacy building has been upgraded

New Chemical Sciences Building

to accommodate advanced facilities during 2013.

Construction commenced in 2012 for the New Chemical

The project cost amounts to R8 million.

Sciences Building. The total project cost is estimated
at R226m at this time including fit-out. Due to various

Animal house, Greenhouse and Herbarium

factors outside of the University’s control, completion of

The fit-out of the Greenhouse and Herbarium are

the building was not achieved during 2013 as expected

underway and expected to be completed during 2014

and went on line during early 2014.

and will cost in the region of R15 million combined.

Bellville Medical Centre

Conclusion

(Old JS Marais hospital)

The favourable financial results for 2013 are a tribute

Situated in the Bellville central business district,
the expected project cost, including land, amounts
to R250 million.

to the efforts of the Council, its Finance and Audit
and Risk Committees, Executive Management, Finance
department leadership, Infrastructure and Engineering
and the campus community, who all applied sound
fiscal discipline. We will continue the annual strategic

ResLife Centre
The project commenced during 2012 and went on line
during 2013. Total expected cost rounded amounts to
R40 million.

prioritisation in the budgeting process and provide the
required financial support to sustain the institutional
objectives of the IOP. The established financial planning
processes, as articulated in the University’s financial
planning processes, will continue to be adhered to and
will guide the financial decisions of the University.

Dentistry Tygerberg Hospital
The project commenced during 2012 and was completed
early 2013. Total cost rounded amounts to R20 million.

As we look beyond the current downturn, it is clear
that we are very well positioned with a quality team of
people. The future is exciting for UWC as it is steered to
success, drawing on innovation, core competencies and

Stadium Upgrade

leadership.

The stadium office area was scheduled for upgrade
over a number of phases. The phases were combined
for cost saving purposes and commenced in July 2013
and is expected to be completed during 2014. Total cost
rounded amounts to R50 million.
Mr Abduraghman Regal CA (SA)

Computational Sciences
The decanting process of the Life Sciences precinct to
the new Life Sciences Building has resulted in availability
of space for Computational Sciences. The project is
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Council Statement of Responsibility
for the Annual Financial Statements

T

			 he Council is responsible for the preparation,

Approval of Annual Financial Statements

			 integrity and fair presentation of the financial

The annual financial statements on pages 79 to 118 of

statements of the University of the Western Cape (UWC).

this Annual Report were approved by Council on 19 June

The financial statements presented on pages 79 to

2014 and are signed on its behalf by:

118 of the 2013 Annual Report have been prepared
in accordance with International Financial Reporting

					

Standards (IFRS) and the requirements of the Minister
of Higher Education and Training in the regulations in
terms of the Higher Education Act, 1997 (Act No. 101

Mr Brian Williams

of 1997), as amended, and include amounts based on

Chairperson of Council

judgements and estimates made by the management.
The Council has also approved the Council Statement
on Corporate Governance and confirms its accuracy and
consistency with the financial statements.

Prof Brian O’Connell			
Rector and Vice-Chancellor

The financial statements have been audited by Ernst
and Young Inc., who have been given unrestricted
access to all financial records and related data, including
minutes of meetings of the Council and its committees.
The Council believes that representations made to the

73

independent auditors during their audit were valid

Mr John Matthews

and appropriate.

Chairperson of the Finance Committee		
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Report of the Independent Auditors
to the Council of the University of
the Western Cape

REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these

Introduction

financial statements based on our audit. We conducted

We have audited the financial statements of the University

our audit in accordance with the Public

of the Western Cape as set out on pages 79 to 118

of South Africa, the General Notice issued in terms

which comprise the consolidated statement of financial

thereof and International Standards on Auditing.

position as at 31 December 2013, the consolidated

Those standards require that we comply with ethical

statement of comprehensive income, the consolidated

requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain

statement of changes in funds and the consolidated

reasonable assurance about whether the financial

statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and the

statements are free from material misstatement.

Audit

Act

notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory information.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit
evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the

75

Council’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

financial statements. The procedures selected depend

The Council is responsible for the preparation and fair

on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment

presentation of these financial statements in accordance

of the risks of material misstatement of the financial

with International Financial Reporting Standards and

statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making

the requirements of the Higher Education Act of South

those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal

Africa, and for such internal control as the Council

control relevant to the University’s preparation and

determines is necessary to enable the preparation

fair presentation of the financial statements in order

of financial statements that are free from material

to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing

University of the Western Cape Annual Report 2013

an opinion on the effectiveness of the University’s

findings relevant to performance against predetermined

internal control. An audit also includes evaluating

objectives, compliance with laws and regulations and

the appropriateness of accounting policies used and

internal control, but not for the purpose of expressing

the reasonableness of accounting estimates made
by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.

an opinion.

Predetermined objectives

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained

We performed procedures to obtain evidence about the

is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our

reliability of the information in the Report of Council as

audit opinion.

set out on pages 3 to 10 of the Annual Report and the
Report of the Rector as set out on pages 11 to 26 of

Opinion

the Annual Report and the Senate Report as set out on

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly,

pages 27 to 50 of the Annual Report.

in all material respects, the financial position of the
University of the Western Cape as at 31 December 2013,
and its financial performance and cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with International Financial

The

reported

performance

against

predetermined

objectives was evaluated against the overall criterion of

Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Higher

reliability. The reliability of the information in respect of

Education Act of South Africa.

the selected objectives is assessed to determine whether
it adequately reflects the facts (i.e. whether it is valid,

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY

accurate and complete).

REQUIREMENTS
In accordance with the PAA and the General Notice

There were no material findings on the respective reports

issued in terms thereof, we report the following

concerning the reliability of the information.
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Compliance with Laws and Regulations

OTHER REPORTS

We performed procedures to obtain evidence that

Agreed-upon Procedures Engagements

the University has complied with applicable laws and

We conducted a number of agreed-upon procedures

regulations

engagements during the year under review. These

regarding

financial

matters,

financial

management and other related matters.

agreed-upon procedures engagements were performed
per the requirements of various entities providing funds

We did not identify any instances of material non-

to the University.

compliance with specific matters in the Higher Education
Act of South Africa.

Internal Control
We considered internal control relevant to our audit
of the financial statements, the Report of Council and
the Report of the Rector on information with regard to
predetermined objectives and compliance with laws and

Ernst & Young Inc.

regulations.

Director: Abdul-Majid Cader
Registered auditor

Matters of internal control considered are limited to

Chartered Accountant (SA)

significant deficiencies that would result in a basis for
a modification of the audit opinion, or any findings
reported with regard to the performance against
predetermined objectives included in the Report of the
Council and the Report of the Rector, or any matters
identified as non-compliance with laws and regulations
included in this report.

Consequently, as no matters were reported, we did not
identify any significant deficiencies in internal control.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes
ASSETS

		

Non-current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Service concession: Property, plant and equipment

2
2.1

Investments

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

2 855 946 228 		

2 563 787 053

2 255 903 127

1 897 849 034

1 452 000 751

1 337 547 633

172 188 569

101 099 863

546 343 053

451 274 038

Available-for-sale investments

3

543 160 195

448 124 688

Held-to-maturity investments

3

3 182 858

3 149 350

Post employment fund surpluses

85 370 754

7 927 500

Retirement fund surplus		

10.2

8 364 145

7 927 500

Pension fund surplus

10.1

77 006 609

Current Assets
Inventories

600 043 101

665 938 018

1 319 273

1 198 469

129 965 553

102 524 777

5

Accounts receivable
Student fee debtors

6

90 588 401

72 935 457

Other receivables

7

39 377 152

29 589 320

Cash and cash equivalents

8

		

468 544 007 		

562 055 152

Staff loans

4

		

214 268 		

159 620

FUNDS AND LIABILITIES

2 855 946 228

2 563 787 053

Funds available

1 976 803 795

1 680 816 554

95 743 040

24 277 612

385 148 618

312 496 444

Council controlled funds
Restricted use funds
Student accommodation funds

(65 791 037)

(59 022 352)

1 452 000 751

1 337 547 633

4 564 292

672 096

Fair value adjustments reserve

105 138 131

64 845 121

Non-Current Liabilities

713 797 639

723 916 992

51 800 000

60 800 000

Property, plant and equipment funds
Service concession: Property, plant and
equipment fund

Interest-bearing borrowings
Pension fund liability

9
-

41 022 241

Service concession: Liability

10.1
13

132 181 765

98 289 197

Government grants relating to assets

24

448 194 800

442 229 113

Leave pay provision

11

81 621 074

81 576 441

165 344 794

159 053 507

Current Liabilities

79

-

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

12

140 273 342

135 822 473

Current portion of service concession liability

13

5 442 513

2 138 571

Current portion of leave pay provision

11

10 141 277

11 585 838

Student deposits

14

487 662

506 625

Current portion of interest-bearing borrowings

9

9 000 000

9 000 000
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2

Transfers for acquisition/disposal of PPE

3.1
2

Unrealised fair value adjustment gains

Transfers for acquisition/disposal of PPE

24 277 612

Restated Accumulated funds at
31 December 2012

18 083
(9 021 088)

22

77 602 452

(240 833 281)

_

_

(45 595 524)

Other inter-fund transfers

Transfers to eliminate dormant entities

2 / 2.1

3.1

Fair value adjustment reserves realised

Transfer of depreciation on PPE		

10.1

Pension Fund Deficit			

61 954 664

Net surplus / (deficit) for the year

180 152 306

95 743 040

(10 515 766)

37 414

16 359 140

22

89 690 263

(198 082 449)

_

Total comprehensive income for the year

Accumulated funds at 1 January 2012

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

Accumulated funds at 31 December 2013

Other inter-fund transfers

Transfers to eliminate dormant entities

2 / 2.1

3.1

Unrealised fair value adjustment gain

Transfer of depreciation on PPE

3.1

Fair value adjustments reserves realised

_

122 679 962

10.1

Pension Fund Surplus			

190 335 966

24 277 612

ZAR

Council
Controlled
Funds

67 656 004

Notes

Net surplus / (deficit) for the year		

Total comprehensive income for the year

Restated Accumulated funds at
1 January 2013

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS

312 496 444

6 882 517

(18 083)

_

(50 796 305)

_

_

_

114 891 659

114 891 659

241 536 656

385 148 618

5 073 253

(37 414)

_

(7 060 099)

_

_

_

74 676 434

74 676 434

312 496 444

ZAR

(59 022 352 )

_

_

2 073 776

(1 703 783 )

_

_

_

(6 033 546)

(6 033 546)

(53 358 799)

(65 791 037)

_

_

3 237 718

(688 234)

_

_

_

(9 318 169)

(9 318 169)

(59 022 352)

ZAR

Restricted
Student
use Funds Accomodation
Funds

0

_

_

672 096

2 138 571

_

(1 466 475)

_

1 337 547 633

_

_

(78 209 753)

293 333 369

_

_

_

_

1 122 424 017

1 452 000 751

_

_

(91 377 664)

_

_

0

205 830 782

_

_

_

_

1 337 547 633

ZAR

Property, plant
and equipment
Funds

_

_

_

4 564 292

5 442 513

_

(1 550 317)

_

_

_

_

_

672 096

ZAR

Service
Concession
PPE

64 845 121

_

_

_

_

40 077 252

(9 385 917)

_

_

30 691 335

34 153 786

105 138 131

_

_

_

_

68 953 183

(28 660 173)

_

_

40 293 010

64 845 121

ZAR

Fair value
adjustments
reserve

1 680 816 554

_

_

_

_

40 077 252

(9 385 917)

(45 595 524)

170 812 777

155 908 588

1 524 907 966

1 976 803 795

_

_

_

_

68 953 183

(28 660 173)

122 679 962

133 014 269

295 987 241

1 680 816 554

ZAR

Total Funds

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012
Restated

TOTAL INCOME

1 498 455 970

1 408 264 777

Recurrent revenue

1 469 342 388

1 390 648 741

735 793 711

686 539 503

State subsidies and grants

15

Student fee revenue

421 043 175

368 956 093

Income from contracts

141 401 158

152 391 968

105 010 207

117 021 081

For other activities

36 390 951

35 370 887

Private gifts and grants

62 884 988

52 796 611

57 405 799

77 913 439

1 418 528 831

1 338 597 614

For research

Other recurrent income

18.1

Sub-total
Interest received

16

45 345 937

47 415 078

Dividends received

16

5 467 620

4 636 049

29 113 582

17 616 036

28 660 173

9 385 917

Non-recurrent items
Realised gain of marketable securities
Other non-recurrent income

16
18.2

Retirement fund surplus income

-

7 776 983
453 409

453 136

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

1 365 441 701

1 237 452 000

Recurrent items

1 337 220 937

1 216 421 745

728 198 862

665 466 564

Personnel
Academic professionals

17

391 168 222

362 015 760

Other personnel

17

337 030 640

303 450 804

18.3

510 344 436

464 373 909

Other operating expenses
Depreciation

2 / 2.1

92 927 981

79 676 228

1 331 471 279

1 209 516 701

5 749 658

6 905 044

28 220 764

21 030 255

27 763 735

20 779 779

457 029

250 476

NET SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR

133 014 269

170 812 777

Other Comprehensive Income

162 972 972

(14 904 189)

Sub-total
Finance costs

19

Non-recurrent items
Pension fund expenditure

10.1

Loss on disposal of PPE

Other Comprehensive Income to be reclassified to
surplus or deficit in subsequent periods

40 293 010

30 691 335

Fair value adjustment reserves realised

3

(28 660 173)

(9 385 917)

Unrealised fair value adjustment gains

3

68 953 183

40 077 252

122 679 962

(45 595 524)

122 679 962

(45 595 524)

295 987 241

155 908 588

Council Controlled Funds

67 656 004

61 954 664

Accommodation Funds

(9 318 169)

(6 033 546)

Restricted Funds - Normal activities

74 676 434

114 891 659

133 014 269

170 812 777

Other Comprehensive Income not to be reclassified to surplus or deficit in subsequent periods
Pension Fund Surplus

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR

10.1

The surplus for the year is analysed as follows:

NET SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

COUNCIL CONTROLLED FUNDS
						

Restated

TOTAL INCOME

		

Recurrent revenue

1 084 673 371

998 393 047

1 084 219 962 		

990 162 928

State subsidies and grants

627 435 000

589 009 634

Student fee revenue

371 443 151

323 636 103

28 326 913

23 579 792

28 326 913

23 579 792

Income from contracts
For other activities
Other service revenue

-

Private gifts and grants
Other recurrent income

18.1

Sub-Total

3 137 270

3 222 537

26 687 524

14 670 328

1 057 029 858

954 118 394

Interest received

16

27 189 476

35 945 349

Dividends received

16

628

99 185

453 409

8 230 119

Non-recurrent items
Other non-recurrent income

18.2

Retirement fund surplus income

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Recurrent items
Personnel

-

7 776 983
453 409

453 136

1 017 017 367

936 438 383

988 796 603

915 408 128

600 766 821

553 583 448

Academic professionals

17

341 348 437

313 378 878

Other personnel

17

259 418 384

240 204 570

18.3

292 589 861

277 317 184

Other operating expenses
Depreciation

Sub-Total
Finance costs

19

Non-recurrent items
Loss on disposal of PPE
Pension fund expenditure

10.1

NET SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR
Pension fund surplus / deficit		

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR

10.1

89 690 263

77 602 452

983 046 945

908 503 084

5 749 658

6 905 044

28 220 764

21 030 255

457 029

250 476

27 763 735

20 779 779

67 656 004

61 954 664

122 679 962

(45 555 524)

190 335 966

16 399 140
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION FUNDS
TOTAL INCOME

48 764 516 		

44 320 392

Recurrent revenue

48 764 516 		

44 320 392

Student fee revenue

48 743 916

44 320 392

Other recurrent income

18.1

20 600

-

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

58 082 685

50 353 938

Recurrent items

58 082 685

50 353 938

Personnel

12 466 334

11 357 906

17

12 466 334

11 357 906

18.3

42 378 633

36 922 256

3 237 718

2 073 776

Sub-Total

58 082 685

50 353 938

NET DEFICIT FOR THE YEAR			

(9 318 169)

(6 033 546)

Other personnel
Other operating expenses
Depreciation
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

RESTRICTED USE FUNDS
TOTAL INCOME

365 018 083

365 551 338

Recurrent revenue

336 357 910

356 165 421

State subsidies and grants

108 358 711

97 529 869

856 108

999 598

113 074 245

128 812 176

105 010 207

117 021 081

For other activities

8 064 038

11 791 095

Private gifts and grants

59 747 718

49 574 074

30 697 675

63 243 111

312 734 457

340 158 828

Student fee revenue
Income from contracts
For research

Other recurrent income

18.1

Sub-Total
Interest received

16

18 156 461

11 469 729

Dividends received

16

5 466 992

4 536 864

28 660 173

9 385 917

28 660 173

9 385 917

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

290 341 649

250 659 679

Recurrent items

290 341 649

250 659 679

Personnel

114 965 707

100 525 210

Non-recurrent items
Realised gain of marketable securities

16

Academic professionals

17

49 819 785

48 636 882

Other personnel

17

65 145 922

51 888 328

18.3

175 375 942

150 134 469

290 341 649

250 659 679

74 676 434

114 891 659

Other operating expenses

Sub-Total
NET SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR

Fair value adjustment reserves realised

3

(28 660 173)

(9 385 917)

Unrealised fair value adjustment gains

3

68 953 183

40 077 252

114 969 444

145 582 994

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR
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CONSOLIDATED CASHFLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012
Restated

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
25.1

87 950 370

125 666 694

2 / 2.1

92 927 981

79 676 228

Decrease in Service concession: Liability

13

(5 442 513)

(2 138 571)

Net gain on disposal of investments

3

(28 660 173)

(9 385 917)

Government grants relating to assets recognised

24
(18 184 815)

(18 704 313)

Net surplus before interest and dividends
Adjusted for:
Depreciation

during the year
Pension fund cost / expenditure included in surplus

10.1

27 763 735

20 779 779

Pension fund contributions

10.1

(23 112 623)

(21 828 789)

(436 645)

(453 136)

457 029

250 476

133 262 346

173 862 451

(120 804)

(217 315)

(Increase) / Decrease in receivables

(27 440 776)

12 579 052

(Increase) / Decrease in staff loans

(54 648)

14 915

3 050 935

57 358 442

(18 963)

(478 770)

108 678 090

243 118 775

25.1

44 865 080

46 948 498

Dividends received

16

5 467 620

4 636 049

Finance costs

19

(5 749 658)

(6 905 044)

153 261 132

287 798 278

Retirement fund income
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

(Increase) / Decrease in inventory

Increase / (Decrease) in payables and provisions
Increase / (Decrease) in student deposits

Cash generated from operations
Interest received

Net cash flows from operating activities
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CONSOLIDATED CASHFLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012
Restated

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of property, plant and equipment

2

(206 859 429)

(293 969 300)

571 625

385 454

Purchase of marketable securities

3

(310 993 602)

(335 751 115)

Proceeds on disposal of marketable securities

3

285 103 265

198 407 135

Proceeds on redemption of other investments

3

255 362

255 363

Addititional payment to Kovacs

13

(30 000 000)

Proceeds on disposal of property, plant
and equipment

Net cash flows from investing activities

-

(261 922 779)

(430 672 463)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Repayment of long term loans

9

(9 000 000)

(9 000 000)

Government grants received relating to assets

24

24 150 502

88 350 000

15 150 502

79 350 000

(93 511 145)

(63 524 185)

Net cash flows from financing activities
Net (decrease) / increase in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning
of the year

8/25.2

562 055 152

625 579 337

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

8/25.2

468 544 007

562 055 152
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N0TES TO ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
1.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES								

1.1 Basis of preparation								

The annual financial statements set out on pages 79 to 118 are prepared in accordance with and comply with
International Financial Reporting Standards and in the manner required by the Minister of Higher Education and
Training in terms of section 41 of the Higher Education Act, 1997 (Act No. 101 of 1997), as amended. The annual
financial statements are prepared on the historical cost basis, except for marketable securities which are measured at
their fair value. Unless otherwise indicated, all amounts are expressed in South African Rands, which is the University’s
functional currency.								

Statement of compliance								

The financial statements are prepared in compliance with both IFRS and Interpretations of those Standards as adopted
by the International Accounting Standards Board.								

Changes in Accounting Policy and Disclosure								
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out below and are
consistent with those adopted in the previous year, except where the University adopted the IFRS amendments that
became effective during the year.
							
The University applied for the first time certain standards and amendments that require restatement of previous
financial statements. These include IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement, IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements and
IAS 19 Employee Benefits. 							

IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement (including improvement to IFRS 13-Short term receivables and payables)

IFRS13 establishes a single source of guidance under IFRS for all fair value measurements. IFRS13 does not change
when an entity is required to use fair value, but rather provides guidance on how to measure fair value under
IFRS when fair value is required or permitted. The application of IFRS13 has not materially impacted the fair value
measurements carried out by the University. IFRS13 also requires specific disclosures on fair values, some of which
replace existing disclosure requirements in other standards, including IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures		
					

Amendments to IAS 19 Employee Benefits								

The IASB issued amendments to IAS 19, changes the accounting for employee benefits. These changes include the
removal of the option for deferred recognition of changes in pension plan assets and liabilities (known as the “corridor
approach”), medium and long-term remunerations plans recognised and measured in the same manner as pensions;
and distinction of short and long term benefits will now be distinguished based on expected timing of settlement
rather than employee entitlement. In addition, these amendments will limit the changes in the net pension asset
(liability) recognised in profit or loss to net interest income (expense) and service costs, and actual gains and losses
recognised in OCI as they occur. Expected returns on plan assets will be replaced by a credit to income based on the
corporate bond yield rate.
								
The adoption of IAS19 had an effect on the treatment of actuarial gains and losses in the statement of comprehensive
income. Actuarial gains and losses are now recognised in other comprehensive income rather than net surplus or
loss. Actuarial losses of (R45,595,524) in 2012 have now been recognised in other comprehensive income rather
than pension fund expenditure included in net surplus or loss. As a result, the 2012 surplus for the year has been
restated to R170,812,777, previously R125,217,253 and Other Comprehensive Income for 2012 is now shown at
(R14,904,189), previously R30,691,335.
							

Amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements (including improvement to IAS 1 - Clarification of
requirements for Comparative information)
							

The IASB issued amendment to IAS 1, requiring companies preparing financial statements in accordance with IFRS
to group together items within Other Comprehensive Income (OCI) that may or may not (such as for example
the re-measurements taken to OCI for IAS 19) be reclassified to the profit and losss section of the statement of
comprehensive income. The amendments also reaffirm existing requirements that items in OCI and profit or loss
should be presented as either a single statement or two consecutive statements. Additionally the amendment aligns
the presentation of items of other comprehensive income to US GAAP. The amended standard is effective for annual
periods beginning on 1 July 2012. The amendment affects presentation only and has no impact on the University’s
financial position or performance.								
Annual Improvement having no impact: Various other new and amended IFRS and IFRIC interpretations that
have been issued and are effective have not been adopted by the University or they are not applicable to its
current activities. 							

1.2 Fund Categories 							

The statement of comprehensive income is prepared on a segmented reporting basis in the manner required by the
Minister of Higher Education and Training in terms of section 41 of the Higher Education Act, 1997 (Act No. 101 of
1997), as amended. Income shown as Council Controlled relates to funds over which the council has legal control
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and discretionary control. Income shown as Restricted Use relates to funds generated in terms of legally enforceable
requirements by a donor or grantor. Income shown as Student Accommodation relates to funds generated from
student accommodation. Management continuously reviews the classification of the various funds and periodically
reclassifies them, where deemed appropriate, for changes in the circumstances and conditions relating to them.		
						
The funds in the consolidated statement of changes in funds are grouped according to the same criteria as the
statement of comprehensive income and also includes a property, plant and equipment fund and a fair value adjustments reserve. Funds for the acquisition of property, plant and equipment are transferred to the property, plant and
equipment fund, which thereafter carries the funds representing the carrying value of the items of property, plant and
equipment. The fair value adjustments reserve carries those gains and losses on available-for-sale investments that are
not recognised in the profit or loss. The Restricted Use Funds represent the unspent portion of funds received which
the University has an obligation to spend in terms of a mandate.						

1.3 Revenue Recognition							

Revenue is recognised if it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the
University and the amount can be measured reliably. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration
received or receivable, net of any discounts, rebates and related taxes.
				

State subsidies and grants 							

The University receives state subsidies and grants each year to assist in covering costs that will arise during that
year. State appropriations and grants for general purposes are recognised as income in the financial year to which
the subsidy relates. Appropriations for specific purposes are brought into the appropriate fund at the time they are
available for expenditure for the purpose provided. If the funding is provided in advance of the specified requirement,
the relevant amount is retained as a liability and accounted for as current or non-current as appropriate, and is
released to the net surplus when the expenditure is incurrred. When a grant relates to an asset, the recognition of
revenue is deferred and released to income over the expected useful life of the relevant asset.			

Student fee revenue							

Tuition, registration and residence fee revenue are recognised in income in the period to which they relate.		

Income from contracts							

Income from contracts for research activity is recognised over the duration of the associated research activity. Income
from contracts for other activities is recognised when such activities occur.						

Other service revenue							

Revenue from services is recognised by reference to the stage of completion, determined on a cost or time
apportionment basis, as appropriate, of the services involved. 							

Income from private gifts and grants 							

Income from private gifts and grants is recognised when it accrues to the University. Unless specifically indicated
otherwise, income is considered to accrue to the University when it is received.						

Other recurrent income							

Other recurrent income is recognised when it accrues to the University.						

Interest and dividends							

Dividend income is recognised when the University’s right to receive the payment is established and recorded as
dividends received. Interest is recognised as it accrues on the effective interest method, according to the terms of the
contract and accrued in interest received. 						

Government Grants							

Government grants not expected to recur on an annual basis are recorded in net surplus in the statement of
comprehensive income and disclosed as non-recurrent items when they accrue to the University. 		

1.4 Financial instruments							

Financial instruments recognised on the statement of financial position include investments, staff loans, accounts
receivable, cash and cash equivalents, accounts payable and accrued liabilities, interest bearing borrowings and
student deposits. Financial instruments are recognised when the University becomes party to the contractual
provisions of the instrument. All regular way purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on the trade date.
						
When financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised initially, they are measured at fair value, plus, in the case
of a financial asset or financial liability not at fair value through profit or loss, transaction costs that are directly
attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset or financial liability. Loans and receivables are carried at
amortised cost using the effective interest method. Gains and losses are recognised on derecognition or impairment
as well as through the amortisation process.
						
Unless otherwise disclosed under the relevant statement of financial position item note, investment financial assets are
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carried at fair value while all other financial assets are carried at amortised cost. The methods and assumptions used
to determine initial fair value, as well as measurement subsequent to initial recognition are as follows:
		

Investments							
- Available for Sale Investments							

Marketable securities are considered to be “available for sale” where there is no specific date of disposal and are
classified as non-current assets. Marketable securities are held at fair value. The fair value of marketable securities is
their market value calculated by reference to stock exchange quoted selling prices at year end. Movements in the fair
value of marketable securities are recognised in other comprehensive income until they are sold or impaired, where
upon the surplus / (deficit) is recognised in net surplus.							

- Held to Maturity Investments 						
Other investments, where the University has the intention and ability to hold the investment to maturity, are
considered to be “held-to maturity” investments and are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method. The estimated fair value of fixed interest bearing deposits is based on discounted cash flow using prevailing
money-market interest rates for instruments with similar credit risk and maturity.
				
Staff loans								

Staff loans are considered to be “loans and receivables” and are carried at amortised cost. An impairment is made,
when there is objective evidence that the University will not be able to recover the loans, for the full irrecoverable
amount. 								

Accounts receivable								

Accounts receivable are considered to be “loans and receivables”.							

Student fee debtors								

Student fee debt is non-interest bearing, and minimum payments are required on registration and on prescribed
subsequent dates. Student fee debt is carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method less an allowance
for impairment. Amounts are impaired when there is objective evidence that the University will not be able to collect
the debt. 						

Other receivables								

Other receivables comprise non-interest bearing items with no fixed terms of payment. Other receivables are carried
at amortised cost.								

Cash and cash equivalents								

Cash and cash equivalents in the statement of financial position comprise of cash at banks and on hand and shortterm deposits with an original maturity of three months or less. Cash and cash equivalents are considered to be “loans
and other receivables”. Cash on hand in banks and short term deposits are carried at amortised cost. In the cash flow
statement these amounts are stated net of outstanding bank overdrafts. 						

Interest-bearing loans and borrowings								
Interest bearing loans and borrowings are considered to be “financial liabilities at amortised cost”. They are measured
at amortised cost using the effective interest method, being original debt value less principal repayments plus
amortisations. Gains and losses are recognised in income when the liabilities are derecognised as well as through the
amortisation process. The interest expense is calculated using the effective interest rate and recognised in net surplus
of the statement of comprehensive income in the year in which it is incurred. 				
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities								

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities comprise a variety of items, which are non-interest bearing and are
considered to be “financial liabilities at amortised cost”. Trade payables have settlement terms ranging from 7 to 30
days, and other items of accounts payable and accrued liabilities have no specific terms of repayment. Trade and other
payables are initially measured at fair value and subsequently carried at amortised cost.

Student deposits 							
Student deposits are amounts held to cover damages that may arise during use of certain University facilities by
students and are considered to be “financial liabilities at amortised cost”. These deposits are initially measured at fair
value and subsequently measured at amortised cost. 							
Fair value of financial instruments 							
The fair value of financial instruments that are actively traded in organised financial markets is determined by
reference to quoted market bid prices at the close of business on the reporting date. For financial instruments where
there is no active market, fair value is determined using valuation techniques. Such techniques may include using
recent arm’s length market transactions; reference to the current fair value of another instrument that is substantially
the same; discounted cash flow analysis or other valuation models.
					
Offset 							

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and reported on a net basis when the University has a legally currently
enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts as well as the intention to realise the assets and settle the
liabilities on a net basis.								
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Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities								

A financial asset is derecognised when:
							
- The rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired,							
- The University has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset or has assumed an obligation to pay
the received cash flows in full without material delay to a third party under a ‘pass-through’ arrangement; and
either (a) the University has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) the University has
neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, but has transferred control of
the asset.							
A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged, is cancelled or expires.

Impairment							

Impairment of financial assets 							
The University assesses at each reporting date whether there is any objective evidence that a financial asset or a group
of financial assets is impaired. A financial asset or a group of financial assets is deemed to be impaired only if, there is
objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events that has occurred after the initial recognition of the
asset (an incurred ‘loss event’) and that loss event has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial
asset or the group of financial assets that can be reliably estimated. Evidence of impairment may include indications
that the debtors or a group of debtors is experiencing significant financial difficulty, default or delinquency in interest
or principal payments and where observable data indicate that there is a measurable decrease in the estimated future
cash flows, such as changes in arrears or economic conditions that correlate with defaults.
		

Loans and receivables

						
For financial assets carried at amortised cost, the University first assesses whether objective evidence of impairment
exists for financial assets that are individually significant, or collectively for financial assets that are not individually
significant. If the University determines that no objective evidence of impairment exists for an individually assessed
financial asset, whether significant or not, it includes the asset in a group of financial assets with similar credit risk
characteristics and collectively assesses them for impairment. Assets that are individually assessed for impairment
and for which an impairment loss is, or continues to be, recognised are not included in a collective assessment of
impairment. If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred, the amount of the loss is
measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash
flows (excluding future expected credit losses that have not yet been incurred). The carrying amount of the asset
is reduced through the use of an allowance account and the amount of the loss is recognised in net surplus of the
statement of comprehensive income. Interest income continues to be accrued on the reduced carrying amount based
on the original effective interest rate of the asset. Loans together with the associated allowance are written off when
there is no realistic prospect of future recovery and all collateral has been realised or has been transferred to the
University. If, in a subsequent year, the amount of the estimated impairment loss increases or decreases because of
an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the previously recognised impairment loss is increased or
reduced by adjusting the allowance account. If a write-off is later recovered, the recovery is recognised in net surplus
of the statement of comprehensive income. The present value of the estimated future cash flows is discounted at
the financial asset’s original effective interest rate. If a loan has loan has a variable interest rate, the discount rate for
measuring any impairment loss is the current effective interest rate. 						

Available-for-sale financial investments							

For available-for-sale financial investments, the University assesses at each reporting date whether there is objective
evidence that an investment or group of investments is impaired.						
In the case of equity investments classified as available-for-sale, objective evidence would include a significant
or prolonged decline in the fair value of the investment below its cost. Where there is evidence of impairment,
the cumulative loss – measured as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair value, less any
impairment loss on that investment previously recognised in net surplus – is removed from other comprehensive
income and recognised in net surplus. Impairment losses on equity investments are not reversed through net surplus;
increases in their fair value after impairment are recognised directly in other comprehensive income.			
				
In the case of debt instruments classified as available-for-sale, impairment is assessed based on the same criteria as
financial assets carried at amortised cost. However, the amount recorded for impairment is the cumulative loss measured
as the difference between the amortised cost and the current fair value, less any impairment loss on that investment
previously recognised in the net surplus. Interest continues to be accrued at the original effective interest rate on the
reduced carrying amount of the asset and is recorded as part of ‘Interest and similar income’. If, in a subsequent year,
the fair value of a debt instrument increases and the increase can be objectively related to an event occurring after the
impairment loss was recognised in the net surplus, the impairment loss is reversed through the net surplus.		

1.5 Property, plant and equipment							

Purchased items of property, plant and equipment are initially recognised at cost, and thereafter stated at historical
cost less accumulated depreciation (see below) and impairment losses. Certain property, plant and equipment
acquired on gaining autonomy are recorded at a cost, based on South African Post Secondary Education (SAPSE)
norms using replacement value as at April 1984 as the basis, less depreciation. Property, plant and equipment
transferred as part of the Tygerberg Oral Health Centre incorporation, were recorded at fair value at date of
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incorporation. Where significant parts of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, they
are accounted for and depreciated as separate components of property, plant and equipment. Subsequent costs are
included in an asset’s carrying amount, or are recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable
that the future economic benefits will flow to the University, and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Maintenance and repairs, which do not meet these criteria, are charged against income as incurred. Depreciation is
charged to net surplus of the statement of comprehensive income on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful
life of each part of an item of property, plant and equipment. Land is not depreciated.
The estimated useful lives are as follows:
Buildings

Vehicles

4 to 10 years

- Primary Structure

10 to 50 years

Computer Equipment

1 to 5 years

- Components

10 to 50 years

Furniture and equipment

3 to 50 years

Residual values and remaining useful lives, are reassessed annually.					

1.5 Property, plant and equipment

					

The University assesses at the end of each financial reporting period whether there is any indication that an asset may
be impaired. Where there is an indication of an impairment the assets carrying value is compared to its recoverable
amount. The recoverable amount is the greater of the fair value of the asset less costs costs t sell, or the value in use.
Any impairment losses, being an excess of carrying amount over recoverable amount, are included in net surplus of
the statement of comprehensive income. Where there is an indication that previously recognised impairment losses
may have decreased or no longer exist, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable amount, and
the reversal of the impairment recognised in net surplus in the statement of comprehensive income. The reversal of
impairment of property, plant and equipment is limited to what the carrying value would have been had the impairment never occurred.							
Gains and losses from the disposal of assets are determined by reference to their carrying amounts and are taken into
account in determining the net surplus or deficit. An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon
disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal.				

1.6 Inventories							

Inventory is valued at the lower of cost or net realisable value on a first-in-first-out basis. Net realisable value is the
replacement cost of inventories.
							

1.7 Leases 						

All leases, where substantially all risks and rewards associated with ownership have not transferred from the lessor to
the lessee, are treated as operating leases and are recognised on a straight line basis over the lease term, except for
contingent rentals which are recognised as incurred or accrued.						

1.8 Post-employment benefits							

The University operates both a defined-benefit pension fund and a defined-contribution fund for its employees. The
benefits in respect of the defined benefit pension fund are funded. The cost of providing benefits under the defined
benefit plan is determined using the projected unit credit method. Actuarial gains and losses are recognised in other
comprehensive income in full when they are incurred. Past service costs are recognised in full in net surplus at the earlier of when the plan amendment or curtailment occurs or when the entity recognises related restructuring costs. The
defined asset or liability comprises the present value of the defined benefit obligation (using a discount rate based on
yield of the JSE Coupon Nominal Bond Curve) less the fair value of plan assets out of which the obligations are to be
settled. Plan assets are assets that are held by a long-term employee benefit fund. Fair value is based on market price
information and in the case of quoted securities it is the published bid price. The value of any plan asset recognised is
restricted to the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in
the future contributions to the plan.

1.9 Provisions							

Provisions are recognised where there is a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events, it is
probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and a
reliable estimate of the amount of the obligation can be made. If the effect of the time value of money is material,
provisions are discounted using a current rate that reflects the risk specific to the liability. Where discounting is used,
the increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognised as a borrowing cost. 				
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1.10 Personnel costs							

Personnel costs comprise remuneration for services and other employee benefits. Remuneration and contributions in
respect of defined contribution retirement benefit plans are charged to the statement of comprehensive income as the
staff render their services to the University and costs relating to defined benefit retirement plans are charged to the
statement of comprehensive income according to IAS 19 and as further detailed in note 10.

1.11 Operating expenses

						

Operating expenses, except where dealt with under a specific accounting policy, are charged to net surplus of the
statement of comprehensive income in the year in which they are incurred.
					

1.12 Foreign currencies							

The University’s financial statements are presented in Rands, which is the University’s functional currency. Transactions
in foreign currencies are initially recorded at the functional currency rate prevailing at the date of the transaction.
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the functional currency spot rate
of exchange ruling at the reporting date. All differences are taken to net surplus of the statement of comprehensive
income. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using
the exchange rates as at the dates of the initial transactions. Non-monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign
currency are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value is determined.

1.13 Consolidation							

Separate accounting cost centres are created for funds separately identified for specific research or operational
activities. These cost centres are accounted for within the University’s general ledger, and are consolidated in the
preparation of the financial statements. All intra-group balances, income and expenses and unrealised gains and losses
resulting from intra-group transactions are eliminated in full.
						

1.14 Service concession arrangements 						

“Service concession arrangements are binding arrangements between a grantor and an operator in which the operator
uses the service concession asset to provide a public service on behalf of the grantor for a specified period of time;
and the operator is compensated for its services over the period of the service concession arrangement. When an
agreement of this nature is entered into, the grantor recognises a service concession asset when the grantor controls
the services that may be provided with the use of the asset and retains the beneficial interest in the asset. This asset
is initially recognised at its fair value and subsequently accounted for in the same manner as property, plant and
equipment. A corresponding liability is raised which is classified either as a financial liablility, where the grantor has
an unconditional obligation to pay cash or another financial asset to the operator for the construction, development,
acquisition, or upgrade of a service concession asset, or deferred revenue in the form of a grant of a right to use,
where the grantor does not have an unconditional obligation to pay cash or another financial asset to the operator
for the construction, development, acquisition, or upgrade of a service concession asset, and grants the operator the
right to earn revenue from third-party users or another revenue-generating asset. The University has entered into a
right to use contract in respect of the construction and lease of a number of residences. This obligation to provide the
operator with the right to use asset is initially recognised at the fair value of the asset received. The revenue arising
from providing the use of the asset is subsequently recognised in the net surplus over the period that the University is
obliged to provide the operator with the right to use the asset, on a straight line basis.“ 				
		

1.15 Accounting standards and interpretations issued and not yet effective						

IFRS and IFRIC Interpretations not yet effective							

The following standards, not yet effective, that could impact future financial statements have been issued or revised.
They will be adopted no later than the effective dates.							

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments: Classification and Measurement 						

IFRS 9 as issued reflects the first phase of the International Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB) work on the
replacement of IAS 39 and applies to classification and measurement of financial assets and liabilities as defined
in IAS 39.
						
The adoption of the first phase of IFRS 9 will have an effect on the classification and measurement of the University’s
financial assets and liabilities. The University will quantify the effect in conjunction with other phases, when issued, to
present a comprehensive picture. 					

Improvement to IFRS

						
The IASB issued “Improvements to IFRSs”, an omnibus of amendments to IFRS standards. The amendments have not
been adopted as they become effective for periods on or after 1 July 2014. The amendment listed below, is considered
to have a reasonable possible impact on the University:							
- IAS 24 Key Management Personnel							
The University, however, expects no impact from the adoption of the amendments on its financial position
or performance. 						
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Amendments to IAS 36 Impairment to Assets							

The IASB issued an amendment to IAS 36, proposing changes to the recoverable amount disclosures for non-financial
assets. The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014.			

Amendments to IAS I9 Employee Benefits							

The IASB issued an amendment to IAS 19, proposing changes to the employee contributions. The standard is effective
for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2014. 						

Amendments to IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation							

The IASB issued an amendment to clarify the meaning of “currently has a legally enforceable right to set off the
recognised amounts” (IAS 32.42(a)). The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014.
The University does not expect any impact on its financial position or performance.

1.16 Significant accounting judgements and estimates 						

Judgements							
In the process of applying the University’s accounting policies, management has made certain judgements, apart from
those involving estimations, which have significant effects on the amounts recognised in the financial statements as
discussed below. 											
Estimation uncertainty							

Key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the statement of financial
position date, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities within the next financial year, are discussed below. 						
Impairment of Available-for-sale investments							
The University classifies certain assets as available-for-sale and recognises movements in their fair value in other
comprehensive income. When the fair value declines, management makes assumptions about the decline in value to
determine whether it is an impairment that should be recognised in income and expenses. An investment is considered
impaired if either; the fair value at year end is more than 30% below original cost; or the fair value is below cost for a
period greater than 12 months. At 31 December 2013 no impairment losses have been recognised for available-forsale investments. The carrying value of investments at 31 December 2013 was R539,474,154 (2012: R444,630,634)
refer Note 3.							
Property, plant and equipment							
On an annual basis, management reviews the useful lives and residual values of immovable property, plant and
equipment. In addition, management periodically obtains the opinion of external building specialists regarding the
estimation of their useful lives. The most recent external opinion was obtained in June 2006. The useful lives and
residual values of movable items of property, plant and equipment have been estimated with reference to historic
information and market trends.							
The carrying value of property, plant and equipment at 31 December 2013 was R1,452,000,751,
(2012: R1,337,547,633). 						
Student fee debtors and other receivables							
Appropriate rates for the discounting of student fee debtors are approximated with reference to prevailing market
rates that would be available to the University on low risk deposits. The probability and timing of cash flows are
estimated based on historical trends.							
The fair value of Student fee debtors at 31 December 2013 was R90,588,401, (2012: R72,935,457). 		
				
Leave pay provision							
The pattern of staff retirements used in the leave pay calculation were estimated with reference to actuarial
data pertaining to the University’s staff. The pattern of leave utilisation was estimated with reference to historic
information.							
The fair value of the leave pay provision at 31 December 2013 was R91,762,351, (2012: R93,162,279).
Defined benefit fund							
The cost of defined benefit plans is determined using actuarial valuations. The actuarial valuation involves making
assumptions which are disclosed in note 10.							
Held to maturity investments
						
Judgement is made with regard to investments classified as held to maturity. This judgement is based on
management’s intention to hold the instrument to maturity at initial recognition. 					
The fair value of endowment policies at 31 December 2013 was R1,188,375, (2012: R1,336,110).
Provision for Bad Debts							
Debt is considered irrecoverable after taking into account collections subsequent to year end and historic patterns of
collection by the University as well as by professional debt collectors. For student fee debtors, the impairment takes
into account the present value of future expected cash flows.							
The impairments raised for bad debts as at 31 December 2013 was in note 4: staff loans - R 463,300 (2012:
R 463,300); note 6: student fee debtors - R 131,012,232 (2012: R 119,234,117): note 7 provincial subsidies and
grants - R 6,996,592 (2012: R 6,420,753) and note 7: sundry receivables - R6,334,859 (2012: R 6,233,825)		
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2.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Land &
buildings
ZAR

Furniture &
equipment
ZAR

Computer
equipment
ZAR

Vehicles

Total

ZAR

ZAR

Year ended 31 December 2013
Opening net book value

1 031 414 023

193 264 427

106 630 758

6 238 425

1 337 547 633

160 341 065

16 940 671

27 387 154

2 190 539

206 859 429

(492 876)

(307 101)

(228 670)

(1 028 647)

(38 723 041)

(25 450 621)

(25 808 494)

(1 395 508)

(91 377 664)

1 153 032 048

184 261 601

107 902 317

6 804 785

1 452 000 751

Gross carrying amount

1 421 515 005

346 995 855

229 407 747

14 435 146

2 012 353 753

Gross accumulated depreciation

(268 482 957)

(162 734 254)

(121 505 430)

(7 630 361)

(560 353 002)

Net book value

1 153 032 048

184 261 601

107 902 317

6 804 785

1 452 000 751

Opening net book value

867 760 190

151 494 551

97 473 605

5 695 671

1 122 424 017

Additions

198 201 327

63 734 943

30 218 218

1 814 812

293 969 300

(322 471)

(288 727)

(24 733)

(635 931)

(34 547 494)

(21 642 596)

(20 772 338)

(1 247 325)

(78 209 753)

1 031 414 023

193 264 427

106 630 758

6 238 425

1 337 547 633

Gross carrying amount

1 260 140 420

332 307 206

210 150 078

12 834 737

1 815 432 441

Gross accumulated depreciation

(228 726 397)

(139 042 779)

(103 519 320)

(6 596 312)

(477 884 808)

Net book value

1 031 414 023

193 264 427

106 630 758

6 238 425

1 337 547 633

Gross carrying amount

1 067 514 226

269 912 703

180 931 183

11 102 369

1 529 460 481

Gross accumulated depreciation

(199 754 036)

(118 418 152)

(83 457 578)

(5 406 698)

(407 036 464)

867 760 190

151 494 551

97 473 605

5 695 671

1 122 424 017

Additions
Disposals
Depreciation charge
Closing net book value

-

At 31 December 2013

Year ended 31 December 2012

Disposals
Depreciation charge
Closing net book value

-

At 31 December 2012

At 31 December 2011

Net book value

Land and Buildings							
-

Main campus, Robert Sobukwe Road, Bellville, described as whole or remainders of Erf numbers 14869, 17018, 		
40240, 40241, 40242, 40243, in Bellville Township, Province of the Western Cape.					
Rector’s House, described as Erf number 563 in Bellville Township, Province of the Western Cape.			
Hector Petersen Residence, Amandel Road, Belhar, described as Erf number 29059 in Bellville Township, Province of
the Western Cape.						
House in Observatory, Cape Town, described as Erf number 26498 in Observatory, City of Cape Town, Province of
the Western Cape.						
Tygerberg Oral Health centre, described as Erf 15528 in Parow, City of Cape Town, Province of the Western Cape.
(Legal transfer of this property took place in December 2011).						
Dentistry Building, Mitchells Plain Medical Centre, described as unit 2 of sectional title scheme 248 in Mitchells 		
Plain, 29388, Province of the Western Cape.						
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-

Bellville Medical Centre - Erf No. 39713 located in Bellville City Centre and Section 139, 141, 102-128 SS Bella Vista
Bellville Township, Province of the Western Cape
					
Certain land and buildings that comprise the main campus of the University were brought to account with the
granting of autonomous status to the University. Such land and buildings were valued on a replacement cost basis
as at April 1984, based on SAPSE norms.
							
Certain property, plant and equipment was transferred to the University as part of the Tygerberg Oral Health Centre
incorporation in 2004. The valuation of the Tygerberg dentistry building was performed by independent
professional property valuators.
					

2.1

Service Concession: Property, plant and equipment				
Kovacs Student Housing Project
UWC has appointed KOVACS in terms of a financing agreement in a “Build Operate Transfer” (BOT) model whereby
UWC leases land to KOVACS with a right to develop student residences exclusive to UWC students with a right to
collect rentals at full risk. The financing agreement to UWC is regulated by a “Development Agreement”,”Lease
Agreement” and a “Management Agreement”. The salient points of the agreements are:
1) The terms of the lease is 25 years plus 3 years of development;
2) KOVACS takes full risk of the business model;
3) The design and development of student accommodation stock is the responsibility of KOVACS with approval
from UWC;
4) The total number of beds contracted amounts to 1630.

Opening net book value

Buildings
ZAR

Buildings
ZAR

2013

2012

101 099 863

43 282 102

Additions

72 639 023

59 284 236

Depreciation charge

(1 550 317)

(1 466 475)

Closing net book value

172 188 569

101 099 863

Gross carrying amount

175 205 361

102 566 338

(3 016 792)

(1 466 475)

172 188 569

101 099 863

Gross accumulated depreciation
Net book value

The asset will be depreciated over its useful life. The obligation will be released to revenue on a straight line basis
over the term of the lease. The land rentals will need to be recognised on a straight-line basis. At the end of the lease
term only the asset will remain on the statement of financial position and this will continue to depreciate over the
remaining useful.
							
Phase 1 of the service concession agreement was completed with construction costs of R57,741,421 having been
incurred. 334 beds were completed in this phase.							
Phase 2 consists of the construction of 3 accommodation blocks with actual cost incurred of R40,577,135. A total of
288 beds were available for use at beginning of 2013.							
Phase 3 comprises the balance of the development entailing the construction of 478 beds to be estimated at
R 76,886,805.
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3.
3.1

INVESTMENTS
NON-CURRENT INVESTMENST

Available-for-sale investments:

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

Marketable Securities
Local equity and mutual funds

505 880 053

416 420 489

9 994 564

12 965 650

186

186

23 599 351

15 244 309

539 474 154

444 630 634

Opening value

444 630 634

267 209 402

Additions

310 993 602

335 751 115

Disposals

(285 103 265)

(198 407 135)

68 953 183

40 077 252

539 474 154

444 630 634

State stocks and bonds
Unlisted Investments
Off shore investments

Movement in fair value adjustments reserve
Closing value

Marketable securities are administered by portfolio managers, comprise listed instruments and are classified as
available for sale. They have no fixed maturity date or coupon rate. In the cash flow statement, proceeds from the
disposal of marketable of securities comprise:

ZAR
2013
Cost of marketable securities disposed
Realised gain on disposal of marketable securities
Proceeds on disposal of marketable securities

ZAR
2012

256 443 098

189 021 218

28 660 173

9 385 917

285 103 271

198 407 135

3 494 054

3 311 929

191 987

182 125

3 686 041

3 494 054

543 160 195

448 124 688

Endowment Policies (SANLAM)
Opening net book amount
Fair value gains
Closing net book amount
The SANLAM endowment policy is an available-for-sale instrument
and is carried at fair value.

Total available-for-sale investments
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Held to maturity investments:
ZAR
2013
Endowment
policies

(PLAAS)
Opening net book
amount

1 336 110

Redemptions

(255 362)

ZAR
2013
Zero
Coupon
Bond

ZAR
2013
TOTAL

1 813 240

3 149 350

1 472 632

(255 362)

(255 363)

-

ZAR
2012
Endowment
policies

(PLAAS)

ZAR
2012
Zero
Coupon
Bond

ZAR
2012
TOTAL

1 647 626

3 120 258

-

(255 363)

Interest accrued

107 627

181 243

288 870

118 841

165 614

284 455

Closing net book
amount

1 188 375

1 994 483

3 182 858

1 336 110

1 813 240

3 149 350

The Zero Coupon Bond is stated at initial amount invested plus capitalised interest and is security for the loan from
Public Investment Commissioner as described in note 9. The Zero Coupon Bond has an effective interest rate of 9,56%,
maturing in June 2015. The Programme for Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS) endowment policy is a held to maturity
instrument at a fixed interest rate of 8.45%, maturing in December 2019 and is stated at amortised cost.

3.2

FAIR VALUE HIERARCHY							

The University uses the hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments by valuation
technique.							
Level 1: Quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.					
Level 2: Valuation techniques that use inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for
the asset or liability, either directly (i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices). For example, instruments measured using a valuation technique based on assumptions that are supported by prices from observable current market
transactions are categorised as level 2						
Level 3: Valuation techniques using inputs that are not based on observable market data.		

Assets measured at fair value
ZAR
31 Dec 2013

ZAR
Level 1

ZAR
Level 2

ZAR
Level 3

Available-for-sale financial assets
Local equity and mutual funds
State stocks and bonds
Offshore investments
Guaranteed investments

Total

505 880 239

505 880 239

-

-

9 994 564

9 994 564

-

-

23 599 351

23 599 351

-

-

3 686 041

543 160 195

-

539 474 154

3 686 041

-

3 686 041

-

During the reporting period ending 31 December 2013, there were no transfers between level 1 and level 2 fair value
investments, and no transfers into and out of level 3 fair value measurements.						
The guaranteed investment values disclosed as level 2 are provided by the issuing financial institution.
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FAIR VALUE HIERARCHY (continued)
Available-for-sale financial assets

ZAR
31 Dec 2012

ZAR
Level 1

Local equity and mutual funds

416 420 489

416 420 489

-

-

State stocks and bonds

12 965 650

12 965 650

-

-

Offshore investments

15 244 309

15 244 309

-

-

186

186

-

-

Shares Unlisted
Guaranteed investments

Total

3 494 054

448 124 688

ZAR
Level 2

-

444 630 634

ZAR
Level 3

3 494 054

-

3 494 054

-

During the reporting period ending 31 December 2012, there were no transfers between level 1 and level 2 fair value
investments, and no transfers into and out of level 3 fair value measurements.		

4.

STAFF LOANS			
ZAR
2013
Gross Amount
Less impairment

ZAR
2012

677 568

622 920

(463 300)

(463 300)

214 268

159 620

These loans are unsecured and attract interest at 15% with repayment terms varying from 1 to 12 months.

5.

INVENTORIES

Maintenance store (at cost)

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

1 319 273

1 198 469

1 319 273

1 198 469

Amounts expensed relating to inventory are included under other operating expenses.
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6.

STUDENT FEE DEBTORS

Gross Amount
Less impairment

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

221 600 633

192 169 574

(131 012 232)

(119 234 117)

90 588 401

72 935 457

Student fee debt is non-interest bearing, and minimum payments are required on registration and on subsequent
prescribed dates as published in the University’s fee handbook. The portion of student debt which is considered
irrecoverable after taking into account collections subsequent to year end and historic patterns of collection
by the University as well as by professional debt collectors, is impaired. The impairment takes into account the
present value of future expected cash flows. The fair value of student fee debtors is R88,224,899 based on
a discounted cash flow, which is a level 3 fair value investment.						
The debtors book of the University is subject to collective impairment with the exception of R43,281,313 (2012:
R15,199,596) which is past due by less than one year but not impaired. This relates to National Student Financial
Aid Scheme amounts which are considered fully recoverable.
Movement in the provision for impairment of student fee debtors were as follows:			

ZAR
2013
At 1 January
Utilised during the year
Charge for the year
At 31 December

7.

(119 234 117)
-

ZAR
2012
(109 064 233)
-

(11 778 115)

(10 169 884)

(131 012 232)

(119 234 117)

OTHER RECEIVABLES
ZAR
2013
Prepayments

ZAR
2012

18 557 996

4 188 529

5 850 480

8 009 932

Gross Amount

12 847 072

14 430 685

Less Impairment

(6 996 592)

(6 420 753)

Other receivables in respect of subsidies, contracts and grants

8 358 497

6 002 750

Sundry receivables

6 610 179

11 388 109

Gross Amount

12 945 038

17 621 934

Less impairment

(6 334 859)

(6 233 825)

39 377 152

29 589 320

Provincial subsidies and grants

Impairment: Provincial grants

The impairment of R6,996,591, (2012: R6,420,753) represents salary recoveries payable by the Provincial Government
of the Western Cape of which the recovery rate of claims is being addressed and the impairment of R6,334,859,
(2012: R6,233,825) in respect of inappropriate expenditure and is in the process of being resolved. Other receivables
comprise non-interest bearing itemswith no fixed term of payment. They are not discounted and their carrying
amounts approximate their carrying amounts approximate their fair value, due to the short term nature of the
receivables.
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ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

(6 420 753)

(6 420 753)

Movement in the provision for impairment of provincial subsidy and
grants were as follows:		
At 1 January
Utilised during the year
Charge for the year

(575 839)

-

(6 996 592)

(6 420 753)

(6 233 825)

(308 648)

(101 034)

(5 925 177)

(6 334 859)

(6 233 825)

Impairment: Sundry receivables
Movement in the provision for impairment of sundry receivables
were as follows:
At 1 January
Charge for the year

8.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

Cash at bank and on hand

456 435 032

550 145 806

Short term bank deposits

12 108 975

11 909 346

468 544 007

562 055 152

Short term bank deposits comprise term deposits, the majority of which mature within 3 months.These deposits are at
market related fixed rates of between 4.5% and 5.3% (2012: 4.0% and 6.1%)and their carrying amounts approximate fair
value.They are classified as cash equivalents as management consider them to be accessible prior to prescribed maturity.		
At year end the University had an unutilised overdraft facility of R15,000,000, (2012: R15,000,000).

9.

INTEREST BEARING BORROWINGS
ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

2 300 000

2 300 000

Non-current portion of Development Bank of South Africa long term loan

49 500 000

58 500 000

Total non-current borrowings

51 800 000

60 800 000

Current portion of Development Bank of South Africa long term loan

9 000 000

9 000 000

Total current borrowings

9 000 000

9 000 000

Non-current
Non-current portion of PIC long term loan

Current
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A R2,300,000 loan from the Public Investment Commissioner, repayable on 30 June 2015, is secured by a zero coupon bond of R2,300,000 with a fixed interest rate of 14.15% . The University entered into a ten year term loan of
R90,000,000 with the Development Bank Of South Africa, repayable by 30 June 2020 in half yearly instalments, with
a floating rate of 6 months Jibar rate plus 305 basis points.

ZAR
2013
Effective interest rates on long term loans

ZAR
2012

8,51%

8,64%

Carrying amount
The carrying amounts of fixed interest-bearing long term loans are as follows:

Carrying amounts
ZAR
2013
PIC loan
DBSA loan

ZAR
2012

2 300 000

2 300 000

58 500 000

67 500 000

The fair values of the loans approximate the carrying value of the loans.

Maturity of Interest bearing Borrowings:
Variable
ZAR
2013

10.

Fixed
ZAR
2012

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

Less than one year

13 889 250

13 953 217

325 450

650 900

Between year 1 and 2

13 106 970

13 166 082

2 462 725

650 900

Between year 2 and 5

34 627 230

34 195 828

-

Over 5 years

14 673 420

25 376 773

-

76 296 870

86 691 900

2 788 175

2 625 450
-

3 927 250

POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFIT INFORMATION
The University contributes to the University of the Western Cape Retirement Fund, a defined contribution fund, and
to the University of the Western Cape Pension Fund, a defined benefit fund. Both funds were established when
the University took the decision to leave its previous fund. Members of the previous fund were given the option to
transfer to either fund. These funds are registered under and governed by the Pensions’ Fund Act, 1956 as
amended. The assets of both these funds are held independently of the University’s assets in separate trustee
administered funds.
Total employer contributions for the year were R55,380,438 (2012: R49,977,530).

10.1

University of the Western Cape Pension Fund

The following summarises the components of the net benefit expense recognised in the statement of
comprehensive income, the fund status and amounts recognised in the statement of financial position
for the plan.
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ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

Net benefit expense
Current service cost

23 836 384

19 761 186

Interest cost on benefit obligation

43 184 286

40 634 202

(40 148 601)

(40 939 043)

891 666

1 323 434

27 763 735

20 779 779

(560 241 042)

542 548 759

637 247 651

(583 571 000)

77 006 609

(41 022 241)

Interest on plan assets
Administration Expense
Net benefit expense

Net benefit asset / (liability)
Net present value of future obligations
Net market value of plan assets
Net surplus / (deficit)

2013

Balance at the beginning of the year

Fund
Assets

Fund
Liabilities

Asset
Ceiling

Net Asset/
Liability

ZAR

ZAR

ZAR

ZAR

542 548 759

(583 571 000)

-

(41 022 241)

(23 836 384)

-

(23 836 384)

(43 184 286)

-

(3 035 685)

-

(891 666)

(27 763 735)

Pension Cost included in Surplus
for the year:
Current service costs

-

Interest income/expense

40 148 601

Administration expenses

(891 666)

Subtotal included in Surplus
for the year
Benefit Payments

-

39 256 935

(67 020 670)

-

(19 960 202)

19 960 202

-

-

Remeasurement gains/(losses) in
other comprehensive income:
Returns from plan assets in
excess of interest

52 289 536

Actuarial gains and losses arising from
changes in demographic assumptions

-

Actual gains and losses change in
financial assumptions

-

Subtotal included in Other
Comprehensive Income

52 289 536

Contributions

23 112 623

Balance at the end of the year

637 247 651

-

-

70 390 426

70 390 426
-

(560 241 042)

52 289 536
70 390 426

-

122 679 962

-

23 112 623

-

77 006 609
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Restated 2012

Balance at the beginning of the year

Fund
Assets

Fund
Liabilities

Asset
Ceiling

Net Asset/
Liability

ZAR

ZAR

ZAR

ZAR

473 319 273

(469 795 000)

-

3 524 273

(19 761 186)

-

(19 761 186)

Pension Cost included in Surplus
for the year:
Current service costs

-

Interest income/expense

40 939 043

(40 634 202)

-

304 841

Administration expenses

(1 323 434)

-

-

(1 323 434)

Subtotal included in Surplus for
the year

39 615 609

(60 395 388)

-

(20 779 779)

(24 579 278)

24 579 278

-

Benefit Payments

-

Remeasurement gains/(losses) in other
comprehensive income:
Returns from plan assets in excess of
interest

32 364 366

Actuarial gains and losses arising from
changes in demographic assumptions

-

Actuarial gains and losses change in
financial assumptions

-

Subtotal included in Other
Comprehensive Income

32 364 366

Contributions

21 828 789

Balance at the end of the year

542 548 759

-

-

-

-

32 364 366
-

(77 959 890)

-

(77 959 890)

(77 959 890)

-

(45 595 524)

-

21 828 789

-

(41 022 241)

(583 571 000)

The actual return on plan assets for 2013 amounted R52,289,536 (2012: R32,364,366).				

Major categories of plan assets
Old Mutual Absolute Growth Fund
Old Mutual guaranteed fund
Oasis Market value Portfolio

Old Mutual Balanced Portfolio
Prescient Mergence

Omigsa Premium Equity
Sanlam Dynamic Target Hedging Portfolio

2013
ZAR

2012
ZAR

243 354 797

270 558 948

-

128 225 254
3 317

123 502 865

28 888 715

26 291 500

157 026 547

-

80 257 293

-

124 978 971

-

Stanlib SA Equity

4 958 675

3 812 512

Sanlam Cash Deposit account

3 195 569

3 202 905

(5 416 233)

(13 045 225)

637 247 651

542 548 759

Value of Assured pensions
Net Creditors
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The fair value of plan assets have not materially changed due to the adoption of IFRS 13.				
A gross discount rate of 8.81% per annum is used, based on the average effective annual yield on the JSE Zero
Coupon Nominal Bond Curve as at the reporting date in 2012 the expected return on plan assets was determined on
Government bonds as at the reporting date and was estimated at 7.40%.

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

The principal assumptions used in determining plan obligations are:
Discount rate

5,55%

4,30%

Expected rate of return on assets

8,81%

7,40%

Future salary increases

6,68%

6,44%

Inflation

6,18%

5,94%

Future pension increases

3,09%

0,00%

A quantitative sensitivity analysis for significant assumptions as at 31 December 2013 is shown as below

The sensitivity analyses below have been determined based on a method that extrapolates the impact on net defined
benefit obligation as a result of changes in the key assumptions occuring at the end of the reporting period.

Actives (R )

Pensioners (R )

Total liabililty (current valuation)

488 816 049

71 424 993

Assumptions

Actives (R )

Pensioners (R )

Sensitivity Level

0.5% Increase

0.5% Decrease

0.5% Increase

0.5% Decrease

Discount rate

455 287 142

526 007 037

68 569 209

74 506 742

Future salary increases

501 805 778

476 398 475

N/A

N/A

Future pension cost increases

511 347 083

467 809 017

74 688 415

68 402 861

Assumptions
Sensitivity Level
Life Expectancy of Pensioners

Actives (R )

Pensioners (R )

Increased
by 1 year

Decreased
by 1 year

Increased
by 1 year

Decreased
by 1 year

468 671 895

478 768 280

73 044 503

69 777 087

Expected contributions to be made in future years out of the defined benefit plan obligation.
ZAR
2013
Within the next 12 months (next annual reporting period)

ZAR
2012

22 312 263

23 836 384

Between 2 and 5 years

105 999 738

113 240 439

Between 5 and 10 years

179 964 219

192 257 336

Beyond 10 years

141 107 100

150 745 938

Total expected payments

449 383 320

480 080 097

The average duration of the defined benefit obligation at the end of the reporting period is 12 years.		
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10.2

11.

University of the Western Cape Retirement Fund						

The University of the Western Cape Retirement Fund is a defined contribution fund, of which the majority of
permanent and long-term contract employees are members. The current year contribution to the Fund for the benefit
of employees was R35,540,489, (2012: R31,282,091). The fund commenced with effect 1 March 1995. The fund is
currently being administered by Sanlam. An independent Board of Trustees is reponsible for the governance of the
fund. The Board of Trustees consists of 4 member elected trustees an 4 Council nominated trustees.			
			
The surplus apportionment date of the fund was 1 March 2004. The surplus apportionment exercise of the fund was
completed and approved by the Registrar of Pension Funds on 22 September 2008. An amount of R2,622,000 was
allocated to the employer at the surplus apportionment date (1 March 2004). The accumulated value of the employer
surplus amounts to R8,364,145 on 31 December 2013 (2012: R7,927,500) after adding investment return.

LEAVE PAY PROVISION
ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

Opening balance

93 162 279

83 356 452

Provision released during current year

(6 171 251)

(2 379 874)

4 771 324

12 185 701

91 762 351

93 162 279

Total leave pay liability

91 762 351

93 162 279

Current portion shown under current liabilities

10 141 277

11 585 838

Long-term portion

81 621 074

81 576 441

Additional provision raised

Employee benefits in the form of annual leave entitlements are recognised and provided for when they accrue to
employees with reference to services rendered up to the statement of financial position. Annual leave, being
non-accumulative in nature, is considered to be a short-term employee benefit due to the leave being a short
compensated absence where the compensation is due to be settled within twelve months after the period the
employee renders their services to the University. These benefits vest with the employee in the year in which they
accrue. Long term leave consists of study leave and sabbatical leave. The University has made the same assumptions
regarding the pattern of future staff retirements as has been used for the calculation of retirement benefit
information. These assumptions have been used to determine whether and when leave will be taken or encashed
These assumptions are based on historical information and are similar to those used for defined benefit plans. The
leave liability is determined by applying probabilities determined from the retirement benefit assumptions to the value
of leave days outstanding at year end.

12.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED LIABILITIES
ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

29 928 427

36 787 915

222 989

1 318 702

Students with credit balances for future cash collections - Registered

18 883 998

21 216 085

Students with credit balances - Unregistered

10 751 631

13 619 562

Bursaries control

11 883 926

7 187 777

252 354

252 354

NRF Deposit

34 400 000

31 700 000

Other payables

33 950 017

23 740 078

140 273 342

135 822 473

Trade Payables
Salary deductions

Voluntary severance package and retrenchment cost liability
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Accounts payable and accrued liabilities comprise a variety of items, which are non-interest bearing. Trade payables
have settlement terms ranging from 7 to 30 days, and other items of accounts payable and accrued liabilities have
no specific terms of repayment. Included in other payables are cheques not yet presented at the bank amounting to
R14,746,245; (2012: R11,582,317). The carrying amounts approximate their fair values due to the short term nature of
the payables.

13.

SERVICE CONCESSION: LIABILITY		
A notarial lease arrangement with Kovacs (Pty) Ltd for the lease of land (Student Housing Project) was entered into in
2010. The payment in terms of the lease commences on 1 January 2014 and the lease period is 25 years. This liability
represents the obligation to provide Kovacs with a right to use the residences from availability for use to the end of
the lease term. This liability will be released over the period that the residences are available for use. Refer to note 2.1
for further detail regarding Kovacs.

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

100 427 768

43 282 102

72 639 023

59 284 237

Year ended 31 December
Opening balance
Additional liability raised
Additional payments
Liability released during the current year

(30 000 000)

-

(5 442 513)

(2 138 571)

137 624 278

100 427 768

A R30m payment was made by UWC directly to the Kovacs (Pty) Ltd building contractor as a partial payment
for the construction cost.					

Current portion
Non-current portion

14.

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

5 442 513

2 138 571

132 181 765

98 289 197

137 624 278

100 427 768

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

487 662

506 625

STUDENT DEPOSITS

Hostel deposits

Hostel deposits are held to cover damages that may arise during use of hostel facilities by students.
Their carrying amounts approximate fair value.
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15. STATE SUBSIDIES AND GRANTS
ZAR
2013
State subsidy for general purposes

627 435 000

ZAR
2012
589 009 634

Subsidy released on Capital and Clinical grants from
Department of Higher Education (Restricted use)

18 184 815

18 704 313

State grants and contracts for research (Restricted use)

72 828 348

63 748 244

Clincial training subsidy and foundation training subsidy (Restricted use)

17 345 548

15 077 312

735 793 711

686 539 503

Restricted
use
2013
ZAR

TOTAL

-

15 654 077

15 654 077

- Available for Sale

-

15 365 207

15 365 207

- Held to maturity

-

288 870

288 870

2 502 384

28 272 737

16. INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS
Council
controlled
2013
ZAR

2013
ZAR

Interest received
Investments

Cash and cash equivalents
Finance income adjustment to revenue

Total interest received		

25 770 353
1 419 123

-

1 419 123

27 189 476

18 156 461

45 345 937

628

5 466 992

5 467 620

27 190 104

23 623 453

50 813 557

Dividends received		

Realised gain on disposal of available for sale investments

-

28 660 173

28 660 173

Unrealised fair value adjustments gains

-

68 953 183

68 953 183
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16. INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS (continued)
Council
controlled
2012
ZAR

Restricted
use
2012
ZAR

TOTAL
2012
ZAR

Interest received
Investments

-

7 719 114

7 719 114

- Available for Sale

-

7 434 659

7 434 659

- Held to maturity

-

284 455

284 455

3 750 615

38 851 477

Cash and cash equivalents
Finance income adjustment to revenue

Total interest received		

35 100 862
844 487

-

844 487

35 945 349

11 469 729

47 415 078

99 185

4 536 864

4 636 049

36 044 534

16 006 593

52 051 127

Dividends received		

Realised gain on disposal of available for sale investments

-

9 385 917

9 385 917

Unrealised fair value adjustments gains

-

40 077 252

40 077 252
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17.. PERSONNEL COSTS
Council
controlled
ZAR

Restricted
use
ZAR

Student
Acommodation
ZAR

2013
Total
ZAR

Academic professionals
Salaries

322 149 561

49 354 566

-

371 504 127

19 198 876

465 219

-

19 664 095

341 348 437

49 819 785

-

391 168 222

248 505 839

64 211 422

11 348 541

324 065 802

10 912 545

934 500

1 117 793

12 964 838

Total - other personnel

259 418 384

65 145 922

12 466 334

337 030 640

TOTAL PERSONNEL COSTS

600 766 821

114 965 707

12 466 334

728 198 862

Post employment benefit contributions
Total - academic professionals

Other personnel
Salaries
Post employment benefit contributions

Average monthly personnel employed by the University during the 2013 year:
Full time

1 234

Part time

1 425
2 659
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17.

PERSONAL COSTS (continued)
Remuneration of key management -

The following disclosures relate to compensation paid to the key management of the University. Remuneration is
based on the cost of employment to the institution comprising flexible remuneration packages.

Months
in
office

Short term
employee
benefits

R ‘000s

Postemployment
benefits

Name

Office held

R ‘000s

O’Connell BP

Rector

12

2 002

Tshiwula L

Vice Rector:
- Student Development
& Support

10

1 268

196

-

Actual
Amount

R ‘000s
2 002
1 464

Cornelissen JJ

Acting Registrar

12

731

145

875

Regal A

Executive Director:
- Finance and Services

12

1 098

204

1 302

Glaeser A

Executive Director:
- Human Resources

12

1 157

Bharuthram R

Vice Rector:
- Academic affairs

12

1 904

84

1 988

Deans:

Faculties:

Christie RL

Research Development

12

1 027

200

1 226

Desai ZK

Education

12

985

180

1 166

Brown D

Arts

12

1 494

-

1 494

Osman YI

Dentistry

12

122

-

122

Sloth-Nielsen J

Law

12

1 273

172

1 445

Frantz JM

Community and Health Sciences

12

961

162

1 124

Esau MV

Acting: Economic and
Management Sciences

7

453

63

516

Visser K

Economic and Management
Sciences

5

335

166

501

Fisher D

Acting: Natural Sciences

5

330

55

385

12

949

185

1 134

Davies-Coleman MT Natural Sciences

-

1 157

		

Exceptional payment amounts - each exceeding in annual aggregate R249,999
No exceptional payments were made during the year.			

Payments for attendance at meetings of the council and its subcommittees

It is not University policy to remunerate council members for attendance at meetings.
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17.

PERSONAL COSTS (continued)
Council
controlled
ZAR

Restricted
use
ZAR

Student
Acommodation
ZAR

2012
Total
ZAR

Academic professionals
Salaries

297 161 322

47 910 568

-

345 071 890

16 217 556

726 314

-

16 943 870

313 378 878

48 636 882

-

362 015 760

230 031 242

50 939 097

10 057 533

291 027 872

10 173 328

949 231

1 300 373

12 422 932

Total - other personnel

240 204 570

51 888 328

11 357 906

303 450 804

TOTAL PERSONNEL COSTS

553 583 448

100 525 210

11 357 906

665 466 564

Post employment benefit contributions
Total - academic professionals

Other personnel
Salaries
Post employment benefit contributions

Average monthly personnel employed by the University during the 2012 year:
Full time

1 179

Part time

1 131
2 310
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17.

PERSONAL COSTS (continued)
Months
in
office

Short term
employee
benefits

R ‘000s

Postemployment
benefits
R ‘000s

Actual
Amount

Name

Office held

O’Connell BP

Rector

12

1 759

Tshiwula L

Vice Rector:
- Student Development and
Support

12

1 134

216

1 350

Miller IM

Registrar

5

376

69

445

Cornelissen JJ

Acting Registrar

7

372

71

443

Regal A

Executive Director:

12

1 006

187

1 193

Executive Director:

12

1 144

- Human Resources

12

Vice Rector:

12

1 525

336

1 861

-

R ‘000s
1 759

- Finance and Services
Glaeser A

Bharuthram R

-

1 144

- Academic affairs

Deans:

Faculties:

Christie RL

Research Development

12

766

166

932

Desai ZK

Education

12

852

149

1 001

Brown D

Arts

12

1 329

-

1 329

Osman YI

Dentistry

12

120

-

120

Sloth-Nielsen J

Law

12

877

Klopper H

Community and Health
12

1 188

Sciences
Esau MV

Acting Economic and

Fisher D

Acting: Natural Sciences

Management Sciences
Davies-Coleman MT Natural Sciences

128
-

1 005
1 188

12

623

88

711

5

330

55

385

7

497

97

594

Exceptional payment amounts - each exceeding in annual aggregate R249,999
No exceptional payments were made during the year.			

Payments for attendance at meetings of the council and its subcommittees

It is not University policy to remunerate council members for attendance at meetings.
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18.

18.1

OTHER OPERATING REVENUES & EXPENSES

OTHER RECURRENT INCOME

Council
controlled
ZAR

Restricted
use
ZAR

26 687 524

30 697 675

Student
Acommodation
ZAR
20 600

2013
Total
ZAR
57 405 799

Other recurrent income arises from activities associated with the University’s core teaching and research
activities, but not directly derived there from.							

18.2

OTHER NON-RECURRENT INCOME

-

-

-

-

Other non-recurrent income arises from transactions that are not part of the normal activities of the University.

18.3

OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES
Academic consumable material
Advertising

10 786 973

22 680 577

6 333 747

1 201 513

33 703 473

-

7 535 260

-

12 706 398

Bad debts written off/Impairments

12 706 398

Bursaries and prizes

18 116 108

60 083 366

42 250

78 241 724

Cleaning

15 384 381

94 725

8 834 305

24 313 411

Computer maintenance and licensing

16 894 272

537 119

7 786

17 439 177

Electricity and water

30 372 332

220 780

8 533 809

39 126 921

5 630 973

4 836 779

1 035 457

11 503 209

Food provisions

209 289

1 060 641

173 460

1 443 390

Hire of equipment

482 040

9 330

-

491 370

3 784 578

40 774

-

3 825 352

Journals and subscriptions

18 110 410

560

-

18 110 970

Library and art acquisitions

1 087 525

423 696

-

1 511 221

Postage and telephone

5 242 159

1 286 630

285 005

6 813 794

Printing and stationery

17 526 384

4 051 619

479 137

22 057 140

Professional services

27 356 066

12 983 188

17 433

40 356 687

Property rates

14 467 811

1 842

-

14 469 653

298 770

60 629

109 399

468 798

Entertainment

Insurance

Protective clothing
Rebate on fees
Rent of buildings

1 593 819

-

235 923

-

-

1 593 819

151 510

1 275 598

3 705 590

5 132 698

Repairs and maintenance

21 125 978

180 015

3 881 425

25 187 418

Security contracts

12 005 907

268 889

9 891 060

22 165 856

2 209 644

872 184

33 737

3 115 565

Sundries

26 359 790

29 604 027

587 450

56 551 267

Travel and subsistence

22 169 052

33 260 032

4 299 091

59 728 175

2 183 945

341 429

226 316

2 751 690

292 589 861

175 375 942

42 378 633

510 344 436

Staff meals: food services

Vehicle expenses

Rebates on fees represent the cost to the University of certain policies, and are disclosed under other operating
expenses instead of being set-off against tuition fees in order to better present the impact of these policies.
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18.

18.1

OTHER OPERATING REVENUES & EXPENSES (continued)

OTHER RECURRENT INCOME

Council
controlled
ZAR

Restricted
use
ZAR

14 670 328

63 243 111

Student
Acommodation
ZAR
-

2012
Total
ZAR
77 913 439

Other recurrent income arises from activities associated with the University’s core teaching and research
activities, but not directly derived there from.								

18.2

OTHER NON-RECURRENT INCOME

7 776 983

-

-

7 776 983

Other non-recurrent income arises from transactions that are not part of the normal activities of the University.

18.3

OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES
Academic consumable material

8 891 251

20 654 090

118 293

29 663 634

Advertising

5 974 731

2 539 528

1 468

8 515 727

Bad debts written off/Impairments

16 412 142

Bursaries and prizes

18 107 585

48 537 668

Cleaning

14 153 956

94 081

8 209 093

22 457 130

Computer maintenance and licensing

17 936 961

987 757

12 734

18 937 452

Electricity and water

29 759 608

26 259

8 344 828

38 130 695

5 029 786

3 601 183

899 094

9 530 063

Food provisions

161 459

134 494

-

295 953

Hire of equipment

374 818

41 864

-

416 682

2 794 320

76 053

-

2 870 373

Journals and subscriptions

13 691 929

685

-

13 692 614

Library and art acquisitions

2 405 162

426 204

-

2 831 366

Postage and telephone

5 766 875

1 385 582

267 262

7 419 719

Printing and stationery

14 993 706

4 017 185

427 885

19 438 776

Professional services

34 723 358

10 900 980

5 569

45 629 907

Property rates

11 483 744

7 486

509 577

82 604

Entertainment

Insurance

Protective clothing

-

16 412 142

-

66 645 253

-

11 491 230
3 819

1 574 649

Rent of buildings

1 419 026

1 056 128

3 061 573

5 536 727

Repairs and maintenance

21 164 496

494 513

3 032 799

24 691 808

Security contracts

12 001 407

298 741

7 904 478

20 204 626

2 170 819

970 946

33 091

3 174 856

Sundries

14 300 422

24 715 592

470 815

39 486 829

Travel and subsistence

18 750 105

27 684 748

3 906 002

50 340 855

2 765 292

1 400 098

223 453

4 388 843

277 317 184

150 134 469

36 922 256

464 373 909

Vehicle expenses

-

596 000

Rebate on fees

Staff meals: food services

-

-

1 574 649

Rebates on fees represent the cost to the University of certain policies, and are disclosed under other operating
expenses instead of being set-off against tuition fees in order to better present the impact of these policies.
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19.

FINANCE AND RELATED COSTS
ZAR

ZAR

Council Controlled
Finance costs
Long term loans

2013

2012

5 749 658

6 905 044

5 749 658

6 905 044

3 924 842

2 443 080

Other related costs
Portfolio administration costs

20.

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES
The University’s financial liabilities includes long term loans, accounts payable and student deposits. The financial
assets such as investments, student fee debtors, accounts receivable and cash and short term deposits arise directly
from its operations. The main risks arising from the University’s financial instruments are interest rate risk, liquidity
risk, credit risk and price risk. Management policies for managing each risk are summarised below.		

Credit risk management

The University deposits only with major banks of high quality credit standing. At year end the management of the
University did not consider there to be any significant concentration of credit risk which has not been adequately
provided for. The maximum exposure to credit risk is the carrying amounts disclosed in note 3: held to maturity
- R3,182,858 (2012: R3,149,350) note 4: staff loans - R214,268 (2012: R159,620); note 6: student fee debtor
- R90,588,401 (2012: R72,935,457); note 7: other receivables excluding prepayments - R20,819,156 (2012:
R25,400,792) and note 8 cash and cash equivalents - R468,544,007 (2012: R562,055,152) Credit risk in respect of
student credit is managed by the application of credit monitoring procedures and enrolment processes. All student
fee debtors at year end reflect debt that is past its due date and not impaired. The University has no concerns over the
credit quality of assets that are neither past due nor impaired.

Interest rate risk management

Interest rate risk on investments, long term loans and cash is managed by utilising a mix of fixed and variable rate
instruments that avoid a concentration of risk.

Interest rate risk table:

The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonable possible change in interest rates, with all variables
held constant, of the University surplus. There is no material impact on the University equity.

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

Interest rate changes
The effect of a 1% increase in interest rate on net surplus

4 236 129

5 078 986

The effect of a 1% decrease in interest rate on net surplus

(4 236 129)

(5 078 986)

Liquidity risk management

The University manages its liquidity risk by maintaining a sufficient cash buffer and an overdraft facility at all times.
Deposits are held at central banks that can be easily accessible for liquidity management purposes. At the year end
the University had an unutilised overdraft facility of R15,000,000 available. Refer to note 9 and note 12 for contractual
maturing of financial liabilities.

Price risk

There is an exposure to price risk on listed and unlisted shares due to the fair value or future cash flows of financial
instruments which will fluctuate because of changes in market prices. The risk is managed by our portfolio agent.		
				

Price risk table:

The effect on equity due reasonable possible changes in equity indices, with all other variables held constant is
as follows:
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ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

The effect of a 5% increase in price risk on funds

26 633 122

21 740 717

The effect of a 5% decrease in price risk on funds

(26 633 122)

(21 740 717)

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

258 526 000

284 152 915

39 592 000

35 000 000

298 118 000

319 152 915

Price risk changes

21.
21.1

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENT LIABILITY
Capital commitments
Amounts allocated for capital expenditure at reporting date, but not contracted.
Capital expenditure contracted for at year end, but not yet incurred
Total planned capital expenditure

Capital expenditure approved relates to amounts formally designated for the acquisition construction,
improvement or major maintenance of items of property plant and equipment.

21.2

Operating lease commitments - University as lessee

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

The future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating
leases are as follows:
Not later than 1 year

4 358 629

3 873 772

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years

5 904 953

2 637 912

10 263 582

6 511 684

Operating lease commitments relate to rental of buildings and of photocopy equipment. The amounts
disclosed above are the minimum lease payments, in addition to which the photocopy equipment agreements
provide for contingent rentals based on usage.			

21.3

Operating lease commitments - University as lessor

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

The future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:
Not later than 1 year
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years
Later than 5 years

71 280

64 800

363 892

330 800

6 575 007

6 679 368

7 010 179

7 074 968

The University has entered into a “Build Operate Transfer” (BOT) model whereby UWC leases land to KOVACS
with a right to develop student residences exclusive to UWC students with a right to collect rentals at full risk.
The terms of the lease is 25 years plus 3 years development.
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Contingent liability

A contingent liability exists in respect of collateral security of R42,230, (2012: R42,230) advanced by the University
to financial institutions to enable staff to obtain housing loans. Management is of the opinion that there is no
transfer of significant risk to the University, based on the historical behaviour of the beneficiaries and the fact that the
University has security in the form of the staff member’s retirement fund.				

22.

TRANSFERS TO CLEAR DORMANT ENTITIES
Entities that comprise restricted funds have been reviewed to identify entities that have been inactive for a substantial
period. The accumulated surpluses or deficits in such entities are represented by credits and debits, respectively, in the
accumulated funds of these entities. Where management is of the opinion that no claim or restriction will apply to the
credit balances in such a fund, the amount in the fund is transferred to the council controlled funds of the University.
Where management is of the opinion that no recovery or settlement is likely of any debit balances in such a fund, an
appropriate amount is transferred from council controlled funds to eliminate such debit balance.

ZAR
Restricted use

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

Transfers to clear entities with credit balances

(37 414)

(37 414)

(173 763)

Transfers to clear entities with debit balances

-

-

155 680

(37 414)

(37 414)

(18 083)

Entities with debit balances mainly comprise entities previously cleared as dormant which were reinstated.

23.

RELATED PARTIES
Due to the nature of the University’s operations and the composition of its Council (being drawn from public and
private sector organisations) it is possible that transactions will take place with organisations in which a member of
Council may have an interest. All transactions involving organisations in which a member of Council may have an
interest are conducted at arms length and in accordance with the University’s regulations and normal procurement
procedures. The Department of Higher Education and Training is a related party and transactions with them comprise
various subsidies and grants received amounting to R735,793,711 (2012: R686,539,503).			
None of the University’s Council Members declared having business interest with the University.

24.

GOVERNMENT GRANT RELATING TO ASSETS
According to IAS 20 Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance, Government
grants related to assets shall be recognised as income over the periods necessary to match them with the related costs
which they are intended to compensate, on a systematic basis. The deferred revenue will be recognised as income on
a systematic and rational basis over the useful life of the assets.

ZAR
2013
At 1 January

ZAR
2012

442 229 113

372 583 426

24 150 502

88 350 000

Recognised during the year

(18 184 815)

(18 704 313)

At 31 December

448 194 800

442 229 113

Deferred during the year
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25

NOTES TO THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT

25.1

Net surplus before interest and dividends

Notes

ZAR
2013

ZAR
2012

Net surplus/(deficit) from
Council controlled funds

67 656 004

61 954 664

Restricted use funds

74 676 434

114 891 659

Student accommodation funds

(9 318 169)

(6 033 546)

Consolidated net surplus for the year

133 014 269

170 812 777

Separately disclosable items

(45 063 899)

(45 146 083)

Interest received

16

(44 865 080)

(46 948 498)

Interest earned and reinvested

3

(480 857)

(466 580)

Dividends received

16

(5 467 620)

(4 636 049)

Finance costs

19

5 749 658

6 905 044

87 950 370

125 666 694

Cash at bank and on hand

456 435 032

550 145 806

Short term bank deposits

12 108 975

11 909 346

468 544 007

562 055 152

Net surplus before interest and dividends

25.2

CASH, BANK AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

At 31 December 2013 the University had available R76,400,000 (2012: R66,400,000) of undrawn committed
facilities in respect of which all conditions precedent had been met.
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Annexures:
Composition, Membership and
Attendance of Key Committees

COMPOSITION AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE COUNCIL OF

One academic employee

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE

Prof Thozamile Mabusela

In accordance with the Institutional Statute,
membership comprises of the following categories:

One non-academic employee
Mr Samuel Marcus

The Rector and Vice-Rectors
Prof Brian O’Connell

Two registered students

Prof Lullu Tshiwula (Term came to an end 31 December

Mr L Mdleleni (SRC President from September 2013)

2013)

Mr Msingathi Kula (SRC President from October 2013)

Prof Ramashwar Bharuthram			

Mr Bantu Mazingi
Ms S Rapahlela (SRC President until August 2013)

Five persons appointed by the Minister of Education

Two donors

Ms Xoliswa Bam

Ms Karen Barry

Mr Onkgopotse Tabane

Mr Michael Jackson

Mr Zamayedwa Sogayise
Mr Bhekinkosi Mvovo

One member of the City of Cape Town

Dr Raymond Patel (Chairperson from 12 September

Cll Antonio Van der Rheede

2013)

Two persons elected by Convocation
Two members of Senate

Mr Brian Williams (Chairperson until 12

Prof Emmanuel Iwuoha

September 2013)

Prof Jose Frantz

Mr R Titus
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One member of organised business in the

Ms Gayle Kaylor (Vice-Chairperson)

Western Cape

Mr Khaya Somdyala

Mr Oscar Solomons (Term came to an end on 31

Mr John Matthews

December 2013)

Mr Sedick Jappie

One member of organised business in South Africa

COMPOSITION AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE AUDIT AND

Mr Mthunzi Mdwaba

RISK COMMITTEE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE
WESTERN CAPE

One member of organised labour in South Africa

In accordance with the Institutional Statute,

Mr Koos Bezuidenhout

membership comprises of the following categories:

One member of organised labour in the Western Cape

Two members of Council

Mr Manene Samela

Ms Karen Barry
Mr Michael Jackson

One person designated by the Premier of the
Western Cape
Dr Leon Van Rensburg

A minimum of four and a maximum of six
additional members

Two persons appointed by Council
Mr Vincent Botto ( Co-opted category with relevant
expertise but no voting rights)
Ms Thobeka Sishuba-Mashego
Mr Kariem Hoosain

Mr Michael Abel
Dr Anwah Nagia
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COMPOSITION AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE FINANCE

COMPOSITION AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE

COMMITTEE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE

INSTUTIONAL FORUM OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE

WESTERN CAPE

WESTERN CAPE, 2013

In accordance with the Institutional Statute,

In accordance with the Institutional Statute,

membership comprises of the following categories:

membership comprises of the following categories:

The Rector

Three representatives of the Management

Prof Brian O’Connell

Prof Brian O’Connell

					

Prof Lullu Tshiwula

The Vice-Rectors

Ms Amanda Glaeser

Prof Lullu Tshiwula
Prof Ramashwar Bharuthram

Three representatives of the Senate
Dr Birgit Schreiber

The Executive Director: Finance and Services

Prof Ciraj Rassool

Mr Manie Regal

Dr Gavin Davis

An additional member of the Management

Three representatives of Council

Committee

Mr Bhekinkosi Mvovo (Term started on 1 January 2013)

Ms Amanda Glaeser

Mr Ronald Philander (Term came to an end
28 February 2013)

One Dean designated annually by the Executive

Mr Koos Bezuidenhout (Term started on 1 March 2013)

Committee of Senate

Ms Xoliswa Bam (Term started on 17 April 2013)

Prof Yusuf Osman

Three representatives of the academic employees
The Dean of Research

elected by an organisation representing

Prof Renfrew Christie

such employees
Dr Visvanathan Naicker

Two members of Senate

Prof Priscilla Baker (Term started on 1 October)

Prof Jimi Adesina (Term came to an end on

Prof Lorna Holtman (Term started on 1 October 2013)

31 July 2013)

Prof Burtram Fielding (Term started on 1 October 2013)

Prof Leon Loxton (Term came to an end on 31

					

December 2013)

Three representatives of the non- academic

Prof Mike Davies-Coleman

employees elected by an organisation representing
such employees

A minimum of two and a maximum of four members

Ms Lucille Teegler

of Council

Mr Samuel Marcus

Mr John Matthews

Mr Peter Johannes

Mr Onkgopotse Tabane
Mr Zamayedwa Sogayise
Mr Michael Abel
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Three representatives of the students elected by the

A maximum of four persons not being in the employ

Student Representative Council

of the University

Mr L Mdleleni (Term came to an end on

Not appointed

14 October 2013)
Mr Jackson Merahe (Term came to an end on
14 October 2013)
Mr T Moshoeshoe (Term came to an end on
14 October 2013)
Mr Msingathi Kula (Term started on 15 October 2013)
Mr Bantu Mazingi (Term started on 15 October 2013)
Mr Mzekelo Mhlawuli (Term started on
15 October 2013)
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ATTENDANCE OF COUNCILLORS OF COUNCIL, FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETINGS IN 2013
COUNCILLOR

COUNCIL:
6 meetings

FINANCE:
6 meetings

AUDIT AND RISK:
2 meetings

1.

Prof Brian O’Connell

4 out of 6

5 out of 6

1 out of 2

2.

Prof Lulu Tshiwula

6 out of 6

4 out of 6

0 out of 2

3.

Prof Ramashwar Bharuthram

6 out of 6

4 out of 6

0 out of 2

4.

Ms Xoliswa Bam

5 out of 6

5.

Mr Onkgopotse Tabane

6 out of 6

4 out of 6

6.

Mr Zamayedwa Sogayise

5 out of 6

5 out of 5

7.

Mr Bhekinkosi Mvovo

6 out of 6

8.

Dr Raymond Patel

6 out of 6

9.

Prof Emmanuel Iwuoha

5 out of 6

1 out of 1

10. Prof Jose Frantz

5 out of 6

11. Prof Thozamile Mabusela

5 out of 6

12. Mr Samuel Marcus

6 out of 6

13. Mr Lwando Medleni
(Term ended Sept 2013)

2 out of 4

14. Mr Jackson Merahe
(Term ended Sept 2013)

3 out of 4

15. Ms Sinazo Raphahlela
(Term ended Sept 2013)

2 out of 4

16. Mr Msingathi (SRC President)
(Term started Oct 2013)

2 out of 2

17. Mr Bantu Mazingi
(Term started Oct 2013)

1 out of 2

18. Mr John Matthews

2 out of 6

19. Ms Karen Barry

4 out of 6

0 out of 2

20. Mr Michael Jackson

5 out of 6

2 out of 2

21. Cll Antonio Van der Rheede

5 out of 6

22. Mr Oscar Solomons

5 out of 6

23. Mr Koos Bezuidenhout

2 out of 6

24. Mr Mthunzi Mdwaba

2 out of 6

25. Dr Leon van Rensburg

4 out of 6

26. Mr Randall Titus

5 out of 6

27. Mr Brian Williams

4 out of 6

28. Mr Manene Samela

2 out of 6

29. Ms Gayle Kaylor

4 out of 6

30. Dr Anwah Nagia

3 out of 6

31. Mr Sedick Jappie

5 out of 6

32. Mr Michael Abel

3 out of 6

33. Mr Khaya Somdyala

5out of 6
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5 out of 6

0 out of 2

